


/5 wI at? FOR CONCENTRATED WORK LIGHT?

Pawn a Cittie I Still itearer ! on -the job !

AN OPERATOR working under the best working
conditions does a better job. Give your operatives
ANGLEPOISE Lamps on their machines, it will
pay dividends in accuracy and output. This lamp
has everything - instant adjustability, throws a clear
concentrated beam right on the work, ' follows' the
job at a touch, takes and holds any required angle,
moves out of the way as required.

Every drawing office, workshop and machine
room should have its battery of ANGLEPOISE
Lamps-why not yours? Send today for our fully
descriptive Booklet P.M

Sole Makers: HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD
REDDITCH  WORCESTER  ENGLAND

THIS IS HOW ANGLEPOISE LIGHTS

UP THE JOB IN STRONG RELIEF-

SAVING EYESTRAIN AND FATIGUE

TE RRYANGLEPOISE
LAMP S

SOME
ALTERNATIVE

BASES FOR
ALL MODELS

Pat. all countries

Hee
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EVERY MODELLER
PRACTICAL INGENIOUS
avfraCRAMMED WITH IDEAS

SAMUEL JONES & CO, LTD
STATIONERY MILL, CAMBERWELL, LONDON, S.E.5
GRAMS: NONCURLING, PECK, LONDON TELEPHONE: RODNEY. 2346

Make your own ships,
aeroplanes, puppets and
models of many kinds
with Gumstrip Sealing
Tape. Ideal for mending,
making and many other

things, too.

Published by C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,

or obtainable from
Samuel Jones & Co., Ltd.

LAY YOUR OWN FLOORS
Oak and Beech Flooring Blocks Free of

Purchase Tax

Hardwood floors are
not difficult to lay
on concrete or
wooden sub - floors.
We supply kiln dried
flooring blocks
manufactured i n
Sweden from Prime
quality Scandinavian
Oak and Beech ready
for laying with full
instructions. At a
modest cost you can
transform concrete
or softwood floors
into beautiful
polished Parquet
floors that will last
a lifetime, and add
to the value of your
property.

Beech 16/6 Oak 19/6
Per Sq. Yard Per Sq. Yard

FULL DETAILS, SAMPLE AND LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
ON APPLICATION

THE SURREYBOARD COMPANY, LIMITED
(Dept. PM.)  72 HIGH STREET  CROYDON  SURREY

TYZACK'S GENERAL PURPOSE TOOL KIT

A complete outfit of
high class specially
selected Sheffield made
tools, all full size and
fully guaranteed for
professional or amateur
use, housed in a

strong steel handy
carrying case with
removable tray, lock
and key included.

FORTY FIVE FIRST CLASS TOOLS
For the hundred and one jobs that you can do yourself.

LIST OF CONTENTS : 1 Padsaw with Blade
1 20" Handsaw 1 Set Crampheads
1 10' Brass -back Tenon Saw 1 Pair Combination Pliers
1 Stanley Adjustable Iron Plane, 1 Wire Brush

9" X 2' 1 Blowlamp
1 Set of 3 Handled Chisels, r, V. 1" 1 Stanley Hand Drill
1 Claw Hammer 1 Set Twist Drills
1 6" Cabinet Handled Screwdriver 1 Soldering Iron
1 4' Ratchet Electrician's Screwdriver 1 Stick Solder
1 Crosspene Pin Hammer 1 Tin Flux
2 Handled Bradawls 1 Mitre Block
1 Pr. Pincers, 6" 1 Pair Radio Pliers
1 7" Footprint Pipe Wrench 1 Junior Hacksaw
1 3" Paint-strippingKnife 6 Spare Hacksaw Blades
1 Putty Knife 1 Nail Punch
1 Stanley Ratchet Brace 1 2' Boxwood Folding Rule
1 Set Five Fast -cutting Centre Bits, 1 Instruction Book

", l", l". i", r 1 Steel Toolease with Sliding Tray,
1 Pointing Trowel Padlock and Key

Supplied on First Payment of 57/6 Cash Price
Balance in 12 Monthly Payments. £15/17/6.

Illustrated Leaflet Free on request.

S. TYZACK & SON LTD Tel. S(.19eRn E InTeC41 8301

341-3455 OLD ST., LONDON, E.C.1
(Only address in London)
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I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than ever-Maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such
as that acquired by the I.C.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE TRAINED
MEN ARE URGENTLY NEEDED NOW
-BUT THERE IS NO WORTH -WHILE

PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED
Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Air Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry and Joinery
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works.,
Coal Mining
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering

Electric Power, Light-
ing, Transmission
Traction

Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Foremanship
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Maintenance Eng.
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Motor Engineeering
Motor Mechanics

Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Engineering
Plumbing
Production Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work

Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Television Technology
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodwork Drawing
Works Engineering

Students intending to sit for examinations in Mech. Eng., Architecture, Quantities,
Civil Eng., and others, should enrol NOW for preparatory Courses.
Using a specially prepared Study Programme, the student studies in his spare
time at his own pace and, with time for revision, sits with full confidence of
success.
Courses are also available for General Certificate of Education and most other
Technical, Professional, Commercial and Civil Service Exams.

il.C.S. Examination Students are coached until successful)
Moderate fees include ALL Books required.
REDUCED TERMS TO H.M. FORCES.

If you need technical training, our advice concerning your work and your
career is yours for the asking-without obligation. Let us send our special

free booklet on the subject in which you are specially interested.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Dept. 169A, I.C.S., 71, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

CUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 169A, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Please send me free booklet on

Name Age

(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers

Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. Egypt : 40, Sharia Abdel Kkalek Sarwat
Pasha, Cairo. Eire : 3, North Earl Street, Dublin. India : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha
Mehta Rd., Fort, Bombay. New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington. N. Ireland :
26 Howard Street, Belfast. South Africa : Dept. L., 45, Shortmarliet Street, Cape Town.
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GIVE YOURS A NEW
LEASE OF LIFE

These siletd running " Sealed
Systems " will completely modernise
that Pre-war Refrigerator. They are
ready to install, no technical know-
ledge required. Fit it yourself,
SILENT. EFFICIENT. CHEAP.
5 YEARS' FREE REPLACEMENT
WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH

EACH UNIT.
NO MORE SERVICING

EXPENSES.
9 MODELS AVAILABLE, RANGING IN SIZE FROM

3 cu. ft. to 9 cu. ft.
Prices from £27/10/0 to £34/10/0.

Free Delivery in British Isles.

Send stamped, addressed envelope for
"SEALED SYSTEMS." Free Reduced Price Leaflet.

Latest complete general catalogue with many' Hints & Tips,' price 1/- post free.
(Refunded on first order.)

BRAID BROS.
for Home Refrigerator Construction.

50, Birchwood Ave., Hackbridge, Surrey. Tel.: Wallington 9309.
We do not wish to be associated with Scrapped Second-hand Ice-cream Components.

KNOW
WHAT
YOU
PAYS

It need not be
expensive if you

consider our
common-sense

OUT -OF -INCOME
TERMS.

" THE

CHOICE OF

EXPERIENCE"

A MYFORD
M.L.7 Bench Lathe

with standard equipment.
1. 1

17AAEr L41
DEPOSIT and 12 monthly payments of 79/7

or 18 monthly payments of 55/3
£7.1 7.6 or 24 monthly payments of 42/11

MYFORD SUPER 7
bench lathe with standard £7810 0equipment.

DEPOSIT and 12 monthly payments of 118/3
or 18 monthly payments of 82/1

£13.2.3 or 24 monthly payments of 63/9

WE PAY CARRIAGE OUT (mainland only). May we quote
for your individual requirements ? Detailed quotation

sent by return post quite free of obligation.

Illustrated
MYFORD
literature gladly

sent.

A. J. REEVES & CO. (BIRMINGHAM) LTD.
416, MOSELEY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 12

Phone : CALthorpe 2554
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INTERESTING BARGAINS SATISFACTIONOR REFUND,......

ASTRO COMPASS MKII
An amazing 'instrument

4 ..0-`2-4 capable of triany'adaptations;V we give full instructions for
6 A conversion to Dumpy Level.

suitable for Camera Pan and
liAllW.- tilt head and, of course, for
I -.k.ril......:11w.,,,. Astro Navigation and Star

t t 1 aig idci t ihotni a
icnatsitounr.dy' Good 0,-.

many. 17/6Imo' I in3aoustartvoemcoAte

P. & P., 2,-.

STAINLESS STEEL CONTAINERS

Capacity 6 gallons.
16" x II" x 11'

20 gauge 18/8 stain-
less steel.

-57/6 each

Really worth 28 .!..,,,,..eri
each. ,, 1

REV. COUNTERS
.

. 3.

BRAND NEW. Cali-
,,

brated 1,000/5,000 r.p.m.
3 lin. lum. dial. 4 : 1
25/_ ratio. Flex Drive,

I - post free.
With 24in. Flex Drive,

20/, '-'*! '' .... 

POLYTHENE
Tough transparent waterproof TUBULAR
film. Sold by the yard Sn any length you
wish In these tubular layflat widths.
2dn., 4d. 121n., 1)- 36in., 3/-
4in.. 6d. 18in., 1/6 481n., 4/-
6m.. ed.- 24in.. 21-
Prices per yard add 6d. p. & p. to total of

order.
Tubular film opens up to double stated
widths ; thus 48in. tubular makes sheet
061n. wide.
There are many uses for Polythene,
mothproof bags, covering luggage on roof
racks, camping, and the protection of
any goods against dust or damp.

Effectively sealed by heat of a match.
S.A.E. free sample.

ALTIMETERS
The Mark XVIIA complete

d with detailed instructions
reprinted from P.M. for the

- s- conversion. of this pre-
cision instrument into a

. first class. BAROMETER.
Brand 'New. 71 Post free. - PRESSURE GAUGES

Boost ... -6-. +24 p.s.i.
Air ... 0- 80 p.s.i.

ir ... ()-- 500 .s..
.s..Air _... 0-,1000

p
p

i

Hydraulic 0-1,000 p.s.i.
Air ... 0-2,000 p.s.I.
6/ . each post free.

ELECTRIC MUFFS
Brand New 24 volts. .4.-- AComplete with full
instructions to make
an electric blanket
of ample size to ..P.--cover a double bed.
This requires one MIN: 
dozen muffs. 36- ... -  ..,.-..

doz.. p. & p. 4', Or -

we will gladly supply
a single muff and Instructions. 3,6. P. & P.
1!-. This may be returned and money
refunded if you do not wish to go further.
If you can use a soldering iron you can
make a blanket, and you will be amazed
at the comfort during the months ahead.
After examination of a single muff you
a 111 readily agree that the high quality
of these ex-R.A.F. articles could not be
produced for civilian use at 10 times our
prices.

TERRY CLIPS
Handy assortment. 6
dozen, tin., lin., lin. 1M.,
liin., retail value 20',

our Price
P. & P. 1/3.

CAMERA MUFFS. 24 volts, complete
with full Instructions for making elec-
trlcally heated driving mitts as pub -
lished P.M. July. 3/6 each. p. & p. 1/3.

MYERS ag FOULKES PHONE
LEY 1013

DEPT. P.M., 187/188 THE ARCHES, GROVE GREEN ROAD, E.11.

NO HARDENING TO DO

Stag Major Toolholder Bits are a good proposition for the
man who doesn't want to be bothered with hardening or
heat treatment, yet needs the very best in small cutting
tools. Made of Stag Major Super High Speed Steel (cobalt-
tungsten)-the finest cutting steel known, scientifically
hardened by experts, ground all over to bed down firmly
in the toolholder, they come to you all ready for grinding
to shape. Square and round sections available-send for
particulars.

STAG MAJOR Toolholder Bits
Write for leaflet to:
EDGAR ALLEN & CO. LTD
IMPERIAL STEEL WORKS SHEFFIELD 9

57

A CAREER IN
THE MERCHANT NAVY

For young engineers with ambition

Here is an attractive opportunity for young and ambitious
engineers.

The British :Tanker Company (the shipping organisation
of The British Petroleum Company) operates one of the

-largest privately -owned tanker fleets in the world and offers
young engineers every opportunity of reaching the highest
ranks in the, marine engineering profession.

If you are interested in ships an extremely well -paid career
is open to you in this vital branch of Britain's Merchant Navy.
To Qualify I (a) You should be nearing the completion
of your apprenticeship as a fitter or fitter and turner and must
have had some experience on heavy machinery or power plant
maintenance, or (b) You should be nearing the completion
of an apprenticeship in Mechanical or Heavy Electrical
Engineering which has included a large proportion of practical
workshop experience.

2 You should have obtained your Ordinary
National Certificate or be likely to obtain this before the
completion of your apprenticeship, but if you have successfully
pursued a part-time course of technical training in a college
your application can still be considered.

If you are interested please write for further details to :
Dept. PM -/

British Tanker Co. Ltd
ST23

BRITANNIC HOUSE, FINSBURY CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.2
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IT IS EASY TO MAKE THESE LUXURIOUS

ELECTRIC 1114

BLAN KETS
* NEW EXTENDED RANGE
DRAWINGS A N
INSTRUCTIONS : for
Single Heat Blanket. 60in.
it 30in. Price 1/6. Post
Free.
Or with 27yds.
Heater Cable. Price
20/-. Post Free.

DRAWINGS AND
INSTRUCTIONS :
for Three Heat
Blanket. 60in. x
30in. Price 2/..
Post Free.

Or with 2 x
27yds. Heater
Cable, 2 Temp.
set thermostats,
13 -Heat Switch,
I8in. Triple 23/
36 Flex and 3yds. twin 23/36
Flex. Price 45/-. Post Free.

DRAWINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS : for
Heat Blanket. 60in. x 50in. Price 1/6. Post Free.
Or with 30yds. of Heater Cable. Price 30/-. Post Free.

Single

For personal use, or as a
much -valued gift, an electric
blanket is the ideal thing.
and it's so much cheaper to
make one from the materials
we supply for it. When made,
your blanket is equal in all
respects to those costing
many times more in the
Shops. Current consumption
is negligible and the benefits
it gives are beyond measure.
Absolutely safe. Easy to
make. This blanket is a
boon to health and comfort.

DRAWINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS : for Three Heat Blanket.
2/.. Post Free.
Or with 2 x 30yds. Heater Cable. 2 Temp. set thermostats, 1 3 -Heat switch, I8in. Triple
Flex and 3yds. twin 23/36 Flex. Price 55/-. Post Free.
DRAWINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS : for Single Heat Heating Pad. 16in. x 12i T.
Price 116. Post Free.
Or with Syds. of Heater Cable, 3yds. twin 23136 Flex, and ON/OFF switch, 2 Temp.
set thermostats. Price 2216. Post Free.

DRAWINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS : for Three Heat Heating Pad. I6in. x I 2in.
Price 2/-. Post Free.
Or with 2 x 8yds. Heater Cable, 3yds. twin 23/36 Flex, I8in. triple 23136 flexible and 13 -Heat
switch. 2 Temp. set thermostats. Price 27/6. Post Free.

60in. x 50in. Price

* SUPPRESSIT *
(TELEVISION SUPPRESSOR KIT)
For the suppression of Domestic
Motor Driven Appliances. Comprises
two chokes and two condensers
mounted on a card with wiring
initructions. Ideal for Vacuum
Cleaners, Hairdriers, Sewing Motors,
etc., up to I Amp. Price 3/6. Post Free,

REPLACEMENT
ELEMENTS

FOR DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
We stock over 200 types of element replacements
for Fires, Irons, Kettles, Hairdriers, Toasters and
Boiling Rings.

WE HAVE A REPUTATION FOR HIGH QUALITY THERMOSTATS AND LIST
SOME OF OUR STOCK ITEMS HERE:

THERMOSTAT. CS. Convector Thermo- THERMOSTAT. MIL 3 amps. 250
stat for Space Heaters and Low tempera- volts A.C. For control of hot -plates, vul-
ture Ovens. 15 amps., 250 volts A.C. canisers, etc. 50-550 deg. F. 15/6, post 4d.
40/80 deg. F. 25/-, post 5d. We are only too glad to send illustrated

leaflets on any of these Thermostats if
you will send a S.A.E. stating which model
interests you.

IMMERSION HEATER;
We can offer a wide range from 2 to 4 kW
and in stem lengths I lin. to 42in. Please
send for our catalogue.

THERMOSTAT. MB. For control of
Electric Immersion Heaters up to 3 KW.
mow deg. F. 15 amps., 250 volts A.C.
two;ca, post 9d.
THERMOSTAT. PF. Room Thermo-
stat, 15 amps.. 250 volts A.C. Sin. x
x 2.1n. A beautiful instrument. Temp.
ranges 30,90, 10/100. 40180. 60;100 deg. F.
as required. 62/010, post ed.

GREEN HOUSE
THERMOSTAT
Type ML. Constructed speci-
ally for the amateur gardener.
The scale plate is calibrated
" High -Medium -Low," and has
a temperature range of 40-90
deg. F. Current -carrying
capacity is 10 amps. 250 v. A.C.
Differential, 4 to 6 deg. F.

Dimensions : 4Iin. x 2in. x
I in. Price 35/-. Post 6d.

Model PJ. Miniature Thermo-
stat for control of domestic
Electric Irons and special
purpose machines where space,
is limited. Capacity : 5 amps.
250 v. A.C. Sin. x Sin. x 11/16in.
Single screw fixing. Price 9/3.
Post 3d.

Model SN/40. I amp. 240 v.
A.C., 50-250 deg. F., 5/6.
Post 3d.

FIRE BARS
No. 41. Bowed. Sin. x 91in. 7/6 ea.
No. 42. Bowed. Sin. x 7Sin. 7/4 ea.
No. 43. Bowed. 31in. x 11Sin. 7/6 ea.
No. 44. Bowed. 3)in. xi:gin. 7/6 ea.
No. 45. Flat. Sin. x 9Iin. 7/6 ea.
No. 46. Flat. 2 iin. x 7in. 7/4 ea.
No. 47. Bowed. Sin. x 9Sin. 9/- ea.
No. 41. Suitable for Sunbeam,

Revo, Belling, Dudley, Swan.
No. 42. Suitable for Small Revo

and various types.
No. 46. Suits Belling, Brightglow.
No. 47, Suitable for Creda.

SPIRALS
No. 70.
No. 70a.
No. 70b.
No. 70c.
No. 70d.
No. 70e.
No. 70f.

Spiral,
Spiral,
Spiral,
Spiral,
Spiral,
Spiral,
Spiral,

1,500 w. 2(9 ea.
1,000 w. 2/2 ea.
750 w. 1/10 ea.
600 w. 1/5 ea.
500 w. 1/4 ea.
200 w. 1/2 ea.
100 w. 1/1 ea.

CAR HEATER ELEMENT
No. 87. 6in. x I lin. e13

ea.200/250v. 100w. ...

BOILER RINGS
No. 71. 5) a fin.,

1,000 w.... KB ea.
No. 72. 53 x in.,

750 w.... 6/4 ea.
No. 73. 5) x

600 w.... 6/- ea.
No. 74. 51 x fin.,

500 w.... 512 ea.

FLASHING
LAMPHOLDER

40,100 watts. Fits
into any B.C. lamp -
holder. 7/6 each.

SILVER TIPPED
CONTACT
SCREWS

7 B.A. x lin.' 4/ -
per doz.

4 B.A. x list., 6/ -
Per doz.

6 B.A. x lin., 4/6
per doz.

6 B.A. x 5/6
per doz.

ASBESTOS
DISCS

Sin. diameter, bin.
thick. Ideal as
Soldering Iron
rests. 21- doz.
Post 6d.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO.
SHRUBLANDS WORKS BANSTEAD SURREY

WE CAN LIST ONLY A FEWFizrjAIINAziguACE, SEND 4d. IN STAMPS

November, 1955

It's no longer a " circus act " when tackling those awkward
jobs in home or workshop -use a Mole Wrench. This versatile.
tool -it serves as super pliers, clamp, vice, etc. -has a grip
exceeding one ton, locks on and leaves both hands free to work.
Compact and simple to use, the Mole Wrench is a " first-rate
third hand " to handyman and engineer alike. From leading
Ironmongers, Cycle and Motor Cycle Accessory Dealers.

7in., 12/6 ; 10in., 15/-.

SELF -GRIP WRENCH
M. MOLE & SON LTD., CHARLOTTE STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 3.

POWER MAGNET

POT MAGNET

wide range of types and
sizes always in stock

DAR MAGNET

 POWER MAGNETS Alcomax magnets in
three Ines. Use where extra performance
IS required.
or EA. MAGNETS in pairs. For general

purposes. Z' and 3' sixes available.

 POCKET MAGNETS Useful to every en-
gineer for hundreds of uses in workshop or home.

 MINOR MAGNETS Ideal for the model
engineer. Compact yet powerful.

 POT MAGNETS i nthreesixes. Power.

ful Altman assemblies for holding and lifting.
Mild steel pot can be machined.

 SUTTON MAGNETS For magnetic indi-
cators. doorcatchns and as magnetic coltectors.
In three sixes.

POCKET MAGNET

SUTTON MAGNET

Made by James Neill & Company (Sheffield) Limited
and obtainobte from your usual tool distributor

CUSS
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Ulf CUB
HOME CONSTRUCTOR

ELECTRIC DRILL
Fitted with G.P.O. Approved T.V. Suppressor.
A beautifully efficient power unit for all home

constructors, model makers and handymen. Takes all
drudgery out of household repairs and construction

jobs. With this as a basis you can soon build
NOW ONLY

51-
DEPOSIT

plus 2/. p. & p.
and 6 monthly pay-

ments of 19/6
CASH ES . 9 . 6

up a complete WOLF CUB Home Workshop.
The Wolf Cub Drill drives all Wolf Cub Kits
for Buffing, Vertical Bench Drilling, Fret -
sawing, Woodturning, Polishing, Drilling,
Sawing, Wire -brushing, Sanding, Bench Plan-
ing, Grinding and Bench Sanding. Send to -day
for fully illustrated brochure of all these
magnificent Home Constructor Outfits . . .

all obtainable separately on easy terms.

THE No. II FLEXIBLE SHAFT SET
If you already own a Wolf Cub the No. I I Set provides the means
for intricate grinding, sanding, engraving, brushing, sawing and
polishing. The No. I I Set is comprised of a flexible shaft 3/32in.
collet, in. collet, shaped grinding wheels,
round burrs, cylindrical burr and pear-
shaped burr, rubber backing pad, felt bob,
slitting saw, two arbors for felt bob and
slitting sawblade, plain and cup nylon
brushes, packet of 12 assorted self-adhesive
sanding discs.

Suspension bracket Part 10727 is available
as an accessory to suspend the Cub for
unrestricted movement of the shaft.

LAFCO COMPOUNDS LTD. (Dept. PR2)
3, Corbetts Passage, Rotherhithe New Road, London, S.E.I6

YOURS FOR ONLY

6/11.
DEPOSIT

plus 2,6 p. & p
& 6 monthly pay-

ments of 23/ -
CASH E6 . 10 . 0

Make Leisure
a Pleasure wrtk

MUSICAL CIGARETTE BOX.
It plays when you lift the lid.

Full Kit to make -4/9.
Musical movements to fit (tune
selections on application) -17,11.
Articles for the home, toys for the kiddies,
colourful galleons, models, novelties, furni-
ture, and a host of other projects on which
Hobbies can help you, are detailed in the
1956 Handbook obtainable (price 2/-)
from newsagents, stockists, and Hobbies
branches, or direct (2/3, post free).

36/6 ELECTRIC LAUNCH.
16ms. long. Including motor.

Hobbies have literally hundreds of
designs and kits to whet the appetites
of home craftsmen who wish to do
things for themselves, take a pride in
their own achievement, and in the
process save themselves pounds.

A DESIGN I
'WITH ALL!

KITS J

THE BONA VENTURE GALLEON.
gins. long -6/6. Many others

listed in free booklet.

TO HOBBIES LTD., Dept. 072, DEREHAM, NORFOLK.
Please send free 20 -page booklet and items marked thus : X

Musical Cigarette Box. j:( Bonaventure Galleon.
Kit No. 3106, 4/9. Kit. No. 3014, 6/6.

11 Electric Launch. J:( Hobbies Handbook.
Kit No. 3096,'36/6. 2/3 (all post free).

NAME
ADDRESS

1

AN ENTIRELY

NEW
PUBLICATION
for ENGINEERS

NEWNES

COMPLETE
LATHEWORK

All the Essential Information for the
Efficient Operation of CENTRE, CAPSTAN,

TURRET and AUTOMATIC LATHES

This new, up-to-date work is now ready for you
to examine without cost or obligation. It is
designed to assist the lathe operator to become
a highly -skilled craftsman, and fully conversant
with the various types of lathe in present-day use.

The turner who understands the full capabilities
of his lathe can make it perform almost any
machining operation-AND VALUABLE KNOWLEDGE

OF THIS NATURE MEANS HIGH PAY AND A KEY POSITION. Newnes
COMPLETE LATHEWORK will help you to reach this standard-
because it is the most modern, comprehensive and reliable work of its kind.
It takes you step by step through the intricacies of setting up and opera-
tion, deals with the uses of the various lathes, and covers fully the
important subject of Lathe Tools.

WRITTEN BY PRACTICAL ENGINEERS & SPECIALISTS
WITH THE CLOSE CO-OPERATION OF 41 MACHINE TOOL

MANUFACTURERS

This NEW Work
comprises :

sl Volumes strongly bound in
 rich dark -blue Moroquette
and lettered in real gold.

560
pages dealing wit h the
complete subject of

Lathework.

66n photographic illustrations,
IP drawings and diagrams.

Technical data. Tables. Oper-
ating Notes, etc.

FREE' 2 Years' Technical
 Advisory Service.

This is a unique and continuing
service to owners, and can be
WORTH POUNDS TO YOU !

A Few Subjects from the Extensive Index
Differential Thr ea di n g. Floating -blade
reamer s. Trepan boring. Back facing.
Deep -hole boring. Boring bar cutters.
Tool design, multi -cut. Turning universal -
joint flange. Camshafts, machining. Gear
cutting on lathe. Right-angle lathes. Profile
turning. Grinding carbide tools. Chip
breakers. Turning compound tapers. Acme
threads. Norton quick -change gear -box.
End -train. Eccentric turning. High-speed
screwcutting. Designing cams.

* SPECIAL FEATURES
IN ADDITION to the wealth of information on setting up
and operation, considerable space is devoted to-

LATHE TOOLS
TYPICAL TOOLING ARRANGEMENTS

MULTI -CUT LATHES
THREAD CHASING AND THREAD ROLLING

POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY Pcs:TLGTITIOrl
r

To : George Newnes, Ltd., 66-69, Great Queen St., London, W.C.2
Please send me Newnes COMPLETE LATHEWORK without obligation to
purchase. I will either return the work within eight days or I will send the first
payment of 10s. Od. eight days after delivery, and 15s. Od. monthly thereafter,
until the sum of £4 Os. Od. has been paid. Cash price within eight days is £3 15s. Od.

Name

Address

Occupation

Your Signature
(Or your Parent's Signature if under 21)

Place X where it applies
HouseOWNER

Householder

Living with Parents

Lodging Address
aws
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THIS MONTH'S SUPER

BARGAIN
HIGH POWER TELESCOPE. -The A.A. Identification Dual Telescopes.
Consist of one 15 x 50 and one 30 x 60 mounted in line so that two persons
can view the same object at the same time. Rotation and elevation is by
handwheels through precision Worm gears common to both scopes. Erect
image obtained by use of 3 large prisms to each scope. Gunmetal base
calibrated 0-360, and fitted north indicating compass and level. Eyepieces

ortho. and tin. Hughgenian, 4x 21in. dia., yellow and neutral filters to
fit over OGs. Length 30in. Weight 30Ibs. Complete in Fitted Transt. Case,
£12/10/0 ea., plus £1 carr. All in good serviceable condition. A few as new
at £15/0/0 ea., plus £1 cars. Original cost well over £150.
VARIABLE POWER TELESCOPES. -5-15x. 2in. OG. All brass.
Weight 121b. Length 24in. Complete in case, £3/15/0.
MONOCULARS.-6 x 30 in leather case, 50/- ea.
MICROSCOPES.-Watsons Service, Beck, Zeiss, Swift, etc., from £15
to £30. Details on request.
TELESCOPIC RIFLE SIGHTS. -No. 32 Mkt, 3X, with click micrometer
adj. for elev. and windage. Good condition, £6115/0 ea.
TELESCOPIC SIGHT. -M45. 2X. 9mm. x 2Imm. tube. 55/-.
M38 prismatic version of M45. Length 5/in. 45/-.
ASTRO TYPE TELESCOPES. -(Finders) 5X. OG Ilin. Focusing
eyepiece and rack and pinion movement to OG., from 4ft. to infinity.
Ideal for adapting to any type of camera as telephoto lens. Brand new,
£2119/6 ea.
TELESCOPE OBJECT LENSES. All New and Perfect. -Grade 1.
Achromats. 3M. dia. (74mm.) x 12in., by Ross, £4. 2 in. x 20in., O.
2in. x 15in., £2/5/0. I 2in. x 19in., 25/-.
TELESCOPE EYEPIECES. -Focusing. (in. ortho. Wide angle, 50/-.

Kelner type, 17/6. tin. Hughgenian, 15/, 1Iin. ortho., wide angle
cover 2in. field, bloomed, £3.
PRISMATIC BINOCULARS. -Ross service type. 10 x 50. Sep. eye
focus. Good condition, £15.
ZEISS LENSES. -Double convex, 4in. dia. x 33in. focus, 25/- ea.
dia. x 7in. focus, 18/6. Double concave (neg.) 4in. x 9in., 15/-.
G.G.S. RECORDING CAMERAS.-16mm. 11in. F4 lens. 24 v. motor
driven. Used condition, probably faulty mechanism, 27/6 ea. Magazines
to suit, 10/- ea. New cameras checked O.K. incase with magazine, £3115/0 ea.
SIGNAL CORP.-3 draw telescopes. 30X. 52 mm. OG. £8/10/0 ea.
AMERICAN GUN SIGHTS. -M.70. Contains tin. orthoscopic eyepiece
and several achromatic object lenses. Used. Good condition, 37/6 ea.
Bloomed, 50/. ea.
PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES. -With iris. Pentac F2.9 8in. focus, as new,
£415/0. Used, £3/5/0.- Dalmeyer Serrac 14in. F4.5, £14. Ross Sin. w.a.
F4, £6/10/0. Aldis 20in., F6.3. New and boxed, very sharp fully achro-
matic, makes good telescope OG. £8/10/0 ea. Unnamed 14in. F5.6,
£8/10/-. 36in.-F6.3 tele lens, £12110/0.
TELEPHOTO LENS. -Suitable for 35 mm. cameras. Plain mounts, no
iris. 8in. F5.5. Bloomed. Back focus 4in., 45/-. 5in., £2. 10in., 50/,
Ross 5in., F4.5, normal type, 70/-.
SURFACE ALUMINISED MIRRORS. -Optically flat. 21in. dia., 6/6.
3M. x 41in., 12/-. Both new and perfect.
IRIS DIAPHRAGMS. -In sleeve mounts. Dia. overall, 28, 30, 35, 41, 45,
56, 60 and 63 mm. All at 10/- ea.
MAGNIFYING LENSES OR BURNING GLASS.-31in. dia., 5/- ea.
Slightly chipped or marked.
ACHROMATIC LENSES. -Suitable for use in 35 mm. to nin. enlargers
or projectors, slightly chipped or scratched (no detriment in use), 11in. dia.,
3in. to 4in. focus, 5/- ea.
HELIOGRAPH SIGNALLING MIRRORS. -Sin. Mk V. As new in
leather case with spare mirrors, etc., etc., 351- ea. Tripods to suit, 151- ea.
PROJECTION LAMPS. -110 v. 300 w. Standard pre focus, 9/6 ea., 3 for
25/-.
RED POLARISING FILTERS.-lin. dia. in mount and canvas case. New.
5/ -ea.
ACHROMATIC CONDENSERS. -6 lenses. 21in. dia. x 11in, focus, in
sleeve 31in. long, £3 ea.
MINIATURE MOTORS.-2in. x I lin., 12-24 v., AC-D.C. Weight 9 ozs.
Fitted governor for regulating speed and V pulley. With 4in. wire belt.
8/6 ea., post 1/1.
SMALL MOTOR BLOWERS. -12-24 v. A.C.-D.C. lin. outlet. Ideal
for cooling projectors, etc. U.S.A. make, 17/6 ea.
E.M.C. U.S.A. 115 v. AC-D.C. 1 spindle fitted V pulley. Size 3M. x
3in. x 3in., 21/ -ea.
SIEMENS HIGH SPEED RELAYS.-SPDT. In metal case, weatherproof.
Work on 2v., 8/6 ea.
VOLTMETERS.-21in. sq. flush. 0-40. New and boxed, 8/6 ea. M.C.
type.
AMMETERS.-21in. sq. flush. Used, good condition, 20 v. and 50 v.
centre zero M.C. type, 6/6.
BOMB DELAY SWITCHES. -Contains 8 day jewelled spring movement,
adjusts from 0-36 hrs. Brand new in sealed tins, 17/6 ea.
R.A.F. Pilots Mikes, 2/6 ea. Midget Carbon Button Type, 2/6.
ALSO available. Chemical balances and weights, photographic paper,
film, plates, recording thermometers, Hilgar strain viewers, projectors, radio,
valves, test gear, lamps, slip gauges, squares, straight edges, scales, precision
hydrometers, cable tension testers, and other oddments too numerous to list.
If interested in making your own optical devices of any description, get our
booklets :
"HOW TO USE EX -GOVERNMENT LENSES AND PRISMS,"

Nos. I and 2. Price 2/6 ea.
We have most types of lenses available and will send our list free on receipt
of your stamped and ADDRESSED envelope.

H. W. ENGLISH
RAYLE1G H ROAD, H UTTON,

BRENTWOOD, ESSEX
Phone BRENTWOOD 1685 or 810.
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IT PAYS TO BE MONDEX-MINDED!

COMPLETE HOME WORKSHOP NO. 1

With power drill unit with all accessories
for turning, sawing, drilling, sanding,
polishing, etc. Complete as advertised.
£23.12.0 or 60f- deposit and 6 monthly
payments of 757.

Full Wolf Range a'so on Terms.
WONDERFUL
FLUORESCENT

LIGHTING OFFER
The finest value ever. Complete
with tubes. Give far more light
for much less cost. T.V./Radio
suppressed. Excellent quality
equipment contained within
white stove enamelled housing.
Fully guaranteed. Direct from
factory, Ideal for workshop,
garage, kitchen, etc.
2ft. 40 watt model with
two 20 w. tubes. 75/-(1?.egd. P. & P. 3/6.)
2ft. 20 watt model with
one 20 w. be.

Re
tu

gd. P. & P. 3I-.) 52/6(

eo

: COMPLETE HOME PAINTING
: OUTFIT. Burgess Sprayer (with
 ceiling nozzle) and Baronet

Paint4.6
or 10/- down and

 8 mthly. pymts. of 15/3.
 Obtainable separately on
!terms.

: BLACK & DECKER

DRILL/SANDER-POLISHER
U.5011. With lin. power drill

 unit and accessories £8.10.0
or 17/- down and 8 mthly.

pmts. of 28/1.

B.S.R. MONARCH 3 -SPEED GRAMO UNIT
BRAND NEW. GUARANTEED

Plays 8-10 records, connects
YOURS FOR to radio or makes modern

quality radiogram. Usual
price £13.10.0.
MONDEX Prise £9.19.6 or

- 26/- down and 8 mthly.
pmts. of g51-. P. & P. 3,6.25'

MON DEX

Yours for

I Of-

Send for
Mond ex
Tool Lists,
etc., andterms.

PRODUCTS LTD., Dept. PME 23,

5, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1

EXPERIMENT DATA
SHEETS

E.D.S./3. Carbon Dioxide
E.D.S./4. Oxygen & Oxides
1.0.5./5. Elements, etc.
E.D.S./6. Ammonia, etc.
Complete Set of all Six Sheets PRICE 2/3d.

Alt post free.
ALSO OUR LATEST ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
AND CHEMICALS SUITABLE FOR ALL EXPERIMENTERS. SEND 2/d. STAMP TO :

A.D.P. CHEMICALS & APPARATUS
SO (D/PM) SUFFOLK ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX

BRIDGES DS D.5.
SANDER -POLISHER

KIT
YOURS .1111

FOR ONLY hi
An all purpose power
unit for heavier work.
With Key chuck. 1 3 h.P.
motor, T.V.IRadio sup-
pressed. £0.8.8 or 25i -
down and 6 mthly. pymts.
of 30l-, and sanding and

polishing accessories.
Full range of Bridges Ac-
cessories for use with DR
2T available on terms

We have pleasure in presenting our latest range of
" EXPERIMENT DATA SHEETS." Each Sheet gives complete
instructions for a series of experiments, suitable for students
and beginners.

E.D.S./1. The Home Laboratory (3 Sheets)
E.D.S./2. Home Made Apparatus (2 Sheets)

(I Sheet)
(2 Sheets)
(2 Sheets)
(2 Sheets)

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE
PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

6d.
Sd.
4d.
5d.
Sd.
5d.

SCIENTIFIC STUDENTS,
KEEN PHOTOGRAPHERS &
anyone needing a good reliable Balance at
a really

REASONABLE PRICE

should secure a " COURIER " Precision
Balance Outfit (Pat. App. for) with which
to build for themselves this Balance from
genuine commercial balance parts, including
real AGATE bearings, steel knives, brass
pans and fittings.

Capacity : 100 grm. Sensitivity : 10 mgrm.

These outfits are designed and produced by Balance specialists.
Complete, with full instructions and blueprint. From your usual supplier or direct.

Price

WILLIAM A. WEBB LTD. (DEPT. C) 47/6
1-9, Perrymans Farm Road, ILFORD, ESSEX, ENG. (UK postage I -)
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5. G. Brown provide

Headphones and associ-

ated equipment for aP

known purposes.

Brochure " P " sent on

request.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

007 S.O.Tarown
LIGHTWEIGHT
HEADPHONES
FOR LADIES

Specially designed for
use with dictation and
recording machines.

These Headphones are extremely
light in weight-only 3i ounces. They
can be worn for long periods without
the slightest discomfort. They do not
disarrange the hair and are designed
to ensure long and reliable service

_et
SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS

Telephone : Watford 7241

(2

DIESELS
Precision built and world
famous for their speed,
performance and reliability
under all conditions. Easy

to fit, simple to operate-
and equally suitable for
use in model aircraft, boats
and cars.

The range also includes :

E.D. 1.46 c.c. HORNET, £2.17.0.
(Water cooled model, £3.18.11.)

E.D. 2 c.c. COMPETITION
SPECIAL, f3.I.9.

(Water cooled model, (4.5.6.)

E.D. I c.c. BEE. Price £2.I5.0.
(Water cooled model, (3.16.0.)

E.D. 5 c.c. MILES SPECIAL,
(8.6.3.

(Water cooled model, (9.19.6.)

All prices include Purchase Tax.

Order from your
Model Shop.

THE FINEST ENGINES

FOR

YOUR MODELS

E.D. .46 c.c. BABY
The smaller E.D. Diesel with
a mighty performance. Just
the engine for the beginner.

Price 12,13.5.

E.D. 3.46 c.c. HUNTER
One of the finest engines for
control -line
and stunt fly-
ing. Develops
10,000 r.p.m.
Weighs only

ozs. Price, (3.18.5.
(Water cooled model, 15.4.6.)

E.D. 2.46 c.c. RACER
The holder of many world
records and numerous com-
petition successes. Particularly

suitable when
exceptionally high.
speeds are vital
to success. Price
E3.18.5.
- (Water cooled

model, f5A.6.)

Write for new illustrated list of E.D. Engines, Radio

E

Control Units, Spare Parts and Accessories, etc.

. ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTDDEVELOPNIt NT Eh. ..,INFEk
441I -z 18,YILLIERS ROAD. KINGSTON -ON -THAMES. SURREY. ENGLAND.
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COMMERCIAL TELEVISION
ADDITA-TV CONVERTER

LONDON di MID-
LANDS models now
available. Your T.V.
will receive the com-
mercial programmes by
the simple addition of
our converter. No Mods.
to the TN.-simply plug
,in the aerial leads and
connect to the mains.
Converter is in neat
stove enamelled case
with provision for fixing
to the side or back
of the T.V. Price 27.10.0
or 22.10.0 deposit and
six payments of £1.
BUILD YOUR OWN
CONVERTER. If you
build the converter your-
self you can save up to
£2.0.0. We will supply all
the components includ-

ing stove enamelled case, valves and
even transfer for decoration and identi-
fication for 25.5.0. Data is included free
with the parts or available separately
price 1/6.
Please state whether for London or
Midlands.

BAND III AERIAL KIT
Known as the Folded
' V ' this is probably the
most efficient aerial for
its size that it is possible
to obtain. Complete kit
including alloy elements,
neat plastic centre piece,
Polythene insulators.
and fixing bracket.
Mounts anywhere, in
loft, on window frame,
drain -pipe, etc. Price
8/6 plus 1/6 post.

MAINS TRANSFORMER SNIP

11/6
Post 2/-.

Fully shrouded-
standard 200-250 v.
primary. 290-0-280
at 80 m/a. 6.3 v. at
3 amp., 5 v. at
2 amp.

ROD FROM DINGHY
MAST

Tubular aluminium not
separate sections, ex-
tends like telescope from
151ns. to eft. 3/6 + 1/- p.p.

MAKING A SOLDER GUN
A 7 -second solder gun
of the type costing
63-44 was described
in. August issue.

Only two essential parts are
required-(a) transformer and
(b) push switch. These we
can 5,5151715, at 13/6, plus 2/ -
post. The rest of the parts

you will have in your own " junk " box.
Copy of the article concerned given free
with the kit.

AMAZING LITTLE MAINS T.R.F.
uses a 3 -valve circuit with high -efficiency
coils-covers long and medium wave
bands and fits into the neat white or
brown bakelite cabinet-limited quantity
only. All the parts,, including cabinet,
valves, in fact, everything, 24.10.0 plus
3/6 post, LCOnstructional data free with the
Parts, or available separately 1/6.

RADIO CONTROL
All parts including valve, paxolin
panel, coil formers, etc.. etc., to build
regenerative r e ceive r. given in
September Practical Mechanics, price
14/6, plus 2/- post.

A WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS
PRESENT
Non -Mains

absolutely safe
Children of all agesenjoy playing
records and will be
overjoyed to own the
fine portable illus-
trated alongside. This
uses the Garrard spring
motor, and a 2 -valve
battery amplifier. The
case Is In two-tone
imitation crocodile/lizard skin. Special
price 27.19.6, carriage 7/6 extra.

REMOTE CONTROL
With only one pair of wires and a simple
push button you can select any one of
four stations without leaving your arm-
chair. This is -just one of the many appli-
cations of our impulse relay. There are
many other purposes to which it can be
put. Note they are somewhat soiled due
to storage, but mechanically O.K. Price
2 6,' plus 9d. post, booklet free with relay
or sep. 1/6.

INFRAY LAMP WARMER
Means real comfort in bed as
it emits Infra Red Rays which
warm and keep you healthy. Economical.
 Costs only id. per
hour (elec'y at ld.
per unit).  Abso-
lutely safe, -no health
or tire risk. fo' Ideal
for many other uses
-over. pet's basket,
rearing pup, chicks,over desk. work-
bench, etc.  All
complete and ready
to work.
INFRAY MAJOR 4 -LAM! VARIABLE
HEAT MODEL. 26.10.0. plus 5/- P./P.

Price M-
. Past & Packing

2/,

SIX TORCHES 5/ -
Parcel containing 2 hand
lamps and four assorted
tubular torches. Only 5/-.
Post 1/6.

ASTRO COMPASS
We have a very
limited stock of this
most useful instru-
ment, rather storage
soiled but O.K. Price.
10/- each, post 1/6.

A few perfect
models, 17/6.

CAR STARTER/CHARGER KIT
All parts to build 6- and 12 -volt charger
which can be connected to a ", fiat "
battery and will enable the car to be
started instantly. Kit comprising the
following :-
Mains transformer
6 -amp. rectifier
Regulator Stud Switch
Resistance Wire
Resistance Former
Mains on/off Switch
0 -5 -amp. Moving Coil Meter

32/619/6

3/6

2/6
11-
9/6Constructional Data 1/8or if bought all together price is 69/6.

plus 2/- post and packing.

THE TWIN
20

Completefluorescent
fitting. Has
built - in bal-last andstarters-
stove enamel-
led white and
ready to work.

Ideal unit for the kitchen, over the work-
bench. uses two 20 -watt lamps. Price
complete, less tubes, 29/6. or with two
tubes, 39/6.. Post and insurance 5/-.
Extra 20 -watt tubes 7/0 each plus 2/6 P./P.

MULTI - SPEED
MOTOR

Works off A.C./
D.C. mains: fitted
with gear box gives
any speed from 1
r.p.m.. 22/6, port
and packing 1 b.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Past orders should be addressed to Dept. 1, 123, Terminus Road, Eastbourne.

Personal shoppers, however please call at
41.46. Windeilli Iiill,1152-3, Fleet Street, 28, Stroud Green Road, 249. High Rd.. KilburnRag* /1144.1. K.C.4. J Finsbury Park, 5.4. Phone : MAlda ValePhone : RUISLIP 5780 Phone : FLEet 2433 , Phone

'

ARChway 1049 4221
Half day, Wednesday. Wall day. Saturday. Half day, Thursday. Half day, Thursday
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THE AMAZING EMCO-UNIMAT

,A) . ,,,, , ,.. .0,-, 4/i , ?, , /j 4 4,, /

machine tool is the perfect equipment for model

makers and amateur craftsmen. The standard ri tC1T.4
The Emco-Unimat, a miniature ball -bearing

motorised lathe, as illustrated, can be used as a Orgiiiil
or hand-drill-and no extras are needed-
though much additional equipment is available

pillar drill, milling machine, grinding machine,

for its more extended use. We emphasise the - WV
fact that the Emco-Unimat is a pre- ---.41111164,

November, 1955

1. TURNING
2. DRILLING
3. MILLING
4. GRINDING
5. WOOD

TURNING
6. POLISHING

cision tool, capable

of a variety of

machine
operations

miniature

shop
on a

scale.

FOR

£511-6
DEPOSIT

CASH PRICE £27 17 6

and 40/11 p.m.
for 12 months

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TO SOLE
CONCESSIONAIRES:

Ilan.' drill.

fable drill press.

SPECIFICATION
Centre height I Rin, Takes
between centres bin,
Hollow Spindle admits tin.
Drill Chuck Cap. +in.
Chuck to drill table, max.

Milling machine.

tool grinding machine.

ADDITIONAL
EQUIPMENT

Jig saw, SC Lathe
Chuck, circular
saw, drilling vice,
milling table, and
clamps, Flexible
shaft.

J. & H. SMITH LTD., Dept. P.M.8, 16 Harrison Street, Leeds, 1

OMARO SLIDE RULES
MODEL M.Z. Arcs, Chords, Heights, Segments and Sectors

Ilk i :

i
o t

1 4
,...

-,,// ,

,
1

, ,r ,
MODEL W.2. Electrical Arc Welding

Side 1, as illustrated.
Scales giving quantities of
welding rods used and
current consumption
according to size, type and
total length of welds.
Side 2; Particulars relating
to fillet and butt -welds.

613 post free.

MODEL P.2. Bending Allowances

-OD BENDING ALLOWANCES
Meal War

Thi

of circles with radius (r=1)
and the angles at the centre
of the circle from to 360°.
2,642 values. Standard
Qual. (glazed).

6/3d. each, post free.

for sheet metal work
according to the values of
the Bending Angle, the
Radius and the Thickness
of the Metal Sheets. The
other side gives the Thick-
nesses and Weights per
square foot for Sheets and
Plates of Aluminium,
Brass, Copper. Lead, Tin
and Zinc, also the Weights
per foot length of Alu-
minium, Brass and Copper
Bars. 2,140 Values. Dimen-
sions. etc.

Price 613 post free.

List of other Models on application.

Kosine Ltd., 104, High Holborn, London, W.C.I
Telephone : HOLborn 1301

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. OFFER:-
UNIVEX CINE CAMERAS, 8 mrn. f.5.6 lens fitted iris diaphragm with other stops.
folding handle spring motor wind, 0-30ft. film counter, folding viewfinder, press
motor start, etc., in smart crackle finish case, with Illustrated instruction booklet.
brand new, F4110/0. post paid (worth £15 to £20), booklet sent on receipt of 20/- deposit,
refunded in full when returned, otherwise credited if camera is ordered. HAND
GENERATORS, fitted enclosed gearbox, also auxiliary open gearbox, detachable
folding handle, generates 28 v. .175 amp. L.T. and 300 v..040 amp. H.T., complete
with data to convert to an efficient 203/250 v. A.C.1D.C. motor, with final drives of
approx. 60, 12 and 11 r.p.m., new unused, an exceptional bargain, 17:6, post and
Packing 2/6. HOOVER ROTARY TRANSFORMERS, midget type, input 12 v.,
output 365/310 v. at 30 mA. size 411n. long, ffin. dia., weight 20 oz.. brand new boxed,
15/-, post 1/-. PARMEKO MAINS TRANSFORMERS, tapped 200/250 v. A.C.
input, output 250-0-250 v. 80 mA, 6.3 v. 2 amps., 6.3 v. 4 amps, screen, using the two
6 v. in series, makes an ideal 12 v. transformer, unused, worth 351-, our price. 7'6.
POst and packing, 2/6. BUZZERS, 3-6 v. high note, platinum contacts, variable
note control, very superior type, easily worth 30/-, our price brand new. 5/6. post 11-.
G.E.C. RECTIFIERS, selenium full -wave bridge, output 12 v. 11 amp. brand new
stock. 10/-, post 9d., ditto 12 v. 4 amp. 151-. post 11-. mains transformers to suit both
these rectifiers, 200/250 v. input, at 15/-, post 116 and 20/-, post 21-, respectively.
ROSS ACHROMAT LENSES, unmounted, all 40 mm. (1 lin. plus) dia., 5 different
types, f.1.7, f.2, f.2.3, f.2.7, f.3, focal lengths are approx. 21in., 31n., gin. and
Olin. respectively, new, unused and perfect, ideal for projectors, enlargers. epidia-
scopes, telescopes, etc., 101- each, post 6d., 501- the 5, post paid. SELSYN TRANS-
MITTERS (Magslips), 3in. type. pure synchro x -y-1-2-3, suitable as master or
slave, 50 v. 50 -cycle single phase A.C. operated. When two or more of these are
wired up, the rotation by hand (or other means) of one will result in a 100 per cent.
follow in the other(s), both clockwise or anti -clockwise, supplied brand new
with test report, in tropicalised. sealedl cartons, value £8 each. our price 251-,
post 2/- ; 2 for 50/-, post paid with wiring diagram. TELEPHONE SETS, consists
of 2 combined receivers and microphones, connected by 20ft. twin flexible, provides
perfect 2 -way communication (up to 1 mile with extra flex), self -energised, no battery
required, complete, ready for use. new, boxed, 1216, post V-. " K " TYPE CYLIN.
DER LOCKS, deadlocking and thielproof. has 7 concentric tumblers instead of the
usual 5 in line, interchangeable with ordinary cylinder locks for right- or left-hand
doors, complete with 2 keys and all fittings, instruction booklet, list price 18;9. our
price, new, boxed. 5/-, post 111 ; 2 for 10,, post paid. HIGH -LOW LILMERSION
HEATERS, 230/250 v. 2,000 watts, removable link for 3 -heat control, plated copper
stem 18in. long from fixing screw, removable brass top termination cover with insu-
lated cable bush, new, unused and guaranteed. 45/-, post paid. RATCHET
SPANNERS. 10in. lever, reversible to screw or unscrew, fin. Whit. socket, superior
make, value 25/, our price, brand new, boxed, 4/6, post V-. Also hundreds of other
interesting items. Send 3d. with s.a.e. for current lists.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.,
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17. Tel, HAR. 1309
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IVOCITHE
PRACTICAL

WAY

. of learning
RADIO

TELEVISION
ELEssCTRONICS

Complete 5 valve Superhet
3 -wave band receiver suitable

for A.M. or F.M. reception

COMPLETE
EXPERIMENT

COURSESAL NG

in RADIO
ENGINEERI

and SERVICING

An entirely new series of courses designed to teach Radio, Television and Electronics more
quickly and thoroughly than any other method. Specially prepared sets of radio parts are supplied
and with these we teach you, in your own home, the working of fundamental electronic circuits
and bring you easily to the point when you can construct and service radio receivers, etc.

Whether you are a student for an examination; starting a new hobby; intent upon a career
in industry; or running your own business-these Practical Courses are ideal and may be yours

at very moderate cost.
With these outfits, which you receive upon enrolment and which remain your property,

you are instructed how to build basic Electronic Circuits (Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power Units,
etc.) leading to design, testing and servicing of complete Radio and Television Receivers.

6.1.11:1) NEW TELEVISION COURSE including a complete set of

equipment dealing with the design, construction and servicing of a high quality television

receiver.
Courses (with equipment) also available in many other engineering subjects.

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH

I To E.M.I. INSTITUTES

EMI INSTITUTES
An educational organisation serving the E.M.I. Group of Companies which include

"HIS MASTER'S VOICE," MARCONIPHONE, COLUMBIA, ETC.

Dept. 144X, Grove

Please send

Park Road, London, W.4.

me your FREE book on Practical

Subject(s) of interest

NAME

ADDRESS

NOVEMBER/SS IC. GSA
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`ODC
ROMIORD RD. LONDON. E.12-1

T.V. TUBES. E5. 6 months' guarantee. I2in. As supplied for the last 4 years.
15/6 ins. carr. Cash with order.

T.V. I2in. CHASSIS. 97/6.
Complete chassis by famous
manufacturer. R.F. E.H.T.
Unit included. Drawing FREE.
Easily fitted to Table or Console
model, owing to this chassis
being in three separate units
(Power, Sound and Vision,
Timebase) inter -connected.
TI -US CHASSIS IS LESS VALVES
AND TUBE, but see our
catalogue for cheap valves.
Our i5 Tube fits this Chassis.
List of valves by request.
Carr. 5/. London. 10/ -
Provinces.
SPEAKER SALE. 10/9 each to
clear. 8in. P.M. std. 3-5 ohms.
or with matching O.P. trans.
12/9. Post 1/9.

V.H.F. 1124 RECEIVER. 17/6. W'th 6 valves, ex-W.D., new condition ; 6 -channel
switching. Receives T.V. sound, police, fire and amateurs ; 30/5 mc/s to 40 mc/s.
I.F. 7 mc/s. Post 216. Drawings and conversion data free with each set.
V.H.F. 1125 SET. 7/9. New and boxed. This little set is a V.H.F. receiver, requires
modification to put it into service. Complete with valves. Post 2/3.
R.F. 24 UNIT. 10/6. New and packed. Tuning 20-30 mc/s. Including 3 valves. Post 2/-.
" DENCO " RADIOGRAM CHASSIS. 65.17.6. S/het. with Turret coil tuning.
Modern Int. Octal valves included. Front controls. 5 valve, 4 w/band. A.C. or
Universal. Carr. 4/6. 8in. speaker with O.P. trans. to suit. 12/6 extra,
RADIO GRAM CHASSIS. 29/9. Including 8in. speaker.
5 VALVE S/HET. 3 w/band. A.C. mains, complete but less valves. All used,
tested, and guaranteed. Carr. 4/6. Drawings 2/6 or free with order. Knobs 1/6 a set
extra. Complete with valves, 97/6.
T.V. CHASSIS TO CLEAR. (Famous manufacturer).
POWER PACK. 29/9. 5 K.V. E.H.T. 325 v., 250 m.a. Smoothed H.T. heaters.
6 v. 5 amp., 4 v. 5 amp., 4 v. 5 amp. Carr. 4/6.
TIME BASES. 10/6. Containing scanning coil, focus unit, line trans., 10 controls,
etc. Drawing free with unit. Carr. 2/6.
SOUND & VISION STRIP. 27/6. Superhet, 10 valve holders. A.C. Post 1/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 5/9. 350-0-350 v. 2 heaters, 6 v. and 5 v. Post 2/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 5/9. 350-0-350 v. 12 v. 4 v, heaters. Primary 103-
250 v. Make ideal auto trans. Post 2/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 3/9. 350-0-350 v. '4 v., 4 v., heaters. Primary 200-

250 v. Post 2/-.
O.P. TRANS. 1/9. Standard 3-5 ohms. Guaranteed. Post 9d.

Stamp only for catalogue.

PLASTICS
The only way to do
production work of
plastic articles is by
INJECTION moulding.
We can supply you
with Machines and

Moulds.

PLASTIC INJECTION
MACHINES

FROM 49.15.0
TO 62.10.0

4 -FOR THIS MACHINE

MOULDS from stock
or made to your own

requirements.

Write for full details to :

THE SMALL
POWER MACHINE

CO., LTD.,

4, Sunleigh Parade,
Alperton, Wembley,

Middx.

Telephone

Wembley 1383.

November, 1955

TOOL BARGAINS !
Now is the time to buy your tools ; those offered below are of the best
quality, fully guaranteed, free of purchase tax, and available for immediate

delivery.
Best quality double pinion hand drills fin. capacity, 25/6 ; Sets of
Cramp Heads, 12/- set ; 6in. jaw Woodwork Vices, steel screw, 19/6 ;
6in. Combination Wood & Metalwork Vice, 24/- ; Record " Imp "
Engineers Table Vice 2fin. jaws, 26/6 ; Record Sash Cramps 24in.,
24/3 ; 30in., 25/- ; 36in., 25/9 ; 48in., 27/3 ; Record Adjustable
Smooth Planes No. 04, 34/- ; 041, 40/- ; Record Jack Planes No. 05,
42/- ; 051, 47/6 ; Sets of 6 Carpenters Chisels fin. -1 in., 24/5 set ;
Expanding Bits, a complete set of bits in one, fin.-Ifin., 17/6 ;
24/11 ; fin. Black & Decker Utility Electric Drills, £5.19.6 ; Engineers'
Vices 3in., 32/- ; 3fin., 45/- ; 4in., 59/- ; 4fin., 69/- ; Bow Saws
10in., 10/6 ; fin. capacity Two -speed Breast Drills, 36/9 ; Saw
Sharpening Vices, 18/9 ; 8in. best quality Black Handled Cutting -out
Shears, 12/6 pair ; 7in. Quick Grip Woodworkers Vices, 56/6 ; Push
Screwdrivers, 12/6 ; Plow Planes with 3 irons, 27/6 ; Adjustable Plow
Planes with 8 best quality irons }in. -fin., 47/6 ; Best quality Handsaws
22in., 31/- ; 24in., 21/- ; 26in., 35/- ; Steel Back Tenon Saws 10in.,
24/- ; 12in., 26/- ; Adjustable Rebate and Fillister Planes, 30/- ;
10in. Super quality Ratchet Braces, 28/9 ; I pint Paraffin Blowlamps,
39/9 ; 1 pint Glue Pots, 16%3 ; 1lb. Adze Eye Claw Hammer, 13/3 ;
Handy Tool (axe, hammer, nailpuller), 11/6 ; kin. Wolf Electric
Drill AC/DC, £5.9.6 ; 6 Wheel Glass Cutters, 1/6 each ; Sets of
Carving Tools, 22/- set ; in. Bridges Electric Drill AC/DC, £7.19.6 ;
Sets of Drills 1/16in., 5/64in., 3/32in., 7/64in., fin., 9/64in., 5/32in.,

11/64in., 3/16in (9 drills) in case, 3/- set.
Carriage paid on orders to the value of 50/-, for under that amount

send 2/- for postage, any excess will be refunded.
Illustrated leaflet of tools, electric tools, wood and metalwork machinery

free on request.

PARRY & SON (TOOLS) LTD.
329-333, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.I

Telephone SHOrediteli 3859/3918/3976,

PRICE £40.5.0
including Gun & Hose

The ideal spraying outfit for the home
handyman, car owner and amateur decorator.
The Model IM Spray Gun supplied with the
outfit will spray a wide range of finishing
materials, such as oil paints, distempers
cellulose and synthetics and the new plastic
emulsion paints, as well as creosote, insecti-
cides and D.D.T. solutions. The air com-
pressor is adaptable for tyre inflation of
motor -cars and light vans.
Easily carried in one hand -the whole outfit
weighs only 45 lbs.

Write for Leaflet CB.If 2 or for procticol demonstration

40tail loletoct
zu-(W, the. IWO P hciaytee,
B.E.N. PATENTS LTD. (Division of Broom & Wade Ltd.)
P. 0. Bon Na. 10, Dept.X, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS. Telephone High Wycombe 1630

co,co

,
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YOURS for 14 days FREE!

MIKIS IA
World's Largest Sale
Try the wonderful
Philishave Electric
Dry Shaver FREE for
14 days. Send only
5'- deposit (return-
able if not satisfied).
Two shaving heads
with two 6 -bladed
cutters have unique ro-
tary action which genu-
inely shaves-does n' t
Just snip at the hairs.
Result-better. quicker
shave. Operates 1101250 volts
A.C./D.C. £7.9.3 cash less
your deposit. Or 5)- deposit
can be first payment, followed
by 8 monthly payments of
£1. 12 months' guarantee.

NEW SUNBEAM
SHAVEMASTER

14 DAYS f RIM

10 .1
DEPOSIT

Try the newSunbeamElectric
Shavemaster. 210 250v. A.C./D.C. Cash
210.10.0 less deposit. Or lir- deposit (re-
turnable) for 14 days free trial, 15'- at
end of trial, then 8 monthly payments of
25'-. Dual voltage model 11 ans. or 301-
deposit (returnable), 15/- at end of 14 days
trial, and 8 payments of 25/-. 5 years
guarantee.
Illustrated brochure other Shavers Free on
request.

New
REMINGTON

The Finest Showing Prospect EVER

Send 5/- deposit
for 14 days trial

Three double shaving heads
with 240 cutting blades give
wonderful, close. effortless
shave, and cover every curve and contour
of your face. Easily detachable hygienic
hair pocket means no mess or bother.
Power -packed REAL IMPULSE MOTOR,
double insulated and suppressed for Radio
and T.V. 12 Months Guarantee. 2101240
Volts. A.C.ID.C. 27.5.0 Cash. or 5i- deposit,
then 15/- after 14 days, balance in 6 monthly
Payments of 2218.

THE MOST VERSATILE
TOOL EVER

PICADOR PUP

Save ground space with the PICADOR
PUP. It comprises a wood turning lathe,
a rise and fall, fully tilting circular saw.
a hooded grindstone with drill sharpening
attachment, together with sanding and
drilling attachments. It GRINDS. includ-
ing Twist Drill Grinding. TURNS. SAWS
wood, plastics, etc. Only 26.15.0 cash or.
25/- deposit and 6 monthly payments of £1.
Sin. four -jaw Chuck suitable for the shove-
£8 cash or 101- deposit and three monthly
payments of 18(6.

Send 3d. for illustrated Brochure.

Only "

30/-
Old paint peels rill
like magic with the

electric paint
stripper. Easy. even
strokes remove paint, varnish, etc.. leaving
a smooth surface. Four-sided blade manages
difficult angles and corners. A.C.'D.C.
State your actual voltage, Price 30 - or
4/- down and 3 monthly payments of 103-.
P. & P.11-. Leaflet free. Extra flex 11- a yard.
Spare element 5/8.

ELECTRIC ELECTRIC PAINT
PAINT SPRAYER

STRIPPER

ELECTRIC DRILL AT
REDUCEP
PRICE

IS -9-6
or 6/- Capmit and
6 monthly payments

01 19/6.

This wonderful Electric Drill is also the
power unit for ALL CUB equipment.
Drilling capacity : Mild Steel tin. Hard
Wood tin. with 210 watts input on full load.
Complete with On. three jaw chuck and
Allen key and 5 ft. of cable. T.V. sup-
pressed. State voltase.

Rash 75/-. Or 4/- eepasit ant 6 monthly
Payments 01 13/6.

Paint easily. evenly, twice 'as fast with
the Burgess Electric Sprayer.' Sprays
paint, varnish. etc. Complete with sturdy
glass container, flex, nozzle for ceiling
spraying and extra nozzle discs for different
liquids. A.C. mains only-state your actual
voltage. Fully Guaranteed.

Leaflet free.

ALSO Cash
Price

No. 5 Saw Set £1. 1.6
Drill Stand ... £3. 8.0
Fretsaw Set .. 83.13.0
Sanding and

Polishing Kit
(complete
with drill,
discs, lambs-
wool, bonnet,
etc. .. 26.10.6

Lathe K i t
(complete
with drill and
tools, ...£10.10.6

Wolf Home
Workshop
Outfit com-
prising drill,
saw, laths,
sanding and
polishing kits 216.17.5

Deposit

10,-

21/-

art( -

Monthly
Paym'ts
6 at 10'6
6 at 12 -
6 at 12 6

6 at 21

8 at .26;6

8 at 41/8

Send for Illustrated Brochure of the complete
WOLF Cub range of tools and see hole you

can build up your own sets.

BARGAIN DISTRIBUTORS (DEPT. 16), 5 SILVER STREET, LUTON

SEND NOW FOR WHISTON'S MIXTURES
Nt

No.
8001 Pot Luck Almost anything, but chiefly screws,

bolts, washers, rivets I" to 6 B.A. 4 lb. 5j-, 8 lb.
9/-, 20 lb. 20/-.

:3002 Small Rivets 1/32" 3464". and A" dia. in copper.
brass and steel. This mixture has been produced
to meet popular demand. Approx. 5 gross
assorted 5/-. 2 gross 2/6.

8003 Mixture it," and t" nuts, bolts, screws, washers,
etc., 2/- per lb.

8004 Mixture. 2-6 B.A. nuts, bolts, screws, washers,
etc., 3/6 per lb. Over 300 to the lb. k lb. 2/-.

8005 Mixture rivets up to ,,g" dia., 3/6 per lb. (chiefly
aluminium). lb. 2/-.

8005A Monel Metal Rivets as strong as steel but rust-
proof (nickel copper alloy) R.H. & Csk. 3/32"
dia. to A" dia. 7/6 per lb. 4/- per 4 lb.

8006 B.S.F. Nuts steel f"- it," and 4". I gross mixed
6/-, 4 gross 3/6.

8007 Mixture. Emery cloth and/or sand -paper.
Various grades. 21 lb. for 2/6. 5 lb. for 5/-.

8008 Mixture. Screws and bolts 6 B.A. 8 B.A. (chiefly
steel) about 600-700 to the lb. 5/- per lb. 21/ -
for 5 lb.

8009 Brass Nuts 0 B.A. to 6 B.A. All good thread nuts
but may be sub -standard on thickness or cham.
Approx. I gross 3/-.

8011 Insulating Material. All sorts. Paxolin, tufnol,
bakelite, ebonite, etc. Washer strips, bits &
bobs. Very useful. 1/- per lb.

8012 Self -Tapping Screws all sizes. Approx. 1 gross
4/-. Y gross 2/6.

80I2A Self -Tapping Screws larger sizes from 4" long and
longer 4/6 gross.

80128 Self -Tapping Screws smaller sizes 4" long and
shorter. 3/6 gross.

SEND FOR SPECIAL LIST OF SELF -TAPPING
SCREWS.

ITEM
No.

8013 B.A. Washers. 2 to 10 B.A. in brass and steel.
Another one you asked for. Approx. 4 gross 5/-.

8014 Taper Pins 4" to 5/32" dia. Various lengths,
steel. Approx. 1 gross 2/6.

8015 Mixed Springs over 20 types all useful Model
Engineers stock. Packet containing 100 to 150,
5/-.

8015A Larger Springs up to 6" long, various types. 2/6
per doz.

8016 Carbon Brushes suitable for small motors and
generators. 1 doz. assorted 2/6.

8017 Phillips Recess Screws chiefly 4 B.A. 4" and 4"
Whit. Only 2/6 per lb.

8018 Round Head steel Whit. screws, all threaded to
head 4" x I " ; & 4", 3/32 x 1r, I, &
inches. 5 gross assorted, 5/-.

80I8A Whit. Nuts 4" and 3/32" to match up with mixture
8018. Pressed steel. 5 gross for 5/-.

8019 Wood Screws 4" to 14" long. Chiefly csk. steel.
2/6 per lb.

80I9A Wood Screws 1r and over. Chiefly csk. steel.
2 lb. for 2/6.

8020 Washers I" to 4" steel. 3 gross for 5/-.
8021 Split Pins up to 4" dia. Approx. 5 gross for 5/-.
8021A Split Pins 4" dia to 4" dia. Approx. 3 gross

for 5/-.
8022 B.A. Steel Studding (screwed rod) each size

0 B.A. to 10 B.A. (11 ft.) 5/-.
8022A B.S.F. Steel Studding (screwed rod) 1 ft. each

size 7/32, 4, fa, e, is & k inch (7 ft.) 5/9.
8022B Whit. Steel Studding (screwed rod) 1 ft. each

size -A, 7/32, 4, 8, 4, -A and 4 inch (7 ft.) 5/9.
8023 LA. Brass Studding similar to 8022. 11 ft. 6/6.
8023A B.S.F. Brass Studding (screwed rod) I ft. each

size -4, 7/32, 4, tr. 4, & r inch (7 ft.) 12/6.
8023B Whit. Brass Studding (screwed rod) 1 ft. each

size A., 7/32, 1, 4, 4, & inch (7 ft.) 12/6.

SEND FOR MY 12 -Page 1,000 ITEM LIST-IT'S

ITEM
No.

8024 B.A. Nuts full plain steel. 2, 4 and 6 B.A. approx.
8 doz. each size 416 for 2 gross.

8024A B.A. Nuts full plain brass, 2, 4, and 6 B.A.
approx. 8 doz each size 6/- for 2 gross.

8024B B.A. Nuts 2, 4 and 6 B.A. approx. 8 doz. each
size steel self-locking (Simmonds, Aerotite, etc.),
4/6 for 2 gross.

8025 6 B.A. C.H. Screws up to I" long chiefly plated
steel 3 gross for 5/-.

8026 Rubber Grommets 44" to 4" bore. 1/- doz., 3/6
gross. 6/- per gross.

8027 insulation Tape non sticky as used in coil winding
and transformers. 5 lb. for 5/-. 12 lb. for 10/-,

8028 Copper and Brass Tube chiefly copper 1/32" dia.
to 4" dia. My assortment odd lengths (nothing
under 6" charged) 10 ft. for 5/6, 20 ft. for 10/-,
45 ft. £1.

8029 Brass Foil. One each 7 pieces 12- 6" .001",
.002", .003", .004", .005", .006", and .010" thick.
10/- Pkt.

8029A Steel Shimstock 4" wide, 1 ft. long. Sizes .002",
.003, .004, .005, .006,- .008, .010, and .015
of an inch. Mixed and made up to 1 lb. 7/6 per
I lb. packet.

8030 41" Insulation. In mixed parcels. Special value
6 lb. for 7/6, 12 lb. for 14/- (nothing less than 5"
wide).

8031 -A" and I" Whit. nuts, bolts, screws, washers,
3/- lb.

8032 Copper Rivets special boiler makers mixture.
' to 4" dia. 4" to 4" long. R.H. and csk. 3

gross for 6/-.
8033 Light Alloy Screw mixture. This mixture con-

tains all sorts of screws, washers, nuts, bolts in
sizes from 4" to 6 B.A. Handy stock for Turning
other small parts, etc.. 4/- lb.

8034 Silver Steel mixed parcels of various sizes,
chiefly shorter than 13" and may not be rust free.
Will try and select your sizes. 5 lb. for lot-.
FREE

If interested in self -tapping screws, ask for my special new list of self -tapping screws and drive screws
CASH WITH ORDER. ALL GOODS ON 28 DAYS' APPROVAL AGAINST CASH. POST FREE ON ORDERS OVER 15s. (inland). PLEASE SEND

PLENTY OF POSTAGE WITH SMALL ORDERS; SURPLUS WILL BE REFUNDED.

K. It. WRISTON (Dept. PM11), NEW MILLS, STOCKPORT Phone: NEW MILLS 2028
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

FREEENGINEERS

AMBITIOUS

ENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" N 0 PASS -N 0 FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT
MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL RADIO

ENGINEERING ENGINEERING ENGINEERING
Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main- Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen- Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
tenance - Draughtsman- tory & Advanced Elec. Servicing, Maintenance &
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die Technology-Installations Repairs-Sound Film Pro-
& Press Tool Work-Weld. Draughtsmanship-Supply jection - Telegraphy -
ing-Production Eng.- -Maintenance - Design Telephony - Television -
Jig & Tool Design-Sheet -Electrical Traction - C. & G. Telecommunica-
Metal Work-Works Mart- Mining Electrical Eng.-- tions.
agement - Mining - Re- Power Station Equipment,
frigeration-Metallurgy. etc.

AUTOMOBILE CIVIL
ENGINEERING ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.- Gcn. Civil Eng.-Sanitary
Motor Maintenance & Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Repairs - High Speed Road Eng. - Reinforced
Diesel-Garage Mngment. Concrete-Geology.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation -Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying - Clerk of Works
- Carpentry and joinery
-Quantities - Valuations

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE?
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.P.E., B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.San.I., F.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS,
COMMON PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.8.

Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

,A, HOW to get a better paid, more
" interesting job.
-Jr HOW to qualify for rapid^ pro-

motion.

..Ar HOW to put some valuable
" letters after your name and

become a " key -man "
quickly and easily.

^ HOW to benefit from our free
Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of die chances you
are now missing.

lir HOW, irrespective of your age,
^ education or experience, YOU

can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than £15 a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

ro : B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

Only lid.
stamp is in

needed if II
posted in an

unsealed envelope.

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE I

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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The ZyclisraPerHome Movies "aretemporarily incorpora

Editor: F. J. CAMM
A

Lord Dowding on Flying Saucers
LRD DOWDING in a recent

speech said that evidence of flying
saucers is overwhelming. If by

this he means flying saucers from other
planets, the exact reverse is the case.
There is not a tittle of evidence of any
sort that any craft from any planet has
ever landed on any part of the earth. If
he thinks otherwise he must be easily
convinced. He went on to say visitors
from outer space will not tell us their
secrets because the first thing we would
do would be to fit out an expedition with
soldiers and then try to conquer them.
" We must learn better manners before
they will tell us of their scientific
attainments." This, of course, is utter
poppycock, and we challenge Lord
Dowding to produce any acceptable
evidence in support of his views. During
his talk, he quoted frotn a. number of
well-known books on the subject, includ-
ing Adamski's. I suggest therefore that
he reads my comments in our issue dated
January, 1954, on this contentious book.
Mr. Adamski was to visit this country,
and it had been agreed that I was to
be present to cross-examine him. For
health reasons, however, he has been
unable to come, but it is a date which I
hope will be kept for I am keenly looking
forward to it. Lord Dowding entered the
realm of vaticination when he went on
to say that there were people from outer
space who lived for 1,000 years, who
could disappear at will and can speak
any language. I shall soon begin to
believe in leprechauns and that there
are fairies at the bottom of my garden.

Saturnian flying saucers, we are told,
have crews of 12 and an " endurance
of one week," also that the Venusian
saucers had crews of six and only 24
hours' flying time. We challenge Lord
Dowding again to produce any evidence
which would be acceptable to those
having scientific knowledge and training.
I issue a challenge to Lord Dowding
to an open debate on the subject.

We are told that there are small
reconnaissance discs, 2ft. or 3ft. in
diameter, which have landed at many
places on the earth and that were sent
out to record what they saw. The
Saturnian space ship that landed in
America had seven decks and was manned
by a crew from many planets. Here,
again, I ask for concrete evidence, which

FAIR COMMENT
By

The Editor

I am certain will not be forthcoming.
He dealt with the reported landing of a

flying saucer at Lossiemouth. Here,
again, I would invite Lord Dowding to
read my comments on that subject in
issue dated December, 1954. He regaled
his audience with a story of an American
who had talked with the captain of a
3ooft. flying saucer, which landed before
him. She was a beautiful woman named
Ora Rhanes. We are told that the
American's wife was now suing for
divorce and naming the woman from
outer space as the co-respondent. It
will be rather interesting to see if Ora
intervenes. The oral cross-examination
will be rather interesting ! As an extra
tit -bit we were informed of an American
account of a flying saucer occupied by
two lovely women, one blonde and the
other brunette, wearing ankle length
dresses and girdled belts ! In his
peroration Lord Dowding said : " You
may go away from here thinking that
every one of these stories is nothing
more than the figment of a diseased
imagination or a deliberate lie. But there
must be a truth behind this, and the
only way I know of arriving at that
truth is to take all the evidence that
comes along and analyse and dissect it."
I cannot believe that Lord Dowding,
who like Adamski is a spiritualist was
really serious. If so, he is easily con-
vinced.
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What is a Scoop ?

THIS journal and its associated
group of Practical Journals has

unquestionably been responsible for more
journalistic scoops than all journals of
a similar character put together, during
the past.2t years. A perusal of our files
will show that we have been ahead of
our competitors in most cases by months.
We are particularly careful, however, to
sift our material before we give the
credence of publication herein to any
specious claims which may reach us.
Publication of matter in this journal is
accepted as hallmarked fact. Readers
accept us and our opinions as being
authoritative.

During the past 10 years we have
received and analysed masses of material
relating to atomic power which we have
promptly consigned to the wastepaper
basket. The passage of a few years has
confirmed the accuracy of our judgment.
We have resident editors in most countries
of the world, whose duty it is to collect
material for us. Not many journals are
able to afford this world-wide service.
It was in this way that we received
sometime ago details of a fanciful atomic
locomotive of the future, details of which
have been propounded by one of
the lesser known American Universities.
It was a flight into the realms of fancy,
and we rejected the material on that
score. That is not the sort of information
we consider a scoop.

" The Practical Householder "

THE first issue of The Practical House-
holder was sold out within two

hours of publication, notwithstanding
a very large initial print, and a heavy
reprint. There can be no doubt that the
new journal has taken its place as a
National magazine, for it has im-
mediately achieved a National circulation.
Its circulation is, indeed, I believe,
larger than any other monthly magazine
in this country. Readers who took the
precaution of accepting our advice and
placing a regular order for it were not
amongst the tens of thousands of
disappointed would-be readers of the
first issue, copies of which are now
quite unobtainable. The enormously
increased supplies of No. 2, however,
show that the advice has now been
taken.-F. J. C.
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READERS of this journal will have been
kept on a path of sound thinking
during the flying saucer and space-

man craze for pseudo -science by the many
wise editorial comments.

It is a special pleasure now to write on the
genuine advances made toward the placing
of an Earth satellite vehicle in space.

It should be appreciated at the outset that
this is only the incunabula of true space
travel and that it is time we rid our minds
of the fantasy of space flights to the planets in
the next few years. Not long ago a popular
daily paper under the aegis of the Inter-
planetary Society talked of honeymoons on
Mars and a well -illustrated book has shown us
spacemen disporting themselves on an outer
satellite of Saturn upward of one thousand
million miles from the sun. It is worth noting
that man is an ephemeral creature with a
delicate metabolism soon disrupted by change
of pressure and temperature,
needing infinite care in right
living and environment. Even
our model factories and select-
ed home life cause a multi-
plicity of neuroses which have

A. First rocket propels entire
assembly 6o miles up.

B. Spent first rocket falls away
and the second deflected from
vertical carries satellite up to

25o miles.
C. Third rocket takes over,
accelerating satellite to max.
speed in high atmosphere.
D. Last rocket falls away.
Satellite moving in orbit at

18,0oo m.p.h.

An
the
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A Review of Some of the More Recent Developments
in this Field

By FRANK W. COUSINS, A M.I.E.E., A.C.I P.A., F.R.A.S.

"rtawhowaaageowwwwo,
ON THE COVER

Our cover shows the most favoured con-
ception of the future manned space
station-that of the wheel, the individual
sections of which might be of heavy-duty
plastic. These sections would be flown up
to the orbit in a collapsed state and
assembled to form the wheel, the whole
then being inflated, thus providing
sufficient rigidity and also a breathable
atmosphere for the crew. Rotation of the
wheel by means of a small rocket impulse
would induce a condition of artificial
gravity, and the inner wall of the outer
rim would thus become the floor.
Power requirements would be met by
means of the condensing mirror -trough,
mercury vapourised by the sun's rays
being utilised to drive a turbo -generator
and produce electricity.

made us the greatest drug takers in history.
" Most of the universe," to borrow Edding-

300 miles

200 miles

/00 miles

50 miles

orbit such as the one that the small Earth -satellite that
U.S. reportedly is to launch would take is painted
on a picture of a globe in this artist's conception.

04"
Satellite

Ionosphere

Stratosphere

Fig. r.-Pictorial presentation of
the launching of earth satellite

vehicles.

ton's phrase, "is antiseptic." It
is either too hot or too cold and
the physical data known to us
concerning most of the planets
suggest that they are about as
hospitable as the Antarctic or the
Gobi Desert. I have never heard
of anyone honeymooning in these
regions! Let us leave the mental
climate of the earthbound astro-
naut for responsible information.

The non-scientific Press has
recently reported that Russia and
the United States are each to
build an Earth satellite vehicle
and that they are to co-operate
through the International Geo-
physical Year'.

The British research workers
are not to do such spectacular
things, but they are proposing to
use rockets to explore the iono-
sphere. The British rockets will
travel to heights of 120 miles
and carry soolb. of scientific
instruments s,

Earth

Fig. 2.-The Keplerian orbit of space rockets.

The International Geophysical Year has
been explained on the radio and reported in the
Press3. The Astronomer Royal, Sir Harold
Spencer Jones, discloses that this is the third
attempt in the past 75 years to gather impor-
tant data on astronomy, scientific radio,
geodesy and geophysics. The International
Geophysical Year will extend from July, 1957,
to December, 1958, so that the " year " is in
reality 18 months. It is a part of the pro-
gramme to use rockets to find out about the
electric currents in the high atmosphere and
photograph the sun in the far ultra -violet
region. Further data will be sought inter alia
on wind velocities at great heights. The pro-
gramme will also include a world-wide attack
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on the problems associated with longitude and
latitude, related to seasonal variations in the
rate of rotation of the Earth and the tilt of the
axis. The scheme is supported ,by 36 countries,
including the Soviet Union, and cannot fail to
add to our knowledge of our home and its
epidermis of atmosphere.

The Earth Satellite Vehicle
It is against this background of intense

scientific endeavour that we should now place
the more complicated and expensive project of
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approved plans for the launching of small un-
manned earth-cireling satellites and leading
American scientists refer to the said satellite
as " The Bird." Their explanation of the
experiment is as follows.

A rocket of two dr more stages will be built.
Instead of a bomb its payload will be an
object of toolb. about the size of a basket ball.
The whole contraption will be launched
vertically, in order to. escape from the dense
atmosphere as quickly as possible. On
taunching the first stage rocket will drive

' the machine up through the lower
atmosphere-perhaps 5o or 6o miles.

8 When its fuel is spent the first stage
of the rocket shell with its fuel tanks

7 0 and other auxiliaries will drop away.

6
At the instant of drop away the
second -stage rocket will be fired. The

e ki trajectory of the machine will beu \
41u Chi

3 <

2Q

/0 20 30 40 50 60
0/STANCE FROM CENTRE Of EARTH (/O8CMS)

Fig. 3.-Graph showing, inter alia, orbital period
and velocity.

the Earth satellite vehicle. What exactly is an
Earth satellite vehicle ? It is a man-made
satellite of the Earth used to convey something
(in the initial stages instruments). The
vehicle will orbit the Earth as a moon. The
first Earth satellite vehicles will be very small
objects, their actual size being about 2ft. in
diameter.

The President of the United States has

Fig. 4.-The optimum path for establishing a
body in a circular orbit round the Earth.

Transmitter a
radar beacon

So/er ultra
v,olet ray counter

Antenna

Gamma ray
counter

Lens

Battery

So/er power supply

Gear box to drive
rotating recording

drum

Fig. 5.-The Sineer satellite shown partir sectioned.

altered to the
horizontal or
near horizontal.
When the
second -stage
rocket's fuel is
used its shell and
auxiliaries will
also drop away ;
and likewise for
a third stage if
there is one.
The " bird " will
now be flying
free at a velo-
city of 18,000
miles per hour,
circling the Earth
in one hour and
a half at an alti-
tude of zoo miles
or more. The
" bird " will be
too low and too
slow to escape
into space.
Friction with air
molecules will
reduce its velo-
city and under
gravitational
forces the
"bird" will des-
cend in a shallow
spiral to more
dense atmo-
sphere, where it
will burn itself
out in the same
way as a meteor-
ite does.

The modus
operandi is read-
ily appreciated
from Fig. r,
which shows the
launching of the

Waste "4-
heat .4_

Electrical energy

Heat engine

Ba//er

Condenser Reflector
(paraboloid)

Fig. 6.-The ideal solar generator.

satellite in stages.
Some questions at once come to mind on

the problems of such a project and the salient
features may be covered by three main heads:

I.-The fundamentals of man-made
satellite orbits.

2.-The structure of the satellite per se.
3.-The scientific value to be gained from

an Earth satellite vehicle.

So/ar
A-- radiation

1.-The Fundamentals of Man-made
Satellite Orbits
Regular readers of PRACTICAL MECHANICS

will recall Mr. P. Bown's article in the May
issue of 1952, p. 278. For those who are new
to this field of study the following may be of
interest.

Velocity of Escape : If a body falls from
an infinite distance toward a planet owing
to the attraction of the said planet and the
body started from rest it will reach the
planet surface at a maximum speed of_ _

v = V2gR where g is the value of gravity at
the planet surface and R is the radius of the
planet. Conversely, if a body is ejected from
a planet with the velocity found above it will
go off into space-the planet losing control of
it. In the case of the Earth, g is 981 and R is
638 to6.

This is an artist's conception of a baby space ship, which,
according to Dr. Wernher Von Braun, a leading rocket
authority, could be built and sent aloft as a man-made
satellite to circle the Earth for 6o days at a zoo -mile altitude
and speed of 17,200 miles an hour. It would contain a maze
of scientific devices including television, which would enable
Earth watchers to see how three highly intelligent Rhesus
monkeys react to being sent aloft in the air -tight craft.
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President Eisenhower gave his approval in _pity to a pi °jai in winch tile onitea States plans to
launch small, unmanned satellites which will circle the Earth at an altitude of between zoo and
30o miles at a speed of 18,000 miles an hour. This artist's conception of a satellite is an example

of predictions which have appeared in periodicals from time to time.

Hence v= -V125 x 1010=-1I2 X teem/sec.
or 11.2 kilometres per second, about 7 miles
per second.

The escape velocity and the velocity of a
rocket when all its fuel has been used up
determine the orbit of the rocket under the
influence of its momentum.

The orbit will be an ellipse, parabola or
hyperbola depending on whether the rocket's
velocity is less than, equal to, or greater than
the escape velocity at that point in the gravi-
tational field where the fuel is all used up
(in rocket jargon " all burnt ").

To date the majority of rockets launched
have had an " all burnt " velocity less than
the velocity of escape and have described
part elliptical orbits, with the centre of the
Earth at one of the foci-a true Keplerian
orbit. The orbit cuts the surface of the
Earth at two points (see Fig. 2), the launching
point P1 and the impact point P2.

It is often said that a projectile takes a
parabolic path; this is untrue unless the
Earth's centre is at an infinite distance. For
short ranges, where ordinary guns and shells
are concerned, the centre may be considered
to be at infinite distance, but with high
altitude rockets the Earth's centre is at
a finite distance and the path is an ellipse.

The satellite is, however, a man-made
object pursuing its path with no expenditure
of energy and this appears to flout the orthodox
teaching of mechanics and suggest perpetual
motion. It is well to remember Newton's
law that matter once in motion tends to
keep that motion unless disturbed ; isolated
in space the satellite is able to effect this. The
satellite called the " bird " may not attain
true space and the friction due to air molecules
impinging on the " bird " will cause it to
spiral in to the Earth's surface.

If a body is accelerated to an orbital
velocity less than the velocity of escape it
will be possible to maintain it in an orbit
about the Earth. The orbital velocity required
is equal to the reciprocal of root two times
the escape velocity at that height. The
velocity needed is 0.707 times the velocity
of escape. The velocity known as orbital
velocity has a value such that the centrifugal
force equals the gravitational force. At the

3

Heating coil

Parabolic aerial system
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could be fitted. The first satellites may, in
fact, be solid spheres.

Later, larger spherical satellites may be
set in motion. One suggestion is the Singer
Satellite, named after its inventor, Professor
Singer, of Maryland University, U.S.A.
This satellite is shown in Fig. 5. It has a
solar power supply, storage battery and radio
transmitter. A variety of instruments may be
included.

The author is not sure to whom the
honour is due in the matter of designs for
solar generators in artificial satellites. Mr.
Burgess proposed a detailed design as early
as 1949. Much valuable information on
the power generation in artificial satellites
has been gathered together by Mr. Cross6.
The preferred generator of electricity con-
sists of a heat engine of suitable form with an
efficiency limited by thermodynamic con-
siderations, working between a high tempera-
ture boiler receiving solar radiation and a
lower temperature condenser radiating waste
heat away into space.

A sketch of the ideal solar generator is
shown in Fig. 6. A sketch of the Burgess
satellite is given in Fig. 7.

iii. The Scientific Value to be Gained
from an Earth Satellite Vehicle
The launching of a spherical object into a

satellite orbit would provide some data of
value even if it had no instruments aboard.
Observation by telescope and radar of the
sphere in its passage about the Earth would
tell something by its change of position
about the size of its orbit and the density of
the upper atmosphere. Accurate measure -

Receiver
Batteries

for eclipse period

Generator

Transmitters

I I

High pressure
reservoir Turb ne

Compressor

Power for telemetering

Cosmic ray
telescopes etc

Heat exchanger

Radiator

( Low pressure)
reservoir

Fig. 7.-Schematic diagram of power unit and electrical system for Burgess artificial satellite.
(Working fluid is Mercury vapour or Argon. Note : Mercury vapour solidifies at 38.9 deg. C.,

whereas Argon freezes at -189 deg. C.

limits of the atmosphere this velocity is about
eight kilometres; sec. and it decreases with
height. Fig. 3 shows an interesting graph
due to Mr. E. Burgess, an expert on rocket
flight and the theory of Earth satellite
Vehicles. Mr. Burgess has produced two
valuable works worthy of close attention by
students of the subject. °-5

TheThe optimum path for establishing a body
in a circular orbit about the Earth is shown in
Fig. 4.

ii. The Structure of the Satellite per se
What will the satellites be like that we may

expect to orbit the Earth in the next few years ?
Certainly nothing like the space -fiction writers
would have us believe. They are to be small,
" about the size of a basket ball," is the
American cryptic phrase.

In a ball of that size only a few instruments

ment of the time it takes to cross oceans and
continents will give information on the size of
the said oceans and continents.

Satellites equipped with instruments will
naturally be of added value to the student of
the upper atmosphere especially in the study
of the powerful radiation encountered at
about 200 miles above the Earth. In fact
we know very little about conditions so miles
above the Earth and a multi -stage rocket
carrying the satellite will be able to radio a
continuous flow of data on the ambient
pressure, temperature and radiation.

In this final reference the British investiga-
tion with special rockets in the ionosphere
will possibly be very fruitful. At so to too
miles above the Earth are layers of electrical
ionisation that make long-distance radio
communication possible. This region is

(Concluded on page 74)
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Two Accessories for Use wi h the 16 mm. Camera
Described in P.M., July issue By P. G. MOBSBY

end of -plastic ballpoint Indian ink bottle
pen case cap

t..4

ri,111111/Ft.
4-3/33 dia. ho/es

Ourofix or plastic
cement

4 BA stainless steel
screw tapped into rod

Black plastic shaving
stick case

8-16 dia. holes

Plan
view

Sawcuts

,1411C-dia. plastic 74

rod gap

Developing tank

Check that
rails are
vertical

/4"x

'05"
sawcut

Brass threaded
ring

Film carrier
assemb/y

WOOdscrew

Fig /

Assembly
to base

Fig. 4

Glue and screw
to base

7 ply

Ike dia. brass tube

Oish to suit
flask cap

Solder

2"PC.O.

4 ho/es
-1/32" dia.

carrier
soldered in

thus

The Developing Tank
THIS is constructed from a plastic shaving

stick case, a short length of plastic rod,
an Indian ink bottle top and the end

of an old ball-point pen case. The method of
construction is given in Fig. t and is self-
explanatory.

In order to obtain a satisfactory bond with
the adhesive, it is essential to well roughen
the surfaces to be joined to remove all surface
gloss.

To load the tank, which must be done in
the dark room, fold the corner of the film and
tuck into the top slit in the plastic rod, loosely
wind the film on to the rod in a spiral and tuck
the other end of the film into the bottom slit
in the rod, doubling over the end as before.
Insert the spiral into the tank and screw down

Tin /id

II"

Oak or
ye//ow
pine

Woodscrews

Pail track
2"PC.O.

Rail
clamp

section curtain
rail

Fig 2

Lampshade ring

Bulb holder

67

Cut out and
remove rough

edges

30 swg. copper sheet

'42
2"

Fig. 5

 5

Gap slightly more
than film thickness

Fig 7 Film carrier Fig.

the lid. The remainder of the processing is
done in daylight.

To fill or empty the tank unscrew the lid
a quarter turn to allow the air to escape past
the threads of the lid, tightening again on
completing the operation.

To ensure even development shake the
tank gently every so seconds or so.

The tank capacity is about 25in. of film.
The Enlarger

The main items required for this are as

I
7

14°

Oak .or yellow
pine

Support pillars

Detail of Curtainrails
rail clamps
on flask body

Fig 6

Fig 3

Rail grips
attached
to flask by
4 B.A. nut e

bolts

Screwed rod
to clamp on
rail to lock

Cut off bayonet
portion as shown

//2

1/4"

20 s.wg. brass
clip ring to carry
camera lent

Solder

.15

Saw cuts

Lens carrier Fig 9
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Clamp rings

ig thick spacers

4-6BA brass screws
and nuts

Solder

Adaptor ring to clip over
/ens assembly

Fig. To.-The optical assembly.

follows : an old vacuum flask case, two lengths
of I -section curtain rail, a brass electric light
socket, a short length of brass tube and some
wood for the framework and base of the
enlarger.

Fleshed Opel diffuser disc.

Vecuum flask
body.

Flask top

Film carrier soldered
in

Air circulation

Threaded brass ring

Threaded brass tube

Enlarger Framework
Commence by making the complete wooden

structure as shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. The
rails and rail clamps may be bought from
a well-known departmental store. Two r2in.
lengths and eight clamps are required.

Ensure that the rail assembly is parallel
and at right angles to the base.

Enlarger Body
This is made from the vacuum flask case.

Cut a hole in the bottom to take a lamp socket,
as shown in Fig. 5, and drill the six lin.
diameter ventilation holes. Next take a tin
lid of suitable size, cut a hole in the centre
and thread over the lamp socket as shown,
securing with the lampshade ring. This forms
the ventilation light trap.

Attach four of the rail clamps to the
enlarger body as shown in Figs. 6 and H.
Bend them to suit the contour of the body,

Camera /ens ass'y.
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and ensure that they
are a nice sliding
fit on the rails.

Substitute a long
threaded rod for
one of the grub -
screws in one of the
rail clamps, this rod
fitted with a suit-
able knob being
used to lock the
enlarger on the rails.

Film Carrier
Assembly
Fig. 7 shows the

constructional de-
tails of this item.
The threaded brass
ring is obtained
from the brass lamp
socket mentioned
above.

Note that the dishing of the brass plate
must be sufficient to suit the flask top, see
Fig. to.

Next make the film carrier as shown in
Fig. 8. This part is then slid through the slots
cut in the brass tube and soldered into place.
Ensure that the picture cut-out is central in
the tube.

Lens Carrier
This is also made from the brass light

socket, using the bayonet connector portion,
as shown in Fig. 9.

Make up a brass ring such that it will grip
the camera lens assembly, and solder this in
position on the bottom of the thread as shown.

Optical Assembly
Fig. to shows how the completed units are

assembled into the screw top of the vacuum
flask. Note the disc of flashed opal diffuser.
This can be obtained from a photographic
dealer. The clamp rings to hold the disc in
place are 'made from 16 s.w.g. wire.

In order to eliminate the slop in the threads
of the lens carrier, wrap the threads with
cotton until they are tight in the threaded ring.

Drill the flask top to suit the film carrier
dished plate and attach with 6 B.A. screws and
spaceis, as shown.

Final Assembly
Fit a 4o -watt pearl bulb into the enlarger

and screw in the optical assembly. Fit the
enlarger body on to the rail track and lock
with the locking screw. Check that the axis
of the optical assembly is at right angles to the
base in both planes.

Paint all external and internal surfaces
with matt black paint except for rail track and
inside flask body.

No doubt many readers who are photo-
graphy enthusiasts and who have the neces-
sary facilities will be able to improve on this
design and include some of the luxury refine-
ments that the higher -priced commercial
enlargers possess.

Focussing ring Rail lock

Fig. ur.-A view of the completed enlarger.

The RollsoRoyee Conway Jet Engine
A Unit for the Long-range Civil Airliner of the Future

ROLLS-ROYCE Limited announce that
a Conway aero engine (seen in Fig. 2)

has completed a British Government type -test
at 13,000lb. thrust. Incorporating the by-pass
principle, the Conway has the lowest specific
fuel consumption of any type -tested jet
engine. One of the aircraft it will power is
the four-engined Vickers V.r000 military
transport.

The by-pass engine resembles the normal
jet engine, but has an additional duct through

ST -PASS DUCT

which some of the air from the compressor
by-passes the combustion chambers and
re-enters the jet stream aft of the turbine,
see Fig. r. The advantage of this type of
engine over straight jet propulsion is that
although the by-pass engine works at a high
pressure ratio giving high internal efficiency,

Fig. I (Left).-The
Conway in dia-
grammatic form.

Fig. 2 (Right).-The Conway jet engine.

it also produces by means of the by-pass a
final jet containing a greater mass of air
moving at a lower speed which gives a higher
propulsive efficiency. The result of this
arrangement is to improve the specific fuel
consumption, thus making it particularly suit-
able for future large long-range Civil Airliners.

The lower jet velocity in conjunction with
the latest form of Rolls-Royce jet nozzle will
help to reduce jet noise, one of the most
serious civil aviation problems of today.
Installation and fire protection are also
assisted by the duct of cool air which surrounds
the hot ,nans of the engine.
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A Useful Addition to the Home Workshop
By E. O'SHEA

THIS machine was built to serve as a
combination band saw and fret saw
for wood and metal working. Built at a

cost of under 3os. it has proved invaluable
to the author by eliminating hours of laborious
hand sawing. Wood up to ain. thick and
metal up to fin. thick may be tackled with
ease.

sq black iron bar

Fig. 2.-The saw bow (one required).

9`

2 B.A. clearance ho es
c/sk.

Fig. 3.-The table (one required).

Saw blades used are of the pegged type,
6in. long ; coping saw blades for wood and
" junior " hacksaw blades for metal. The
complete jig saw and stand may be seen in
Fig. I.

I hole 346 dia.

/4"
2y4"

/6 s.w.g. M.S. sheet,

Fig. 4.-Connecting Fig. .5.-Table sup -
rod (one required). ports (two required).

73

Stand and Motor
The whole machine is mounted on a wooden

stand, t2in. long by t2in. wide by 9in. high,
with the motor housed underneath. In this
manner the complete jig saw may be neatly
fitted on a bench. A I h.p. motor of
the capacitor -start type is suitable.
A motor of this type may sometimes -

be bought second - hand

4/6 wide
slot.

Fig. 6.-The guide
required).

from a local refrigera-
tor engineer at a very
reasonable price.

AAAFr-Jcr

arm (one

.5 2 BA. clear. holes..

Fig. 7.-Tube clips (four
required).

position and, provi-
ded t h e hardwood
blocks each side are
true, vertically square
with the stand. The
hardwood blocks are
screwed to the stand
from the underside.

Fig. 3 gives details its
of the saw table,

rd

2 B.A. clear.

/6

5/8 the

Fig. ' (Left). guide.Coiled each end Fig. 8.-Blade
fit round-A photo- t°.A.Bscrew Material is M.S. rod2graph of the and one is required.

completed jig
saw.

Fig. 9 (Right. /2 x /6swg
-The spring steel.
(one required).

ne Saw Bow
The saw bow (Fig. 2) was made by a local

blacksmith from sin. square black iron bar.
A template drawn out full size proved useful
for him to work to.

The two circular grooves were cut
on a lathe using a gin. diameter cutter
mounted on an arbor in the chuck.
The saw bow was mounted and run
up to the cutter. It was necessary,
after the grooves were cut, to return
the bow to the blacksmith for align-
ment. This was done in a few minutes
by placing a piece of gin. bore gas
tube in the grooves and easing both
legs of the bow until the pipe lay true
in the grooves.

The saw bow is clamped to the
stand as shown in Fig. 4. This method
of mounting holds the bow tightly in

232;crs.

and its supports are shown in Fig. 5.

Top and Bottom Tubes
These are made from }in. bore gas tube

machined out to Rin. diameter. It is important
that the plungers that fit inside them are a
good sliding fit (see Fig. tt and Fig. 12).
Unless this is so the machine will not run
quietly or smoothly. Details and dimensions
of the clips for fixing are given in Fig. 7. The
spring for the top tube is shown in Fig. 9.

Blade Guide and Arm
The blade guide arm (Fig. 6) is adjustable

Tap 2 B.A. for grub screw. Tap //4"

/ dia
Tap2 BA.,
for grub

screw.

k;
-7/6,"

5/ibore

1314 die.

8SF

Fig. m.-The eccentric. The material is M.S. bar and
one is required.
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2 BA.clear

j-\_./4",
r

Tap 2 B.A.
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14 bore gas tube.

5/8"
s.

dia.

"5/8"

Tap 2 BA

Hard solder

slot.

3A6 slot this

2 BA, dear, hole tar
side c'sunk.

546 bore

a\
pia: I

5/8" brass rod.

2 B.A. clear

14.

2 BA...screw

5/B dia. steel
rod,

Section on tr.

Fig. ii.-An ex-
ploded view of
the spring tube

(one required).

528. die. brass rod.

and may be raised or lowered. The blade
guide itself (Fig. 8) should be free -running
and sit against the back of the blade when the
machine is in operation.

A 2 B.A. steel bolt is used to fix the guide
to the arm.

Drive
As shown in Fig. 13, the complete driving

mechanism is mounted on the underside of
the stand and is carried on a ;in. bore die-cast

plummer block ; this being held
in position by two lain. diameter
bolts. If a cast-iron vee-pulley
is not obtainable one of the die-
cast aluminium alloy type may be
used. It should be loaded to give
it additional weight. This can
be done, quite simply, by laying
the pulley on its side and fill-
ing the depression there with
molten lead. When the lead has
cooled either rivet or bolt right
through the lead and pulley._ A
heavy pulley is necessary since it
also serves as a flywheel.

A tin. diameter pulley mounted
on the motor spindle will give the
required speed for fast, clean cut-
ting. This is, of course, when a
motor giving 1,450 r.p.m. is used.

2 ki Whit. bolts 2'/2 long,

Hardwood spacer
block.

23/4"

Fig. i3. Details of drive, are
approx.

4'C 1. vee

I; dia. silver
steel spindle.

quarter full size

It is important to align the plummer block
carefully when assembling the drive. Ensure
that the connecting rod (Fig. 4) is vertical.
Any slight error then is permissible since the
" little -end " of the rod is free to move a small
amount along the steel screw which connects
it to the lower plunger.

The connecting rod has a tin. B.S.F. steel
bolt at its " big -end." A grub -screw in the
eccentric (Fig, to) serves to stop the bolt
rotating.
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5/8" bore.

Slot identical to
spring tube plunger;

2 B.A. steel
screw.

376 slot.

Fig. 12.-Bottoin tube and plunger.

Wiring
Wiring is straightforward. An on -off

toggle -switch is mounted on the front of the
machine. A three-way terminal block is
placed underneath the stand to serve as an
anchor point for mains leads. The toggle -
switch should be placed in the live lead, as
shown in Fig. 14.

Mains.
Switch

Earthed to frame
of motor.

J -way terminal block,

Fig. 14.-The circuit.

Finishing
Finally, the appearance of the completed

jig saw is considerably enhanced if the
stationary metal parts are given a coat or two
of machine -grey enamel and the. stand a coat
of varnish stain.

Do not forget to give the moving parts an
oiling periodically. With very little attention
the jig saw will give many years of sterling
service.

A Useful Drilling Jig
A Hint Sent in by J

IT
is very convenient to have a device which
will enable holes to be drilled diametri-

cally in round stock without difficulty and the
jig illustrated will cover a wide range of sizes,
both as regards holes and the bar to be drilled.

Referring to the sketch, it will be seen that
the jig consists of two M.S. bars, having a
stud in the centre, a " V " at each end and a
set -screw to adjust the bars which, when in
use, must be brought parallel before tightening
down on the centre nut. The set -screw is
changed to the other tapped hole when the
opposite end of the jig is to be used.

Each " V " must be formed so that the
angle will be truly bisected by the c/1 of the
drill. This done, a small pilot hole is drilled,
starting at the bottom of the " V " for accurate
location. The hole is then enlarged from the
top face of the bar to receive the guide bushes.

In its simplest form, or where a lathe is not
available, the pilot hole can be enlarged to the
size required, thus dispensing with the use of
a bush.

It is hardly necessary to say that the bushes
are made to fit either end of the bar. They
should be a push fit and when the jig is set up

E Drinkwater

es
r

74.11V
.r

Section.

El End with
stock in position,

Section and side eleva-
tion of the drilling jig.

the bush to be used is pressed into contact with
the part to be drilled.

As a guide to dimensions : kin. sq. bars
Sin. long would provide a range of holes up
to lin. in in. stock. The holes in the lower bar
are axially true with the guide bushes and
of a size to clear the largest drill to be used.

By providing a slight countersink these holes
can be used to locate balls for drilling, also.

THE EARTH SATELLITE VEHICLE
(Concluded front page 70)

little understood from the point of view of
its formation and maintenance. One special
investigation planned is an attack on the
air -glow, which is a process in which light is
absorbed from the Sun during the day and
released in the subsequent 48 hours.

Other experiments are to be designed to
yield data on meteorite disintegration, ultra-
violet radiation, cosmic rays, wind speeds
and mass -spectrometer analysis of the com-
position of the ionosphere.
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READERS will recall from No. r of this
series in the August issue how steering
control of a model boat or other

equipment can be obtained by the " Mark/
Space " system. In this system the rudder
is arranged to move to, say, starboard when the

Brass tube pushed
over dowel,

Wooden dowel
Saw .on this)

line

Tab for soldering

Section of finished
tube after dowel

has been withdrawnf77,
Fig. 1. - Three
stages in making the
contact drum. The
completed drum is
shown on the left.

P;;ApprOx

Cut away

two turns clockwise and one -and -a -half turns
anti -clockwise each cycle. This will cause
the rudder to " creep " slowly to one side
when it should be still. This could be very
troublesome and some scheme is therefore
necessary to enable the " 50/50 " setting to be
adjustable so that this creep can be eliminated.
Once the adjustment is made it is
not usually necessary to touch it
again and therefore the adjustment
is usually catered for inside the
control box and is set up before
the lid of the box is screwed on.

The Contact Drum
Obtain a piece of thin -walled

brass tubing about tin. outside
diameter by zin. long and turn a
piece of dowel so as to be a tight
fit in the bore. The tube should
be cut as shown in Fig. x and
the edges filed smooth. The

This distanCe
to viva/

circuit far-
e

of dowel

Brass Or copper shim Tab soldered

Fig. 2.-A simpler way of making the contact
drum and (right, below) the drum arrangement

shown diagrammatically.

transmitter is sending a continuous signal
or " Mark," to move to port when the trans-
mitter is switched off, which we call " Space,"
and to remain stationary when the trans-
mitter is switched on and off rapidly (say,
three to eight times per second). For 5o per
cent. of the cycle the transmitter is " on " and
for the remaining 5o per cent. it is " off,"
and this is known as sending " 50/50."

The Control Box
Last month the transmitter was des-

cribed and we must now look for a convenient
way of switching it on and off. A very well
tried control box which can be easily built is
one using a small motor -driven switch to give
the " 50/50 " switching of the transmitter.
However, if the control box switches the
transmitter in such a way that instead of
sending " 50/50 " the transmitter is " on "
for 6o per cent. of the cycle and " off " for
4o per cent. (known as sending " 60/40 ") the
relay operated by the receiver will be on one
contact for a greater percentage of the cycle
than the other. Thus the rudder motor
instead of oscillating an equal amount in each
direction (and keeping the rudder sub-
stantially stationary) will tend to turn, say,

Bead

Pin

Bearing

Contact
strips Insulating

block

4'

dowel should then be removed and replaced
by a further length which has previously been
drilled to take a length of tin. diameter rod.
A tight fit is required. When finished the
drum should resemble the sketch Fig. i. A
simpler job can be made by cutting a Wedge-
shaped piece of brass or copper shim and
rolling this round the dowel. The joint
should be overlapped slightly and soldered,
but care should be taken to make the bump
at the joint as small as possible (see Fig. 2).

Next, take a piece of 18 s.w.g. aluminium,

This arm adjustable to
vary mark/space ratio

Mighty Midget motor
d elastic drive to

contact drum

Contact drum
bearings

Insulated
brush block

Bead

Rubber
bend

drive

Motor

By Members of I.R.C.M.S.

4.-Control Box Wavemeter
Interference : Layout

Yexley type
single pole 3
way swit

Method of rolling shim
onto dowel to make
pulse drum

down

s
This contact

a few

Pin

Ler degrees each
way to vary.
the M/S ratio

3/6," Deep Flange all rounr,

Fig. 3.-The
flanged lid.

Fig. 4.-How
On/off

Cycle lamp
battery

3 Way /1
switch

Lead clamp
Motor On/Off

switch
the components are mounted.
Motor

Contact drum

Fig. 5.-Wiring for control box.
measuring Gin. by 41in., and make a flanged
lid as shown in Fig. 3. All the components
will be mounted upside down on this lid.
Other components needed are a single -pole
three-way Yaxley " type switch, a " Mighty
Midget ' motor, an on/off " switch and a
knob approximately 2iin. diameter for the
switch. Mount these components as shown
in Fig. 4. Also shown is how the contact
drum is mounted in its bearings and how the
two wiping contacts made of springy brass
about o.ot5in. thick are fitted. The contacts
are mounted on a block of insulating material
(wood if you have nothing better) and the one
at the end of the drum, which is always in
contact with the brass part of the drum, is
rigidly fixed. The other contact should wipe
over the drum about half -way along its length
so that during each revolution it is on the
brass part for 18o deg. out of the 36o deg. This
contact is not fixed rigidly, however, and must
be able to swing a few degrees from side to
side. This is the way in which the " 50/50 "
signal is adjusted to eliminate rudder drift.
The end of the contact drum shaft is fitted
with a small pulley and coupled to the motor
by an elastic band. Power for the motor is
provided by a three -volt battery and a twin -
cell cycle -lamp battery will give ample life.
With this battery supplying power the pulley
should be lain. diameter. This will mean that
the contact drum will run at about 200/300
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Fig. 6.-The completed control box.

Fig. 7.-A view of the completed wavemeter.

r.p.m. If for any reason this speed is not
produced the pulley size should be altered
or a resistance put in the motor circuit to
reduce its speed. Alternatively the simpler
method drawn in Fig. 2 can be used, where the
elastic band drives directly on the pulse drum.

Transmitter/Control Box Connection
Fig. 4 shows how the lead from the trans-

mitter is brought to the control box. Make a
really good job of anchoring this, which
should be a twin -core, tough, rubber -covered
flexible lead, so that if it is inadvertently
pulled no damage will be caused. This lead
forms part of the H.T. negative or positive
supply to the transmitter (apparently it makes
no difference which). The other end of this
lead must be fitted with a suitable plug to
fit into the transmitter
so that the two units
can be easily separated.
A telephone -type jack
is quite useful for this,
but if the H.T. positive
is being switched be
sure to obtain a jack on
which both connections
are insulated from earth,
particularly if the trans-
mitter is being fitted
into a metal box.

Having mounted all
the components wire
the base according to
Fig. 5. It will be seen
that the "on/off"
switch controls the
switching motor whilst
the three-way " Yarley "
switch is arranged so
that in position i the
H.T. supply to the
transmitter is broken,
giving " Space " or, say,
"Port Rudder " position.
Position 2 means that
the contact drum
switches the H.T. on
and off, giving " 50/50 "
or " Rudder Stationary." Position 3 supplies
continuous H.T. current and gives a "Mark"
or " Starboard Rudder."

Finally, make the bottom of the box deep
enough to accommodate the cycle -lamp
battery and fix the lid carrying all the parts
to it with self -tapping screws going into the
flanges. Fig. 6 shows the finished box.

Fit a large -size control knob. When sailing
any boat, and partictilarly a fast one, steering
may be easy when the craft is moving away
from the operator. When approaching or

moving at right angles the problem is much
more difficult and it is easy to become con-
fused with a small knob. With the box
described the operator should try to imagine
that he is putting his hand down on to the
top of the boat and by turning the knob
twisting it in the direction in which he wants
it to go. This works with the boat in any
position.

Wavemeters
In last month's article, which describeA the

transmitter, it was pointed out thp ts. 'Wave -
meter was necessary to sahlelEe transmitter
to be tuned so that tt Fadiates at the correct
frequency,

tb the fact that some people seem to
ge without a wavemeter, newcomers are

tempted to think that they are superfluous.
This is a mistake since the wavemeters used are
very simple to make and provide a very con-
venient way of checking that the transmitter is

/2 turn cat
Aerial too'

Tap 6 turns
From top

25 Pr. ( max)

Ge dode

0-1
mA meter

Fig. 8.-The wavemeter circuit.

working correctly and that it is " in the band."
A wavemeter can also be very useful for
comparing the power output of transmitters.

Components needed for the construction of a
wavemeter :

s-too pF mica condenser.
1-25 pF (max.) variable condenser.

Fig. 9.-The interior of the wavemeter, showing simplicity of construction.
In this version the aerial is attached to the top of the case.

i-dial and pointer marked in suitable
divisions with 18o deg. movement.

1-germanium diode.
t-o-t mA meter.
2-small stand-off insulators.

Winding the Coil
In addition a coil must be made up using a

iin. dia. former and 18 s.w.g. enamelled wire.
The former can be a paper tube or wooden
dowel, or anything of suitable diameter, since
it is slipped out of the coil once this has been

wound. Starting at one end of the former,
leave about ain. of the 18 s.w.g. wire spare and
then wind on eight turns. Bare a small part
of the wire here which will later be used for
soldering a tapping, and then wind another
four turns, so that we now have a 12-tyyn 611
tapped at eight turns. The 99,i1 eSti now be
slipped off the former pl siatiuld be stretched
out so that its over9.11 length is approximately
I lin. -

Alietal box will be needed for the meter
and some of the small boxes available on the
ktirtolus market can be employed here, other -
wig any box approximately 2 A in. ; 3in.  6in.
will do.

The 25 pF condenser should be of the
cconic base type with silver-plated vanes and
with a standard lin. diameter spindle.

Mount the meter, variable condenser, dial
and stand-off insulators as shown in Fig. 7.
Now take the previously prepared coil and
solder the end nearest to the tapping to
the variable condenser tag connected to the
moving vanes. These vanes are earthed to the
box via the spindle. Connect the other end of
the coil to the fixed vanes. From the tapping
point two leads must be taken. The first
goes to the bottom stand-off insulator and
should be led through a hole in the box to the
terminal on this insulator. The top insulator
is simply used as a support for the aerial, which
is made from a piece of jin. diameter brass
tubing. The aerial should be about r2in. long.
The other lead from the coil tapping goes to
one side of the germanium diode (it does not
matter which). The other side of the diode is
connected directly to the meter and the other
meter terminal is earthed to the box. Finally
the too pF mica condenser is connected
across the meter terminals. The circuit is
given in Fig. 8. The interior of the wavemeter
is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. to shows a similar
model.

Testing and Calibration
The only testing required is to hold the

wavemeter aerial about lain. from a trans-
mitter aerial with the transmitter switched on.
Turn the wavemeter tuning control ,slowly
and a reading should appear on the meter. If
no reading is obtained reverse the connections
to the meter, since this may be reading the
wrong way. It is worth going to some trouble

Fig. r o.-A photograph' of a wavemeter similar
to the model described. This model was built
into a case having a sloping front and a sliding

back for easy access.
(Note that the meter reads relative strengths
only-the voltage scale readings are not

applicable.)
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to get the wavemeter calibrated accurately and
the best way is to enlist the aid of a radio man
with a suitable signal generator. To calibrate
in this way clip the signal generator earth
onnection to the wavemeter box and hold the

signal lead of the generator close to the wave -
meter aerial. Set the generator to 27 MO and
switch on. Swing the wavemeter control
slowly until the maximum meter reading is
obtained, then weaken the signal input by
holding the signal lead farther away and again
tune for maximum reading. Note the dial
reading on the wavemeter. This process
should be repeated with frequencies o eaeii
side of the 27 Mc 's setting uatil the full
coverage of the wavemeteUs kli7:1wn. (N.B.-
Once calibration kal. strEed do not bend or
move the coil ha 9113. way since this will alter the
calibritiot.)
- For checking transmitters for frequency
hold the wavemeter 'ft. or 2ft. from the
transmitter and adjust for maximum meter
reading. Comparing the dial setting with that
obtained during calibration will indicate the
transmitter frequency.

Interference Suppression
The suppression of interference from relay

contacts and motor commutators is a most
important point in all types of radio -controlled
models. When the model is completed and
testing commences it may be found that all
is well when things are first switched on.
However, as soon as a signal is sent the
intergear may start behaving very erratically.
This will almost certainly be due to radio
interference within the model. What happens
is that on receipt of a signal the receiver
operates the relay, which in turn operates the
rudder motor.. Now either the relay contacts
or the rudder motor may produce a small
spark, and this is a source of radio frequency
signal. The receiver, which may be located
only a few inches away, cart easily pick this up,
therefore causing the relay to operate again.
The whole process is consequently repeated
over and over again.

Fortunately it is not too difficult to prevent
this happening and condensers of approxi-
mately o.or pF should be connected across
the relay contacts. It may be found necessary

to use larger condensers, but if this is the case
a 22 -ohm .1 -watt resistance should be con-
nected in series with the condenser to reduce
the risk of contact welding.

To suppress Servo motors r,000 pF mica
condensers should be connected across the
brushes and if this is not sufficient the small
iron -cored chokes used for TV intdrerence

lend themselves more readily to speed control,
etc., at a later date. Proptilsion batteries can
be quite a problem, bfft the small Nife
accumulators can be strongly recommended.
Incidptally, do not use the propulsion
batteries for the steering motor, since as
these run down the steering will become
sluggish. Separate dry batteries are well
worth while. Diesel boats are much faster
and usually lighter due to the absence of
batteries, but they can, however, be awkward

meterfrortunh4 to be removed later

Driving
motor)

Main
drive
batteries

Ii

Radio receiver Radio battery 2 tot Geared drive

intergeer( steering etc) batteries

Meter socket

Aerial
socket %

Tuning
slugs

Rubber /
bend suspension

Fig.

Space for engine
speed control

gear to be added
later

I
rDriving

motor

O 0
1

O 0
1111111111111111,01111111111111V

Lead to receiver /
relay Mbaelieries

0

1Space

for
intergear

equipment
to be added

later

0
0

steering unit

Steering motor

eceiver relay

li.-A typical radio -controlled boat layout.

suppression should be connected in series
with the motor leads as near as possible to
the brushes.

Layout
Readers will have widely differing ideas

on the type of model they wish to use, but
with model boats there is a fairly clear-cut
division on propulsion methods, i.e., electric
or diesel. The electric types are normally
slower, but are easier to handle; they also

to start, rather dirty and vibration is a source
of trouble.

For all radio -controlled boats, however,
remember that quite a lot of weight is
involved and we would recommend the
beginner to consider only a boat not less
than 36in. long and as broad as possible,
otherwise difficulties will appear in the shape
of lack of freeboard. Fig.- rx shows how the
radio -controlled boat should be laid out.

(To be continued)

Making an Angle Lamp
By D. SCHRODER

S these lamps are rather expensive I

decided to make my own. To this end
I purchased some 16 -gauge aluminium

1,1

Fig. 1.-The section
of channel.

Adaptor bracket
Wing nut

Adaptor

Switch

sheet and with the use of a vice, hammer,
drill and a pair of metal -snips I was
able to make one for a few shillings. The

method is as follows :
Cut the sheet into

gin. by 4in. strips and
bend sin. of both
sides over to form
a channel for the
frame. Cut out sin.
from each end and
drill the sides tin.
as shown in Fig. r.
Make up four sect-
ions of channel in
this way, bending in
a vice over a 15/16in.
by gin. block, which
also was used in the
drilling of the holes.
A lin. copper tube
was cut into three
pieces 7/8in. in length
for use as spacers.
The pieces were
assembled with one

Fig. 2.-The adaptor section fitting into
next, the copper

bracket. Fig. 3.-The stand pillar tube fits inside and a
and the cable clamps. bolt with a wing -nut

jL

Bush

Cable clomp.
Two in each

section

Fig. 4. - The
completed angle

lamp.

is passed through with washers on both outer
surfaces of the section. An adaptor bracket
is made as in Fig. 2 from r6 -gauge aluminium.

A small plastic shade was fitted and the
base was made as in Fig. 3. By having the
base on a wooden block, as shown in Fig. 4,
I used this lamp indoors on the table, but it
could be adapted for a variety of jobs.

The cable is carried inside the channel,
being held in place by the little punched
flaps as shown in Fig. 3. The base is felt
covered, the cable being carried through
the base and away via a groove on the bottom.
The tension in the wing -nuts must be eased
before the angle of the lamp is changed.
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AN ELECTRO-MAGNETIC MOTOR

Fig. 1.-A per-
spective view of
the completed

motor.

THE motor was made from two electro-
magnets-removed from a kitchen bell
indicator unit, but which could be

home-wound-some strip metal, some curtain
rollers, and about 'ft. of 14 -gauge baling wire.
It should be noted that the dimensions given
are not critical and need only serve as a guide.

The principle is extremely simple. When
one of the magnets is excited it draws up a
piston, the current flows in the magnet until
the piston is at the top of its stroke, when the
current is cut off. The flywheel carries the
wiper on until it makes contact with the second
segment. The piston under the second magnet
is drawn up, and so it goes on. This principle
is plainly shown in Fig. r. It should be
emphasised that the power output is negligible,
so do not expect too much from it.

Construction
Begin by bending the frame to the shape

shown in Fig. 2, the length across the top
will depend on the magnets used. The cross
members are soldered in place and after this
the magnets secured. In the original, the
magnets used had one end of the core tapped
to take a small nut and they were bolted
directly to the frame. If, however, those
available have no provision for mounting
they can be clamped in as shown in Fig. 3.

When the magnets are secured, the cross
members should be drilled to take the
14 -gauge wire used for the piston rods,
directly under the cores of the magnets.
Using the same drill, drill the frame for the
crank bearings.

Fig.

ler
CON ROD 20ff

Alternative
method of securing

117, 217 ets

Plywood

D/STRIBUrop
BOARD

Tin
segments

0

Make this Novel Motor from Odds and Ends
By A. B. ORR

The Crank
This is bent from the baling wire to the

shape shown in Figs. t and 4. Two curtain
rollers are slid on as big ends and the crank
is mounted in the frame. A further curtain
roller could be soldered on to the end of the
crank to act as a collar, and the flywheel is
secured to the opposite end.

Flywheel
This need not be heavy. The original was

a 21in. wooden wheel from a toy lorry and
served the purpose well. Any available wheel
of approximately the right size should suit.

Connecting Rods and Piston Rods
The connecting rods are made from

2j2approx:---0-1

Fig. 2.-Details

14 -gauge baling wire,
to the shape shown in
Fig. 3. One end is
bent to form an " eye "
while the other is
soldered to the curtain
roller " big end " on
the crank. The method
for making the piston
rod is identical, except
that a small square of
tin is soldered on the
opposite end to the eye

To ensure the correct

PISTON
2 Off

Hole for
securing to
engine frame

//2square

3.-Method securing the magnet ; the pistons
rods; the distributor board.

3,14'

of the frame.

Curtain roller
big ends

21/; Wooden flywheel

piston. Repeat the procedure for the second
crank and piston. The length of the piston
rod in the original is marked in Fig. 3. The
tin-plate pistons can now be soldered on.
Taking each crank in turn, adjust the magnets
so that at top dead centre there is about
/t6in. clearance between the magnet cores

and the respective pistons.

Distributor
Any insulating material will do for the i in.

panel, plywood being used on the original.
A hole is drilled in the centre to take the end
of the crank which should protrude about
Ain. through the frame (see Fig. 4). The
panel is then mounted on the frame, using
two small / 6in. bolts. They should be as
near the edge as possible so as not to impede
the travel of the wiper.

Two segments are cut from tin plate and
glued to the panel. The wiper, which is
made from a piece of old clock spring, is
now soldered to the end of the crank and
bent so as to bear lightly on the segments.
The layout of the distributor board is shown
in Fig. 3.

Wiring should be carried out as in Fig. 4.
No snags should be encountered with this
simple circuit.

Running
The motor will run from either a 3- or a

41 -volt battery. After ensuring that all
moving parts are free and lightly oiled, it is
necessary to time the distributor. This is
done by bringing the first piston just past
B.D .C., turning clockwise. With the piston
in this position, the first magnet should be
To segments --P.

Fig. 4.-

length of rod, take a
21in. length of wire and
form an open eye at
one end. Slide this up
.hrough the hole drilled
in the cross members,
and hook the open eye
on the piston rod through
the eye on the connecting
rod and close it. Next
bring the crank down to
bottom dead centre and
cut off surplus wire above
the top cross member,
leaving just enough above

and connecting it on which to solder
the lin. square tin-plate

Wiper soldered
to crank end

Washers can be
used as spacers
to obtain correc

clearance

Batt -

Batt 1 -

NOTE: A// rods, crank etc
from same gauge baling wires

Square of
insulating material

(Plywood)
Elevation and circuit diagram.

energised, i.e., the wiper should be just
making contact with the segment. The
piston is then brought to T.D.C., when the
wiper should break contact with the segment.
Sellotape can be used to mask off the segments,
leaving exposed only the portion required.
Repeat for the second magnet and the motor
is ready for its trial run. As it is not self-
starting, a flick of the flywheel is needed to set
it going.

If results are poor, i.e., the motor runs
erratically or not at all, the timing should be
checked to ensure that the wiper is making
and breaking contact at the correct times.
The flywheel may also be too heavy ; it
need only be heavy enough to carry the wiper
across the small gap between the contacts.
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DOMESTIC refrigerators belong to two
types : the absorption type and the
mechanical compressor type. The

latter, although in many forms more thermally
efficient than the former, has, for domestic
purposes, the disadvantages that it may need
a certain amount of mechanical maintenance
from time to time, since it has moving parts
consisting of a motor and pump, or com-
pressor, and it is not entirely silent in action.
The absorption type on the other hand
operates as a sealed, closed system, and has
no moving parts. It is perfectly silent and
needs no mechanical attention. Domestic
gas -operated refrigerators work on the absorp-
tion principle, and are put into operation
merely by lighting a small gas jet which, in
effect, provides the source of heat for keeping
the circulating systems working. The amount
of gas necessary to do the job is generally
controlled by means of a thermostat which can
be pre-set to achieve any desired degree of
cooling or rate of freezing.

The Physical Laws
The physical laws which underlie the

operation of refrigerators of all types are
those relating to the three states of matter :
solid, liquid and gaseous, and the thermal
phenomena connected with the changes from
one state to another. Speaking simply and,
to some extent, figuratively, a substance in
the gaseous form " contains " more heat
or energy than the same quantity of the same
material in the liquid form, and the liquid in

z. Strong ammonia
solution.

2. Weak ammonia
solution.

3. Ammonia gas.
4. Liquid ammonia.
5. Hydrogen.

Evaporator
(,9-eezer)

Absorber

5 Receiver

L'qusd

heat exchanger

Diagram showing principles of construction
and operation of a gas -operated refrigerator.

its turn contains more heat than when the
substance is in the solid state. Thus, a pound
weight of steam contains more energy (or
heat) than a pound of water, and a pound of
water contains more heat than a pound of ice.

In addition, the higher the temperature,
whether of solid, liquid or gas, the more heat
will the substance contain.

How and 'Why it VVorks
By A. R. MYHILL,

F.R.I.C., M.Inst.Gas E., M.Inst.F.

If, therefore, a piece of ice, metal, wax or
any other solid is melted, so as to pass into
the liquid state, it takes up heat to do so as,
for example, from a gas jet or a furnace. If,
again, the resulting liquid is boiled, the steam
or vapour takes up the added heat necessary
to achieve this change of state. Conversely,
when steam or any other vapour condenses to
liquid, it loses heat from itself, in passing into
a lower -energy form, and this lost heat is
given up to its surroundings. When liquid
water freezes to form ice, it similarly gives
up heat to its surroundings.

Let us consider what happens when water,
starting as ice, is heated, first to melting point
and then raised to such a temperature that it
boils completely away. Ice may be at any
temperature below freezing point. The first
effect of applying heat is to raise its tempera-
ture. When this has reached 32 deg. F. (or
o deg. C.), i.e., the freezing point, the ice
commences to melt, but no further increase in

temperature results from the
continued application of heat
until the whole of the solid has
been converted into liquid.

Liquid water at freezing
point contains more heat than
the same weight of ice, and
this heat is known as its latent
heat of fusion. It does not
increase its temperature, but
serves to change its state. If
heating is continued still
further, the temperature of the
liquid will gradually rise until
the boiling point (212 deg. F.
or too deg. C.) is reached.

Boiling will commence and
the whole system will remain
unaltered in temperature until
all the water has become con-
verted into steam, the added
heat being known as " the
latent heat of vaporisation."
Further heating of the steam
will have the effect of raising
its temperature indefinitely as
more heat is supplied, since
steam is then gaseous and,

above the boiling point, possesses the general
properties of all gases.

Conversely, if we reverse the process and
abstract heat from steam, it will pass into the
liquid form by condensation, and from the
liquid to the solid state by freezing, and no
fall in temperature will occur at the boiling
or freezing points until complete change of
state has occurred.

If any circumstance arises, or can be
produced, whereby a liquid is evaporated,
abstraction of heat will take place from its
surroundings in order to provide the latent
heat necessary for the conversion of liquid to
gas. Although in the examples given such
heat has been assumed to have been provided

Gas
flame

by a hot agent, such as a flame or electric
heater, it is possible to provide such heat
from surroundings at " cold " or " normal
temperatures and, because heat is taken from
such surroundings, these in their turn become
lowered in temperature according to the
principle of the conservation of energy (heat).
A familiar example of evaporation and conse-
quent cooling at normal temperatures is
observed when a stream of air or wind passes
over a wet surface. A liquid in contact with a
so-called permanent gas such as air, will tend
to evaporate into the gas. By blowing across
the surface of the liquid the vapour
immediately in contact with it is removed
and replaced by fresh air which takes up
more vapour, and thus a continuous process
of evaporation continues with consequent
loss of heat (i.e., lowering of temperature)
from the surroundings. The degree of lower-
ing of temperature which can be achieved in
this manner depends upon the particular
liquid employed, being related to its boiling
point and latent heat. For a given liquid the
rate of cooling produced by evaporation
becomes greater as the velocity of the imping-
ing air stream increases. If, for example, a
liquid of low boiling point and high latent
heat, such as ether or petrol, is evaporated
by blowing across the surface of the liquid
contained in a wide, shallow vessel such as a
watch glass, the rate of heat loss may be so
great that freezing of the water vapour
normally contained in the ambient air will
take place, and the underside of the vessel
will soon become encrusted with ice or
snow crystals. This, in principle, is the
process by which cold is produced in the gas -
operated refrigerator.

In practice the action of the machine is
considerably more complicated. To continu-
ously evaporate a continuous supply of a
suitable liquid would be obviously too costly
in material and could not be carried out in a
practical and convenient manner under
ordinary domestic conditions. As a result of
many years of trials and laboratory investiga-
tion, an extremely ingenious system has been
evolved whereby a suitable liquid can be made
to evaporate and the vapour condensed for
re -use, all within a closed circuit. The
design of the machine, including the layout
and proportioning of its parts, has now
produced workable and foolproof results.

Choice of Liquid Refrigerant
While it is true that many liquids would be

capable of doing the work, it has been found
that ammonia possesses several physical
properties which make it eminently suitable
for the process and apparatus employed.

Ammonia at normal atmospheric pressure
and temperature is a gas. It is easily liquefied
by the application of moderate pressure and
or moderately low temperatures. It has a
high latent heat of evaporation from liquid to
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gas. It is extremely soluble in water, dissolving
to a very much greater degree in cold water
than in hot water and is, therefore, readily
driven out of solution by the application of
moderate heat. By boiling an aqueous solution
it can be completely expelled.

In the refrigerator liquid ammonia (not to
be confused with ammonia solution in water)
is caused to evaporate by bringing it into
contact with a " permanent " gas-in practice
hydrogen-which takes up part of the vapour
in the same manner that an air -blast will
evaporate water from a wet surface. In effect,
the liquid ammonia on reaching the hydrogen -
filled space vaporises, and the vapour diffuses
into the gas, tending to reach an equilibrium
and to produce a hydrogen -ammonia saturated
mixture, in accordance with Dalton's Law of
Partial Pressures.

It is this evaporation which produces the
cold in the refrigerator.

The means whereby the necessary opera-
tions can be made to take place in a closed
circuit without attention and avoiding mechani-
cal parts will be understood by reference to
the sketch, which has no claim to represent the
appearance or relative sizes of the components.
The proportioning, levels and general disposi-
tion of the various vessels and conduits
are matters of extreme practical importance
and are not dealt with in detail here.

With the exception of the chimney under
which the gas jet burns, the whole of the
apparatus, containing water, ammonia and
hydrogen is sealed under a pressure of about
20 atmospheres (30o p.s.i.).

Sequence of Operation
In the boiler is water in which ammonia

gas has been dissolved. About 3o per cent.
of ammonia, by weight, is contained in the
solution. n practice, a small quantity of
a substance added as a corrosion inhibiter is
mixed with the water. The ammonia solution
partly fills the boiler and fills the liquid heat
exchanger and the lower part of the receiver
as shown. All free space, i.e., space not
occupied by liquid, is filled with hydrogen
under pressure.

The numbers appended to the diagram
show the contents of the various vessels and
tubes when the machine is operating. Opera-
tion involves a complex circulating system,

L

the energy for which is supplied by means of
the gas flame burning at the base of the
chimney which is surrounded by the boiler.

The heat from this flame causes ammonia
gas to be expelled from the solution in the
boiler, displacing the hydrogen in the free
space and passing upwards through the recti-
fier to the condenser. The function of the
rectifier is to condense, and return to the
boiler, any water spray or vapour, so that
ammonia passes in a pure gaseous form to the
condenser, which is a tube, coil or other duct
cooled by means of radiating fins.

The liberation of ammonia gas from the
solution in the boiler results in an increase
in the specific gravity of the boiler contents,
since a strong solution of ammonia in water
is considerably lighter than water itself.

A circulation system is thereby established
in which the comparatively weak, heavy
ammonia solution passes downwards through
the outer jacket of the liquid heat exchanger,
and is delivered at the top of the absorber,
where it meets with ammonia gas, as will be
described later.

Meanwhile, the ammonia gat driven out of
solution by the heat of the boiler enters the
condenser at the highest level of the apparatus,
where, as a result of the pressure and the
lowering of temperature provided by air-
cooling, it liquefies. The liquid ammonia
flows downwards into the evaporator (or
freezer), and it is in this chamber that the real
process of refrigeration takes place. The
evaporator generally has the form of a coil, and
is frequently welded to a metal box which
may contain compartments where water or
food products may be frozen. The main
storage chamber of the refrigerator is cooled
by natural currents of air passing in contact
with the coil and its attachments.

When the liquid ammonia running from
the condenser reaches the evaporator it
enters an atmosphere of hydrogen, which is
in a state of induced circulation from the
receiver, upwards through the absorber, and
thence going to the top of the evaporator.
The stream of hydrogen, therefore, has the
effect of evaporating the liquid ammonia, and
thereby producing the necessary cooling
effect. The resulting mixture of hydrogen
and gaseous ammonia, now being consider-
ably heavier than the original hydrogen, falls

by gravity through the gas heat exchanger
outer jacket, and proceeds downwards into
the receiver, over the surface of the contained
liquid, and thence upwards through the
absorber, a vessel functioning as a "scrubber,"
where the ammonia gas is removed and the
specific gravity- correspondingly reduced.
The hydrogen circulation is thus maintained
in action, the resulting nearly -pure hydrogen
now being in a condition to evaporate more
ammonia as it emerges into the top of the
evaporator.

The removal of ammonia from the
hydrogen -ammonia mixture is carried out by
the solvent action of the weak solution
running from the lower portion of the boiler,
as previously described. The gaseous mixture,
having passed over the surface of the liquid
in the receiver, passes upwards through
absorber in counter -flow to the descending
stream of weak ammonia solution. This
solution, by taking up additional ammonia
gas, becomes strengthened to a concentration
suitable for readmission to the boiler. It
passes into the receiver and, from this vessel,
is circulated to the top of the boiler for re -use.

The means which are adopted for raising the
strong ammonia solution from the receiver,
through the inner section of the liquid heat
exchanger and to the top inlet of the boiler
consist in the use of a bubble pump, which is
a very simple device, comprising a few turns
of spiral tubing encircling the lower portion
of the chimney or heating flue of the boiler.
The heat from the flue produces bubbles of
ammonia gas in the vertical portion of the
tube, which results in the formation of a
column of relatively light liquid -gas mixture
so that an upward movement is continuously
maintained.

Mention has been made of two heat ex-
changers. These have several functions.
They conserve heat and this reduces fuel
consumption. The liquid heat exchanger, also
by cooling the weak ammonia solution passing
from the boiler to the absorber, makes it more
effective in dissolving the ammonia gas in the
absorber.

The gas heat exchanger cools down the
hydrogen leaving the absorber for the
evaporator, and makes possible the attainment
of a corresponding low temperature in the
latter vessel, enabling freezing point to be
reached in this position.

A Simple Thermostat
A Device Constructed for Use
Drier

with
By S. P.
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Fig. I.-A plan view of the thermostat.

a Photographic Print
v. d. WESTHUIZEN

IRECENTLY
constructed the
print drier which

was described in theMay issue of
PRACTICAL
MECHANICS and
found it necessary to
have some means of
controlling the tem-
perature. I then
made a thermostat
for this purpose,
which I found to
work efficiently. Con-
struction should be
apparent from the
diagrams, Figs. 1 and
2. The letters on the
drawings are ex-
plained as follows :

M is a micro -
switch 5 amp. 250
volts A.C.

Fig. 2.-A side view of the thermostat.

B and Ili are two plates made of steel or
brass zin. x sin. x

S is two steel rods gin. x 3/16in.
A is an aluminium rod r tin. x lin. (welding

rod).
C is a brass rod 6in. long (approximately),

depending on size of, the box.
D is a bracket of steel to support the micro -

switch_ This bracket and plate Br are
secured to the box with C.S. wood screws.

E is a piece of clock -spring for extra tension.
The micro -switch is operated by the

expansion of the aluminium rod when heated.
The thermostat can be calibrated by drilling
a hole through the side of the box and inserting
a thermometer. The hole can be plugged
afterwards.

The cost of making this thermostat was
very reasonable, the only expensive item being
the micro -switch.
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NEXT to the lathe and drilling machine
the most useful machine tool in the
amateur's workshop is a milling

machine, and these are sometimes seen as
small versions of the orthodox type of tool
found in the larger engineering shops. How-
ever, very few readers have unlimited means
whereby they can install every type of machine
and they must necessarily fall back on impro-
visation in an endeavour to finish a particular
part of their model. For this reason, and the
fact that space is also very limited on occasion,
any accessory which is adaptable for use on

the lathe makes a
welcome addition
to the tool kit and
has the added ad-
vantage of being
made in the actual
workshop, thereby
saving capital. What

O

Note
Provide tenon on
base or square up
sides to make
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Equipnum-f
nt® ZS' sloth

7.-A Vertical Slide
By TUBAL CAINE

(Continued from page 38, October issue.)

patterns are built before you can secure the
basis of the accessory. This factor undoubtedly
deters many amateurs from making machine
parts but if they adopt the fabricated principle
and build up all the details from steel plate and
blocks, a serviceable article can be obtained.

Many individuals contend that a fabricated
assembly does not possess the same good looks
as the cast -built assembly, and while agreeing
with these remarks to some extent, I maintain
that with a little care especially to make sure
all the sharp corners are removed, fabrication
can still produce both a presentable article and
one which gives highly satisfactory service
over a long period. A coat of paint to match
the other machines and accessories found in
the workshop covers the rather unsightly
welding fillets and considerably improves the
appearance.

The Design
Fig. i illustrates the assembly drawing of a

typical fabricated slide suitable for the average

location on
lathe bed

Fig. t. Assembly drawing of a typical fabri-
cated slide for an average 31in. lathe. Some of
the lettered parts are shown separately in

individual drawings.

is perhaps more important still, however,
the model engineer is then in a position to
construct the assembly exactly to suit his
personal requirements.

Castings or Fabrication
One great disadvantage with making

machine parts, if they must follow exactly
orthodox lines, is that castings are necessary,
and this means that time is wasted while

YY

1'1
1111111111 Ill 1611 111112

01111014°)'

P 4 1
Approximate section

XXXXXX

Note. Short lines
for every degree

Key prevents
detail :63"
rotating

/t is important these
faces are perfectly

parallel

OMild steel
fabrication

Fig. 2.-The base.

31in. lathe, and it will be seen that all the
details are fairly easily machinable on that
machine. Both the worktable and the base are
graduated to allow angular setting-a great
advantage over the fixed style of slide which
only permits milling in one plane. It is hoped
that, though this entails somewhat more work,
all readers will attempt this form of construc-
tion. For those who prefer adjustment in only
one direction it is suggested that the rotating
details on the base member are omitted and
reliance is placed solely on setting skill when
clamping the parts to the actual worktable.

The base is a piece of mild steel of suitable
size and thickness to locate on the bed of the
lathe, and into this is inserted what is perhaps
the most important item. This consists of a
welded flange with a long circular steel bar,
and at this stage it must be pointed out that
care is essential to ensure that this shaft is both
parallel and perfectly square with the under-
neath flange face. This is necessary to secure
a shaft standing vertical with the bed-a
feature which avoids the production of tapered
faces on the work machined on the slide.

A similar accuracy is essential on the sliding
detail locating on this shaft, and in this
instance the bored hole is machined perfectly
parallel with the flange face which forms the
location for the table. A close degree of
accuracy between the shaft and hole is of
course needed otherwise there is a risk that
severe vibration will occur, despite the pro-
vision of a locking device to hold that member
to the shaft. It should be pointed out also
that this locking arrangement is not provided
as a means to overcome bad workmanship.
It will hold though the bore is perhaps .ot in.
large, but movement will almost certainly take
place when a deep cut is applied. So when
machining the hole a fit above suspicion is
essential for the good working of this accessory.

The top unit is simple and merely requires
the recess to fit closely to the shaft top and
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Weld if necessary

If this thickness is
varied 4150 alter'_
length'dfsp4ot on ",4"

4 ho/es or slots as
shown above
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Weld

/18x 45° cones both
sides for weld
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x (deep

push
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Fig. 3.-The vertical shaft. At the top is a
machining drawing and below a welding drawing.

reaming the hole for the screw shaft. The
turning of the handle and screw together with
the index collars needs no explanation.

The Base
The drawing of the base in Fig. e has been

included minus the dimensions as these will
naturally depend on the size and make of lathe
to be used. The principle, however, will
remain substantially the same, and it may be
seen that it consists of a flat rectangular plate
bored to receive the shaft spigot and recessed
to clear the bolt heads when the latter rotate as
the accessory is indexed. Bolt holes to attach
it to the top slide or bed of a lathe are either
drilled or tenon slots are milled-these are
provided in my particular slide in the four
corners. I have made them to suit a series of
thick steel blocks which I have in my posses-
sion, as this enables me to pack up the vertical
slide at any time and so permit the machining
of some unusual part of massive dimensions.

You can make the base circular if the only
piece of material available is that shape, but
I prefer in this case a rectangular item. There
is a little more clamping area for the slide to
seat upon, and also four clamping bolts can
be used easily-one in each corner. Details
of the base are shown in Fig. 2 and it is
marked " F " in Fig. r.

The Vertical Shaft
In addition to a machining drawing for this

detail, a brief welding sketch is included to
assist matters prior to finishing the part
(see Fig. 3).

Turn and bore the flange and provide two
angular cones to accommodate the welding
material as some of this must, of course, be
machined away in order to ensure that the
flange is in contact with the base surface.
The shaft should fit fairly closely in the hole
but there is no real need to make it a drive
fit. This item is marked " A " in Fig. r.

Incidentally, some readers may wonder
where to go to have these items welded and
are perhaps tempted to abandon the con-
struction because they have no facilities for
such work. The local small garage is generally
pleased to help for the payment of a few
shillings. The small one-man business "
will usually weld this at a very cheap rate
provided you make the pieces fit correctly
and provide a drawing indicating exactly
what you require. Alternatively, take your
work along to the small workshop which
employs a dozen hands and they will carry
out this welding efficiently for you-even in
country districts there are many of these
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2 Holes Tap 48A
on 2j2"PC.D.

Snug
slots

2 or4 Holes /32 drill
on 21/2" P.0 D

shops which under-
take welding repaits
to agricultural im-
plements.

How this item is
machined is a matter
of personal preference
but t h e suggested
procedure is first to
machine the top
diameter and under-
neath flange surface,
holding the shaft

in the four -jaw chuck and supporting it
if the latter is rather small with the aid of a
steady. When this is completed, face the
surface where the holding bolts contact before
removing it for the next stage.

Bolt the detail to a true faceplate and with
the rear centre in position to exert a steadying
influence to the shaft, very carefully turn this
diameter making sure it is parallel. The
actual size is not really important because the
hole can be bored in the sliding detail to
suit, but endeavour to make it a standard

-5/4,

/1--T

Weld

34/2 dia.
.4.00

2 I/4' a', a. --0-1

09A.

GfiTeOnsliAcfe" tlolle 1

or //i cha x8PTI1111111116"/Plriiii.Allillibi
See text

2"cl'ia x 10 T .1,1 drill

Arm
110 , match t "

Centres to

/2 rad
Keyway

0Mild steel

Fig. 4.-The sliding member. This is a machin-
ing drawing. Allow /t6in. per face for

machining.

dimension, as this will often prevent mis-
reading the micrometer and so causing
scrapped work. Turn the end spigot while
the shaft is in this position and then both
diameters are concentric with each other.

The importance of turning the shaft
diameter parallel was mentioned above and
for this reason a very keen tool and one with
a carbide tip should be used for this final
operation. This overcomes the problem of
tool wear which is possible when long dia-
meters are turned and which increases the
likelihood of errors. If of course your lathe
does not turn parallel then there are two
alternatives. Either set the headstock true, or
try filing the shaft to remove the high spot.
The latter procedure I do not like because
very few individuals can make a first-class job
of such work, and if the effort is viewed under
a microscope a series of flats instead of a
perfect round diameter would be seen, even
though the work is performed by a turner
having the highest degree of skill. Always
attempt to finish -turn diameters of this
description as this is the only way you can
ensure that the surface is smooth and round.
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The Sliding Member
This detail, shown in Fig. 4, is again

welded from suitable pieces of steel plate, and
the machining requires very little explanation
with perhaps the exception of the large hole.
For this work the ideal set-up is the mounting
of the detail at the required height on blocks
attached to the worktable, and to traverse a
cutter bar which is in turn mounted between
the lathe centres, through the bore. A grub
screw behind the tool gives the necessary
adjustment and if the clamping screws
holding the tool are only partially loosened, a
fine depth of feed is secured.

The Table
The dimensions of the working surface of

this detail are 4in. by 5 lin., but these are
easily modified to suit the metal you have in
stock. Generally, for model work, there is
little point in making the area larger. It
means there is more weight overhanging from
the shaft, though this is sufficiently large to
accommodate a few extra pounds, but there
is no real need to add weight and so make the
accessory awkward to handle on and off the
lathe. Two slots for holding bolts are shown
on the sketch of this item in Fig. 5 as this
leaves a fairly large area free in the table
centre-a good point when articles of small
or narrow section require machining. This
item is lettered " G " in Fig. 1.

The Screw
Only one poirlt needs mentioning regarding

this part, and tfiat concerns the pitch of the
thread which; of course, gives the necessary
feed up and down the column. I have shown
this as to T.P.I. as this is a convenient
figure, but if you prefer a slightly coarser
thread, then use 8 T.P.I. but adjust the
divisions round the upper index disc accord-
ingly. Arrange them in the same way as
those on the lathe cross slide-each division
to give a feed of .00 tin. as the disc is sufficiently
large to make these divisions easily readable.

The Scales
It is not proposed to give full details on the

engraving of these parts here because this is
a matter which cannot be dealt with briefly,
but some readers may wonder why they are
made as separate details when apparently
the lines could be engraved directly on to the
vertical member and table base.

In the case of this latter item, the position
of the square table makes this operation very
awkward to perform, because the lines are in

ts/4' i,3/3;

/

Sig:774,11: 346-
71- 42-W,W A.404,"

sarY 14- 31?fr224/feem¢o esl4ih4a'push -'11 //4 sOenilyti:/aafl:

Slide fit

Weld boss
on if neces-I

; Manufactur ng hole

0 Mild steel. Perhaps fabricated
or cast iron

/44

Tr48A.6.
09 hole

Fig. 5.-The table.

close proximity with the underneath face of
that large rectangular steel block, and the
engraving cutter must stand well out from
the spindle-especially when cutting the lines
at the corners-and this will make it extremely
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weak and liable to fracture. As a separate
ring, engraving is a simple process and the
disc is attached by means of small screws,
see Fig. 6.

The lower set of lines is not inconvenienced
in this way, but the handling of such a large
part is not very convenient and as the same
set-up is feasible for both rings, I have
decided to utilise the same idea also for this
arrangement, see Fig. 7.

Part " C " on the general assembly drawing
is shown in Fig. 8.

General Notes
Splitting the sliding member (Fig. 4) in

order to make it possible to clamp the set
table to the column may present problems
to the tyro, and though in the large engineer-
ing workshops a milling cutter is utilised to
make this slot, it requires a large diameter
cutter, and this is an unnecessary expense
especially when another method is possible.
It is also easily possible to fracture such a
thin tool because it requires a certain amount
of skill when feeding it into the metal if
breakage is to be avoided.

For this work it is advisable to cut this
slot by planing it through the detail ; using
for the purpose a short narrow parting tool
held sideways in the tool post and using the
saddle motion along the bed. Only a shallow
cut is feasible, and you must, of course, make
sure the headstock spindle is securely locked
by introducing the backgear or some other
means. Use plenty of cutting oil on the tool
and see that you sharpen it properly before
commencing to cut through the block.

Another process which can trouble some
readers is the drilling and tapping of the
screw hole in this moving member because
the centres must correspond to those on the
top bracket. The easiest way for the amateur
to overcome this difficulty is to use the top
item as a drill jig-both parts are placed in
their respective positions on the shaft, pro-
perly aligned and a drill put through an
already existing hole in the top bracket. The
parts are then separated from the shaft and
the work of opening out the tapped hole to
the appropriate dimension and tapping the
thread completed.

Keycutting is another process which
appears both awkward and difficult, but,
given the proper set-up, the operation is
fairly straightforward. For the shaft (Fig. 3)

you can clamp the part in vee blocks on the
boring table and traverse it past a cutter held
in the headstock spindle, using a simple two -
toothed cutter for the job, but the slotting of
the internal keyway is more difficult. How-
ever, the same tactics used for cutting the
slot in this part are employed, only this time
instead of a tool being attached to the tool
post the bar between centres is applied with
a tool so arranged to " cut sideways " in a
manner of speaking. You must again prevent
the bar from turning and this is done by
attaching a carrier to it and bolting this
accessory to the faceplate-the latter in turn
being prevented from moving by the intro-
duction of the back gear. All this appears
very complicated but the sketch, Fig. 9, gives
a visual explanation.

Finally, the importance of making the shaft
diameter and flange face of " A " (Fig. 3)
perfectly square with each other must be
stressed and close attention given to the faces
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Fig. 9.-The set-up for cutting keyways in the
lathe.

on " F " where indicated in Fig. 2.
Similarly, the table surface and the '}in.

hole in the fabricated bracket are also impor-
tant, but with a little care in machining there
is no reason why you should not achieve a
truly vertical table surface in any position
you care to turn it. Remember a slight " run "
on the shaft diameter can reproduce many
errors on subsequent milled work, especially
if the latter requires several settings before
the final result is accomplished. It can mean
that every face is .00 tin. or more out of square
with the adjoining member, and though
many model engineers may consider this is
satisfactory, for high-grade milling it is not
good practice.

(To be continued.)

Improving Caliper Brakes
OWING to the method of their suspension

from the frame and lack of rim support,
some caliper brakes tend to " jump "

and bear unevenly, even if the wheel is only
slightly out of the true. Certain makes exhibit
this unfortunate characteristic when the
wheels are quite true, but when new blocks or
other conditions have increased the rim
friction, even rust will bring about the trouble.

Bent to
go round
front forks

Strip

Fig. i.-The arrangement for the front brake.

By H. A. ROBINSON

Recognising the fault, some manufacturers
are now fitting their brakes with what they
call " Retarders "-pieces of metal which,
being in contact with forks and seat stays,
prevent horizontal play of the blocks and so,
of course, eliminate the jumping.

Retarders, however, are very easy to make
yourself and are certainly worth putting on if
you are having any trouble of the type des-
cribed. If carefully fitted, they do not interfere
with the appearance of the machine.

Figs. t and 2 show how the items are made
and fitted for front and back wheels. For the
front, two strips of thick gauge tinplate or thin
iron are required, about 4in. wide. The exact
length is found by test, but is in the neighbour-
hood of 4in. These pieces are bent at one end
so as to go comfortably round the forks, and
are then shaped to avoid the brake blocks and
bring their ends in line with the brake shoes,
to which they will be attached.

When correctly bent, mark where the
brake -shoe bolts come and carefully drill holes
here, flattening the edges neatly with a little
filing.

To put in position, remove the brake shoes
from the upright stirrup and place the strips

Tool bar

over the bolt then exposed, their ends being
round the back of the forks. Replace the brake
shoes in the stirrup, tighten up, and the job
is complete. Fig. t shows clearly how the parts
lie with respect to one another.

Rear wheel retarder strips are made in just
the same way and are fastened to the brake
shoes in similar manner, but in this case the
ends of the strips are bent round to a right-
angle (Fig. 2) so that they come up against the
seat stays. Should the brake -shoes try to
jump, the turned -over ends of the strips press
against the stays and so prevent movement.
The action is just the opposite of the front
wheel where the retarder gives stability by
pulling on the fork.

Strip
Block REAR

Fag 2.-The rear brake retarders.
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UNTIL you have been in a room on a cold
day with one of this type of heater
on you do not realise how out of date

the conventional coal and electric fires are.
With this blower -heater there will be no
more scorching in front while your back is
freezing, for the whole room can be kept to a
predetermined temperature.

The idea is that air is drawn in at the rear
by an electric fan and is blown through either
I or 3 kilowatt elements and so circulates
hot air into the room. In a short space of
time all the volume of air in the room has
passed through the heater.

With a variable thermostat controlling the

2 holes No.4 wood screws B. 7 B.A. clearance
for handle csk inside ho/es

4 holes 9/6; die. 164
for element
from front

edge

4 ho/es 34
dia. for fan
mounting

2kot--.1

Front

Fig. 2. -The body construction.

Clearance hole for
7 B A. screwhead

351;
IU

34(.4' 34' Fig. 4. -Details of

24"

the carrying handle.

room temperature the heater is switched off
until the temperature drops beyond a certain
point, when the heater will be automatically
switched on again.

To bring a room 22ft. x 12ft. x 9ft. high
from 48 deg. F. up to 70 deg. F. it takes
approximately 71 minutes and maintains
7o deg. at the cost of Id. per hour at 3,000
watts. A view of the completed fire is shown
in Fig. t.

The Body
This is made from i8 -gauge sheet steel,

and to simplify making up it is made in two
halves as in Fig. 2. Both pieces are alike
except that the top half has a joggle in it
to bring the outside flush. As will be seen,
it is an unequal octagon in shape, 8in. across
one way and gin. across the other.

Drill holes as per Fig. 2 : 4 for the fan
motor mountings, 4 for the base bracket,

5/8"

4. ki"dia. holes. Centre line
of base bracket 4" from

front edge
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4 for the element
former, 2 for the
handle and 8 for the
rearguard.

Cramp the two
halves together,
mark for rivet holes
and drill. Then
countersink inside
and outside and
rivet together (I
used lin. duralumin
countersink rivets).

The louvres, Fig. 3, are made from 18 -gauge
plate and there are 15 of them at 9(I6in.

centres. Rivet them on as you
make them to length, starting at
the top and bottom, working to
the centre. If the rivets are
countersunk on the outside it
will look a much more workman-
like job when finished.

Handle
Centre Make the handle from a good
line of hardwood as shown in Figs. 4
switches and 5 Screw to the case from

the inside wtih two No. 6
countersunk screws.

... .1.-. ..."
6........, .....
..../...... ,,..., . .

15

Former for the Element
Fig. 6 shows an easy way to

make this up from 3/16in. thick

3/ig bore tube
spacers 1%16" long

November, 1955

,

sheet asbestos cement, with
3/I6in. bore steel or copper tube
as spacers and 3/16in. diameter
brass or steel tie -bolts threaded
at each end 3/16in. Whitworth
or B.S.F. Cut out two from
the asbestos sheet as in Fig. 6 at
A. Two as at B and one as at C.

You can buy two 1,5oo-watt
elements from : Technical Ser-
vices Co., Shrubland Works,
Banstead, Surrey, at approxi-
mately 2/9 each (just the wire
without formers). Stretch this
out until expanded to approxi-
mately 54in. in length (do this
carefully and evenly).

Thread one end of the element
through the former, starting at
point B on Fig. 7, pull it through
until the centre of the element

comes to point A,
carry on across and
back again until the
end reaches termin-
al C. Repeat with
opposite end to
terminal D. Repeat
this with the second
element to dotted
lines, Fig. 7. Join

53/q"
Centres of tie bolts

509"

3/1; thick asbestos
cement sheet

Fig. 5.-A side view of the

Fig. 6 (Above
and Right.) -
Making the
former for the

element.

November, 1955

Fig. i.--The completed fire.
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with 71in. diameter blades.
Unfortunately, this firm have
no more of these units, but
readers may be able to adapt
an old fan or buy a suitable
motor and make the fan
blades. Slide the fan into the
casing and insert screws and
grip washers supplied. Fig.
io is a photograph of this
unit.

The Switches
The switches are of the

skeleton type used on electric -
immersion geysers, rated at
to amps each.

Fix these at the rear of the
casing, one each side, at the
distance of 5in. from the front
to the centre of the switch.

Holes will have to
be cut in the casing
to allow the switch
lever to protrude
and also holes for
securing. Insert a
right-angle bracket
behind them to ob-
scure the switch
mechanisms from

Fully Dimensioned Drawings and
Notes for the Construction of a

11 or 3 kilowatt Blower -heater
By D. HARMER

Holes to suit®I terminals in
946 1/2 one only

1/1

0 73(4"

Centres of tie bolts
541"
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.1 I Li
 at, -1/2" centres0 1/8" ,-;//
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-1 I
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'4}-- -t---t-4-1-4e4 -  -- -t 1-4-

546 c
I i L 33/4

the end to terminal D and the other end to
terminal E.

Element Fixing Brackets
Make three element fixing brackets from

22 -gauge steel plate, as Fig. 8, and one as
Fig. 9. Fig. 9 is the top one and is slightly
longer so that the bolt misses the handle.
Assemble the complete element in the case
with the terminals at the bottom, on the right
looking at the front.

The Fan
The author's electric can was obtained from

Milligans, 24, Harford Street, Liverpool, 3,
for 50s., postage 2S., and is an induction motor

Terminal
- "0"

Terminal
st"

I;--7/16"
-I/2" ''T64 dia

1/0"Whit nut soldered
on inside of hole

jA

din

1546° 1/1

7/11 1 7//g

34' 134; cll., 14.4
I- ..--... j- dia,1.........\

4S" ,454"
Fig. 9 (Left) and Fig. 8 (Right). -The element

fixing brackets.

Fig, 12 (Right). -
A rear view of the

unit.

enough, and start
and finish wire at
the bottom.

The Base Bracket
This can be made

up as in Fig. 13. If
electric or acetylene

welding is not available at your local garage a
little redesigning will be necessary.

The Base
This is made from softwood, ;in. thick,

with ;lin. thick feet, 23in. in diameter. See
Fig. 14 for details and dimensions.

Wiring
Carry this out very carefully as lives depend

on it. Circuit details are shown in Fig. 15.
The two wires from terminals C and E are

/i6in. diameter copper, insulated with
insulating beads (obtainable from your
electrical engineer). They go to one terminal
on the switches, travelling along the b6ttom
of the casing out of the way of the fan blades.
The motor has a plug fitted to it and any 15 -
amp. insulated wire may be taken from the
other terminals on the switches and joined to
the plug, both to one terminal (live side). -

2"radius

-K

74-
File away to thickness

Fig. (Left)(Left)eading of /8 gauge plate
T
the element through the former.

Take the insulation off another piece of
Is -amp. wire for 41in. and cover with insula-
tion beads. Join this end to terminal D and
the other end to negative terminal in the plug.

The trailing lead is of 15 -amp. capacity
(three core) and of length to suit. Join this
to live, negative and earth on the motor plug.
Next cut the wire about gin. from the wall
plug end, join in the thermostat, also obtain-
able from Technical Services Co., Model CS.
The thermostat will be requited to control a
range of temperature between, so and 90 deg.
F.

You will need to make a cover for the
front and Ain. plywood will serve, as can be

(Continued on foot of page 86)

prying fingers. Make these as small as
possible so as not to restrict the air flow too
much.

The Rear Guard
This is made from 3/16in. and r/i6in.

brass or steel wire, obtainable from your
ironmonger. The 3/16in. wire is bent to the
shape shown in Fig. z r and soft soldered to a
disc tin. in diameter x 16 -gauge brass or steel
plate. The other ends are screwed to the
case with 7 B.A. screws to keep them in the
correct position while soldering.

The i/r6in. wire is soldered round the
3/16in. wires as in rear view photograph
(Fig. 12). About five rounds should be

34; Whit
wing nut

Fig. n (Left)
-Bending
the wire for
the rear

guard.
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Fig. lo. -The author's fan unit.
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Fig. lg.-The wiring.
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UNTIL you have been in a room on a cold
day with one of this type of heater
on you do not realise how out of date

the conventional coal and electric fires are.
With this blower -heater there will be no
more scorching in front while your back is
freezing, for the whole room can be kept to a
predetermined temperature.

The idea is that air is drawn in at the rear
by an electric fan and is blown through either
I or 3 kilowatt elements and so circulates
hot air into the room. In a short space of
time all the volume of air in the room has
passed through the heater.

With a variable thermostat controlling the
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for handle csk inside ho/es
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Fig. 2. -The body construction.
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room temperature the heater is switched off
until the temperature drops beyond a certain
point, when the heater will be automatically
switched on again.

To bring a room 22ft. x 12ft. x 9ft. high
from 48 deg. F. up to 70 deg. F. it takes
approximately 71 minutes and maintains
7o deg. at the cost of Id. per hour at 3,000
watts. A view of the completed fire is shown
in Fig. t.

The Body
This is made from i8 -gauge sheet steel,

and to simplify making up it is made in two
halves as in Fig. 2. Both pieces are alike
except that the top half has a joggle in it
to bring the outside flush. As will be seen,
it is an unequal octagon in shape, 8in. across
one way and gin. across the other.

Drill holes as per Fig. 2 : 4 for the fan
motor mountings, 4 for the base bracket,

5/8"

4. ki"dia. holes. Centre line
of base bracket 4" from

front edge
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4 for the element
former, 2 for the
handle and 8 for the
rearguard.

Cramp the two
halves together,
mark for rivet holes
and drill. Then
countersink inside
and outside and
rivet together (I
used lin. duralumin
countersink rivets).

The louvres, Fig. 3, are made from 18 -gauge
plate and there are 15 of them at 9(I6in.

centres. Rivet them on as you
make them to length, starting at
the top and bottom, working to
the centre. If the rivets are
countersunk on the outside it
will look a much more workman-
like job when finished.

Handle
Centre Make the handle from a good
line of hardwood as shown in Figs. 4
switches and 5 Screw to the case from

the inside wtih two No. 6
countersunk screws.
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Former for the Element
Fig. 6 shows an easy way to

make this up from 3/16in. thick
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spacers 1%16" long
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sheet asbestos cement, with
3/I6in. bore steel or copper tube
as spacers and 3/16in. diameter
brass or steel tie -bolts threaded
at each end 3/16in. Whitworth
or B.S.F. Cut out two from
the asbestos sheet as in Fig. 6 at
A. Two as at B and one as at C.

You can buy two 1,5oo-watt
elements from : Technical Ser-
vices Co., Shrubland Works,
Banstead, Surrey, at approxi-
mately 2/9 each (just the wire
without formers). Stretch this
out until expanded to approxi-
mately 54in. in length (do this
carefully and evenly).

Thread one end of the element
through the former, starting at
point B on Fig. 7, pull it through
until the centre of the element

comes to point A,
carry on across and
back again until the
end reaches termin-
al C. Repeat with
opposite end to
terminal D. Repeat
this with the second
element to dotted
lines, Fig. 7. Join

53/q"
Centres of tie bolts

509"

3/1; thick asbestos
cement sheet

Fig. 5.-A side view of the

Fig. 6 (Above
and Right.) -
Making the
former for the

element.

November, 1955

Fig. i.--The completed fire.
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with 71in. diameter blades.
Unfortunately, this firm have
no more of these units, but
readers may be able to adapt
an old fan or buy a suitable
motor and make the fan
blades. Slide the fan into the
casing and insert screws and
grip washers supplied. Fig.
io is a photograph of this
unit.

The Switches
The switches are of the

skeleton type used on electric -
immersion geysers, rated at
to amps each.

Fix these at the rear of the
casing, one each side, at the
distance of 5in. from the front
to the centre of the switch.

Holes will have to
be cut in the casing
to allow the switch
lever to protrude
and also holes for
securing. Insert a
right-angle bracket
behind them to ob-
scure the switch
mechanisms from
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11 or 3 kilowatt Blower -heater
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the end to terminal D and the other end to
terminal E.

Element Fixing Brackets
Make three element fixing brackets from

22 -gauge steel plate, as Fig. 8, and one as
Fig. 9. Fig. 9 is the top one and is slightly
longer so that the bolt misses the handle.
Assemble the complete element in the case
with the terminals at the bottom, on the right
looking at the front.

The Fan
The author's electric can was obtained from

Milligans, 24, Harford Street, Liverpool, 3,
for 50s., postage 2S., and is an induction motor
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Fig. 9 (Left) and Fig. 8 (Right). -The element

fixing brackets.

Fig, 12 (Right). -
A rear view of the

unit.

enough, and start
and finish wire at
the bottom.

The Base Bracket
This can be made

up as in Fig. 13. If
electric or acetylene

welding is not available at your local garage a
little redesigning will be necessary.

The Base
This is made from softwood, ;in. thick,

with ;lin. thick feet, 23in. in diameter. See
Fig. 14 for details and dimensions.

Wiring
Carry this out very carefully as lives depend

on it. Circuit details are shown in Fig. 15.
The two wires from terminals C and E are

/i6in. diameter copper, insulated with
insulating beads (obtainable from your
electrical engineer). They go to one terminal
on the switches, travelling along the b6ttom
of the casing out of the way of the fan blades.
The motor has a plug fitted to it and any 15 -
amp. insulated wire may be taken from the
other terminals on the switches and joined to
the plug, both to one terminal (live side). -
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the element through the former.

Take the insulation off another piece of
Is -amp. wire for 41in. and cover with insula-
tion beads. Join this end to terminal D and
the other end to negative terminal in the plug.

The trailing lead is of 15 -amp. capacity
(three core) and of length to suit. Join this
to live, negative and earth on the motor plug.
Next cut the wire about gin. from the wall
plug end, join in the thermostat, also obtain-
able from Technical Services Co., Model CS.
The thermostat will be requited to control a
range of temperature between, so and 90 deg.
F.

You will need to make a cover for the
front and Ain. plywood will serve, as can be

(Continued on foot of page 86)

prying fingers. Make these as small as
possible so as not to restrict the air flow too
much.

The Rear Guard
This is made from 3/16in. and r/i6in.

brass or steel wire, obtainable from your
ironmonger. The 3/16in. wire is bent to the
shape shown in Fig. z r and soft soldered to a
disc tin. in diameter x 16 -gauge brass or steel
plate. The other ends are screwed to the
case with 7 B.A. screws to keep them in the
correct position while soldering.

The i/r6in. wire is soldered round the
3/16in. wires as in rear view photograph
(Fig. 12). About five rounds should be
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The Repair and Recovery of
THE reinforced plastics method of recover-

ing boat hulls can be applied quickly,
simply and economically by the home

enthusiast or the workshop repairer and
incorporates all of the advantages that have
made the reinforced plastics boat hulls so
popular. Old weakened wooden boat hulls
can be repaired much more quickly and
cheaply with glass reinforced plastic covering,
and new wooden boats can be given years of
additional wear by such a covering. Holes
and minor injuries to the hull can be quickly
repaired with similar materials. The coating
is permanent and the monotonous recaulking,
puttying and repainting jobs are avoided,
particularly if a resin of the desired colour be
used to finish the job.

The strength of the boat will be improved
considerably by this glass fibre treatment and
the danger of damage caused by floating debris
considerably reduced. Speed will be increased
by the treatment and barnacles and algae will
not cling to the smooth bottom.

Tools and Equipment Required
The tools and equipment required for the

rccoating job are simple and are listed below :
Sand paper and sanding block or power

sander.
Scraper, paint brush, squeegee.
Rolls of glass fibre cloth, polyester resin,

catalyst and hardener.
Brushes should be rinsed in acetone between

use in the resin.

Type of Boat Suitable for Covering
Any type of boat whether it be constructed

of sheet plywood, moulded plywood or planks
may be covered with resin impregnated
fibrous glass. In fact, a canvas boat may be
used as a mould for a complete boat by the
same method if it is first made solid on the
inside with clay or other filling.

Preparation of Boat Surface
Remove any metal fittings to permit a

smooth continuous bonding surface. Next
remove all paint from the surface of the hull
by sanding or by means of a scraper. Paint
removers, blow torch, or electric paint removers
should not be used as an oily surface is pro-
duced which interferes with the resin bond.

Whilst sanding, examine critically for holes,
cracks, depressions and dry rot. Remove
dry rot and correct with plastic filler of the
type Silver Dee RI It/504-0r plastic wood, and
add additional screws where required. Sharp
corners are preferably radiused, and oil,
grease and dust must be removed before
coating. Make sure all filler is rubbed down
to the general contour of the boat.

The hull must be kept dry prior to the
treatment.

Cutting the Glass Cloth
It is best to cut the cloth to fit the surface

to be covered before catalysing the resin.
Allow the cloth to overlap from 2in. to 6in.

To find the length of cloth required measure
the boat from stern to bow along the gun-
wale. Allow 6in. to t2in. for overlap and
multiply the total by 2. Measure from keel
to gunwale at the widest point and allow some
2in. to 4in. overlap. This gives the width of
fabric required.

Allow one layer of glass fibre for plywood
hulls and two layers of cloth for planked type
hulls.

As a guide a t2ft. boat requires styds. of
44in. glass cloth and two gallons of resin.
A 14ft. boat requires izyds. of join. glass cloth
and two and a half gallons of resin.

Catalysing the Resin
Catalyst and accelerator should be added

to the requisite amount of resin according to

Boats
This Article Has Been Sent
to Us By Messrs. Silver Dee
Plastics in Response to a

Query Published in Informa-
tion Sought

the particular resin used. Silver Dee Plastics
supply convenient mixing instructions and
performance tables for all of their resins. Only
mix sufficient resin for immediate use.

Applying the Coating
Apply the prepared resin to the surface

to be coated working into the wood by means
of a brush. Allow the resin to " gel," at
which stage it is very gummy to the touch
and will hold the glass cloth in place. The time
for this reaction will depend upon the amount
of catalyst and accelerator added and the
room temperature.

Next apply the tailored glass cloth to the
surface of the " gelled " resin, carefully
smoothing into position and removing wrinkles
as you go. If two people are carrying out this
operation the cloth can be carefully dropped
on to the resin with the minimum of wrinkling.
Pull out into position and staple, if necessary,
to hold. Usually the resin will hold the cloth
satisfactorily provided the cloth laying opera-
tion is not left too long. Cloth should prefer-
ably be applied to one side at a time. Complete
the cloth lay-up process as quickly as

Old Wooden
practicable and then allow the resin to harden
somewhat to anchor the glass into position. A
Squeegee may be used for the glass lay-up
or the hands can be used, provided rubber
gloves are worn, to remove wrinkles and air
blisters.

When the glass cloth is securely held by the
near hard resin a further coating of resin
should be well worked into the glass covering.
The base wood of the boat can be seen through
the glass when it is properly impregnated with
the resin.

An additional coating of glass can be added
in a similar manner to the first if it is required.

Finishing
When the top coating of resin has hardened,

cut away the excess material and very lightly
surface the covered portion. Next apply a
thick coating of resin which should be fairly
heavily filled and coloured to the required
shade. Alternatively the unfilled accelerated
and catalysed resin may be applied and the
boat finished with conventional paints.

A further alternative is to finish with one
or two coats of catalysed epoxy resin paint
available from Silver Dee Plastics. No
all.::elerator is required for the catalysed epoxy
resin paint, which provides a surface which
is the equivalent of a stove enamel finish on
metal.

Your boat is now completely impervious to
worms and other organisms and will not rot.

Do not coat the boat with resin on both
sides as the wood should be allowed to breathe.

Please note that the coating operation should
not be carried out in damp weather, at
temperatures lower than 21 deg. C. (7o deg. F.)
and definitely not on damp wood.

Silver Dee Plastics, Hartington, Staveley,
Chesterfield, Derbyshire.

MAKING AN ELECTRIC BLOWER HEATER (Concluded from page 85)

seen in photograph (Fig. 16).
Join in the gin. length of
cable to the other end of
thermostat and finally join on
the 15 -amp. plug.

Warning
This heater is used only on a

15 -amp. circuit plug point.
When the heater is plugged

in the fan will start. With
one switch on 1,500 watts heat
is provided ; both switches
on will give 3,000 watts heat.

Finishing
The whole body is painted

inside and out with black
heat -proof paint. The handle,
rear guard and base are
painted cream. (The cream
paint is not heat resisting.)
There is little choice in
heat -resisting paints as only
aluminium are made.

Fig. 16.-The thermostat.

black and For coolness
be used.

in summer the fan only can

JOIN THE PRACTICAL GROUP

Edited by F. J. CAMM

PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER 11- PRACTICAL WIRELESS
PRACTICAL MOTORIST and

MOTOR CYCLIST ... 1/- PRACTICAL TELEVISION
Every Month

1/-
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Fig. 7.-The author's full -
second pendulum clock.

Pallet shaft with
Pal/et removed

channel.

1of 4,6 rod.

Main
column.

6BA-

"--ecinvertin9 OLD CLOCKS--A

Useful Conversion Data for Giving a New Lease of Life to
Abandoned Timepieces By J. A. ROBERTS

(Concluded from page 57, October issue)

WITH a
French
clock,

remove the pal-
lets from their
shaft without
damaging
it, mask the
escape wheel
by a disc fitted
with a bush
and setscrew
located on the
shaft, and
arrange a fric-
tion detent.
This can take
the form of a
spring pressing
on the bush,
clear, of course,
of the setscrew,
and mounted
on a bracket in
some conveni-
ent pos tion.
The bracket is

Bulle, and might droop if the same length of
side arm were used.

Though more work is involved in converting
the French than the Bulle, more facility for
correcting any error in the location of the
crossbar is given as, though the same laws of
feeding remain, it is easy to alter the length
of the crutch arm or even make this fully
adjustable. Fig. 9A shows that all gears,
pinions and the mainspring, including, of
course, the striking and chiming mechanism, if
of this type, are stripped from the movement,
only the main minute -hand shaft, the pallet
shaft (now fitted with feed arm and pawl
instead of pallets), and all gears and pinions
connecting these two being retained.

The face, in this case, is bolted with
separators to the outer movement` plate, these
separators being long enough to ensure that
the face is free of the motion gear wheels,
which assembly is replaced intact after any
loose parts of the former striking and chiming
assembly have been removed.

As there is some affinity between this
method of converting a clock movement and
that described in the February and March
issues, particularly in respect of the detent

Friction detent
located on one
of separating arms
of movement where

possible or bracket
if not.

Escape
wheel,

Detent

Mask bush
set screw

-Crutch arm.

A

Fig 9.-Mounting the movement.

provided with a tommy bar hole for adjusting
purposes.

A feed arm and pawl assembly is arranged
as in Fig. 9 which is rocked by the shaft, via
the original crutch arm, the slotted foot of
which embraces the pendulum rod as before.
This selects and frees each tooth as the latter
swings, and so turns the clock mechanism.

The diagrams are intended merely as a
guide, as dimensions will depend on the
movement used. The cruciform bar method
can again be used, but the side arms may be
shorter, as these movements are usually
separated by about zin. between the plates.
Therefore, if these side arms are bolted to the
rear plates they will be at least this much
shorter. This is fortunate as, generally speak-
ing, these movements are heavier than the

Escape
wheel.

and the direction of feed /of the
escape wheel, the said issues
might with effect be referred to
in this case.

Fig. 9B gives an elevation
view of the detent and feed
arrangements on an imaginary
French clock movement ; the
length of the feed arm, and pawl,
which may have to be curved in
shape, are largely a matter of
trial and error. It might be found
convenient to mount the friction
detent spring on to one of the
three arms which usually separ-
ate the plates of these movements
if one of them is. near enough.
This idea is shown in Fig. 9B.

The Power Unit
This will be familiar to readers of the earlier

issues mentioned and so can be dealt with
summarily. The layout, pictorially and
theoretically, is the same, as are the values of
the components and also their origin, and all
are arranged on the base as shown in Fig. to
and hidden under the pedestal cover. Only
one battery is used, which all battery manu-
facturers make under various type numbers ;
it measures 4in. x 3M. x r Ain. approximately,
with a 4.1 volt rating.

This clock could run on batteries alone,
particularly if a coil of higher resistance and
with sufficient pull were used, as there is room
under the pedestal cover for a number of them
and two in parallel should run for a year, but
where A.C. mains are available they may as
well be used.

The pedestal cover is fitted with a trapdoor
by means of which the batteries can be changed
without disturbing the clock. The tapping
point is useful for observing, by means of a
milliammeter, the electrical performance and
is plugged up by the plug shown during
normal running. The original Bulle ran for
two years or more on a battery one-third the
size of the one specified, but it had a " feed-
back " or regenerative circuit, the pendulum

Fig. 8.-A view of the full -second pendulum and escapement

aOs .411.1
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Ebonite strip
/ '/x 34- so

Plug

68A.

a$"sp/it pins
346"thick

Mains plug.
60A. screws s washers.

Sockets.
1421 clearance.

"If6 ho/es bored 2"
through best to
admit sockets.

Escapement switch.

Motor
coil.

fiit I; Poise screw.

'Rill wave .CY°
metal rectifier

II

11111

II

pi 3000 ,uF. J. electrolytic
condenser

Leads passing through
holding screw to
output terminals of

power knit

1" -441

0
L
iL

1.- Base.

Oul amp.
Tr'fmr

4'2v
dry
battery.

Pedestal cover
Poise screws. 

Front

Leads to mains

-Ticc hole bored 2. into
base to admit leads.

Mains leads to
transformer.

/2'

- 11

/2"

Fig. hp.-The power unit.

bob,'coil setting up a current in association
with the permanent magnet over which it
swung, this current being fed back in oppo-
sition to the battery current, the clock con-
suming only; the difference, 5 milliamps.
Unfortunately for the timekeeping capabilities
of this system, this feedback principle, though
ingenious, caused the pendulum bob/coil to
swing for half of its distance under the
influence of its own flux drag, which prevents
the system and commercial applications
thereof from ever being serious, accurate
timekeepers.

Materials
No mention has yet been made of the metal

used, this advisedly, as the work can be
carried out in brass, copper or dural, according
to choice, all finished parts being clear
lacquered. Only the striker wheel and the
horizontal bar of the bell crank switch, which
should be case hardened with the aid of

asenit, are of mild steel. The cabinet work
can, of course, be finished in any colour,
though black is recommended.

It might be found that, while running, clicks
are heard on local radio sets if there is any
tendency to sparking at the contact points.
This might happen if a coil of too low a
resistance is used, though the lower the
resistance the greater will be the magnetic
pull. The most economical and practical
value of coil has, by trial and error, been found
to be about 300 ohms.

Mechanical efficiency must be considered
in the smallness of the gap and the amount of
energy expended in closing it, the freedom
(from play and stiffness) of pivots on trip
head and bell crank switch, and the suggested
refinement of a roller on the feed pin.

Resetting the Hands
A regrettable feature of this method of feed,

i.e., direct from pendulum to main minute -
hand shaft via, perhaps, three pairs of gear
wheels and an escape wheel, is that the action
of turning (resetting) the hands manually in
either direction puts a load on to the escape
or feed wheel. As' the pendulum is connected
mechanically therewith immediately this load
is applied with pendulum swinging the latter
will be dragged to a stop.

This occurrence will do no harm in the case
of the French movement, where the drag will

be " in track " with
the pendulum, which
will simply stop, some
unwanted strain be-
ing applied to the
feed arm pawl and
its pivots. It is a
different story in the
case of the Bulle,
where the drag will
be " off track " by
reason of the
extended pin feed
arm. This will cause
the pendulum to
twist in coming to a
stop and damage to
the slender feed
arm(s), and possibly
also to the pendu-
lum suspension
spring, will certainly
be caused. This-
and the rarely under-
stood (by local clock
repairers, at least)
electrical circuit-
have brought low
most of the Bulles
to the junk shops,
from which many of
them can now be
rescued. The moral,
therefore, in all this is
simply stop the pendulum before resetting the
hands.

A Full -second Pendulum Clock
This escapement is suitable for a full -second

pendulum, and the dimensions given in Fig. 2
need not be greatly, if at all, enlarged. A
movement from an old grandfather clock
could be converted to " direct feed " as in
Fig. 6, though a suitable backboard and
cabinet would be required, or a movement
modified as in Fig. 8 (March edition) could
be used. The writer built such a clock some
years ago and it is shown in the
photographs, Figs. 7 and 8. However, as the

face at the bottom " design did not prove
popular it was dismantled, most of the parts
being incorporated in the free pendulum
clock.

A " dropping switch " operated by the

Bent pin.

Roller

.1-r-- Trap door

Pi rod

pendulum was used to switch on and off the
movement, and as some readers might like to
try it out a sketch of the slightly larger
escapement with dropping switch and circuit
is seen in Fig. r 1. The escapement panel in
this case measures 4in. x 31in., and from this
the dimensions of the escapement components
can be judged, and these are not critical. The
dropping switch itself is a 2in. length of brass
(or other metal) strip lin. wide and lin. thick
drilled across its width by a fine drill, the
shank of which can be used to form the pin
upon which the switch pivots. This pin is
fitted with a small head and is held in a similar
manner to the bell crank lever already des-
cribed, and the centre of the switch must be
included in the centre line X. (See B in Fig.
I I.) The movement itself is the identical
one as described in the March issue, as is the
advance/retard switch.

This gives us a master clock capable of
driving a number of slaves, but if this facility
is not desired and the face in the cabinet is the
only one required to be driven the dropping
switch could be eliminated entirely and the
movement gears turned by a crutch and feed
arrangement as described in Fig. 6, though,
of course, larger, the movement being mounted
on brackets or strips bolted to the backboard.

If the dropping switch is used an adjustable
" finger " must be fitted to the pendulum rod
as shown in Fig. I'D, by means of which the
switch is pushed aside. The roller could be
cut from a 3/16in. steel rod drilled to clear an
ordinary household pin which is bent to the

116811111-c

Soldered. D

Movement coil.

Dropping
switch.

C

NSF

Motor coil
Escapement switch.

To slaves

x

Weight
Contact
Contact screw.

8
Pins with
soldered heads

Fig. i i.-The escapement as used in
a I, t second or master clock.

shape shown and soldered to the end of the
piece of kin. rod, this being first drilled trans-
versely to admit same. This rod fits telescopic-
ally into a similar length of metal to that
employed in supporting the trip head
assembly.

WATCHES :
ADJUSTMENT AND REPAIR

By F. J. Camm
6th Edition

A book dealing with modern methods of repair,
adjustment and timing and including information
on the adjustment of a watch for passing the Kew

"A "Test.
6/-, By Post 6/6

From George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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Abrasive papers

and cloths

by

CARBORUNDUM

Garnet -coated products
For wood -workers, CARB0RUNDUM make
papers and cloths coated with grains of spe-
cially prepared garnet. Careful factory prepara-
tion and size -grading of the tough, hard-wearing
garnet grains makes abrasives that do better
work than aglasspaper can, and go on doing it
for longer. Garnet -coated papers by
CARBORUNDUM are excellent for woodwork-
ing. They are available in a wide range of grit
sizes from coarse (for really fast, easy removal
of material) to very fine, for producing super
smooth finishes.

Aluminium oxide and
silicon -carbide grains

Papers and cloths coated with ALOXITE*
abrasive (aluminium oxide) or silicon carbide
grains are made in grades and grit -sizes suitable
for woodwork, for all classes of metal -finishing,
and for rubbing down paintwork on metal or
wood.

Regd. trade mark.

Waterproof papers for
use on clogging materials

For sanding or rubbing down materials of a
clogging nature, CARBORUNDUM make special
waterproof papers with silicon carbide grains.
These papers can be rinsed in water during use,
whenever the abrasive becomes clogged with
material removed from the work. They are
specially suitable for rubbing down paintwork
whether in house decorating or on car bodies
or other metal or wooden surfaces.

Electra -coating process
Compared with grains of crahed glass or natural

89

emery, grains of silicon carbide or ALOXITE
abrasive (aluminium oxide) are more regular in
shape, with tougher, more enduring cutting
edges. In the manufacture of all their finer -
grained waterproof papers CARBORUNDDMuSe
an electro-static coating process for depositing
the grains. An electro-static field arranges the
grains so that they stand on end in the adhesive
that binds them to the paper. These electro-
coated papers make work easier and quicker be-
cause their cutting edges are more effectively pre-
sented to the work. This is a typical example of
the care that c Alta oa uN D um take to make their
coated papers and cloths the best that you can buy.

Coated abrasive products by

CARBORUNDUM
From your local tool shop or hardware store

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY LIMITED TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER 17 PHONE: TRAFFORD PARK 2381
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TAKES THE HARD WORK OUT OF PLANING

It Planes !

It Rebates!
It Bevels!
High -Speed 3 -Blade Rotor
gives 12,000 cuts per minute.
Planer fully guarded for safety,
and for protection from dust and
wood chips. Extension Rollers available
as an extra, increasing the effective table
length to 38'. Precision built throughout, with
high quality finish. Produces accurate rebates for
door and window frames ; square tapered cuts
for chair and table legs; standard lamps, etc. Takes
up little space and produces better and faster work.

wrivi
DORMER

PR II 4!,"
BENCH PLANER

Eliminate the hard work in hand
planing with this outstanding

Bench Planer (Type
PR.I I), built to meet the
most rigid requirements
of the professional
woodworker with speed,
accuracy and economy.

Made by Myford (makers of the ML8 Woodworking Lathe)
in Europe's largest small -lathe plant. The Finest 4y Power -
Planer obtainable. For earliest delivery order now
through your Tool Merchant. Additional details gladly sent
on request. No charge, no obligation. Easy payments
arranged with pleasure. Write now

IIA19 ENGINEERING COMPANY, LTD.I I BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM, England.

CUTS COSTS FIVE WAYS !

THE SHEFFIELD TWIST DRILL AND STEEL COMPANY LIMITED
SHEFFIELD ENGLAND

 LONGER LIFE

 FASTER SPEEDS

 MORE ACCURATE
PERFORMANCE

 LESS
TOOL -CHANGING

 LESS RE -GRINDING
DORMER TOOLS ARE OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR USUAL ENGINEERS' MERCHANTS
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eze.1 Aoiaeek'
An Enlarging Accessory for the Amateur Photographer

By H. HUCKSTEP

APHOTOMETER, in the sense in which
the word is used in photography, is
an apparatus with which to judge the

exposures required in enlarging negatives,
and since it actually measures the density
of various zones of a negative, the word
" densitometer " is probably a more apt one.
Broadly speaking, however, the densitometer
used in the dark -room is based on the principle
of the old Bunsen photometer, which was
used by Hurter and Driffield, in their famous
pioneer researches into the sensitivity of
photographic emulsions. Briefly, it consisted
of a lamp -box with a means of varying the
brilliance of the illumination against a scale,
upon the top of which was a grease -spot
on thin white paper. If the light which
fell on the top of the grease -spot was brighter
than that from the lamp, the grease -spot
appeared dark against the paper, but if the
reverse was the case-the lamp being brightest
-then the grease -spot appeared as a bright
dot on a darker background. Obviously then,
by varying the brilliance of the lamp, a point
would be reached when both it and the
light from above became equal in strength,
the grease -spot would apparently disappear
entirely, and the position of the control
lever would indicate the intensity of the
incident light.

This enlarging photometer, shown in the
photograph, Fig. r, is a slightly improved
version of Bunsen's device inasmuch as the
grease -spot has been superseded by a com-
parator, in which the division between the
translucent and opaque portions is sharply
defined (as opposed to the blurred edge of a
grease -spot), thus making for easy measure-
ment. The means of light control is novel,
too, as the iris diaphragm from an old camera
shutter is employed in place of the usual
rheostat or continuous density wedge, to
perform this duty, thus doing away with
certain drawbacks, and cutting down expense.
Failing an old shutter, rotary stops could be

To
transformer

Lamphnuse

Comparator

Iris diaphragm

Ilim1111111

1.111,P11111111111151,1111[1'111111111,111111111111111111111111111111111!1Jlii',1",

111111111111111111NINIIMMIN1111111111111i

Fig. 2.-A general view of the photometer.

used, or other similar devices to provide
a progressive system of masking of the light.

The lamp used is a 6 -volt 0.45 amp.
cycle dynamo bulb, run from the 5 -volt
tapping of a bell transformer, thus both
increasing the life of the bulb, and providing a
steady light which is little affected by mains
fluctuations. It is screwed into a M.E.S.
holder which is housed in a lamphouse formed

from an old shaving -stick tin, which is soldered
or cemented on the iris housing or shutter,
see Figs. 2 and 3. The existing " stop mark-
ings " on the diaphragm body should be com-
pletely ignored, as they are not applicable
under the conditions in present use, and the
scale must be re -calibrated. The shutter
body is attached, by its screw collar, to the
lid of a shallow tin (such as is used for hold-
ing adhesive dressings), a hole being cut for
the purpose. The whole of the inside of the
tin is painted or lined with a Matt white
surface, in order to diffuse the light within.
The other square hole in the lid is to accommo-
date the comparator head.

Dotted lines
indicate multiple
reflection of light
rays from white matt
surfaces inside box
(diagrammatic only)

Fig. 3.-A sectional view.

1,11111'111,1111

II1111111'1.

..-Top glass

Waxed cigarette
paper

Tinfoil (note: portion
removed)

-*------ Bottom glass

Fig. 4.-The order of assembly of the com-
parator.

The Comparator
A non -watermarked cigarette paper is

very lightly rubbed with paraffin wax, which is
then melted by gentle heat so as to leave the
paper evenly translucent. There must be
no excess wax ; only sufficient to be com-
pletely absorbed by the paper. Next, the tin-
foil mask is cut, and the whole assembled, as
shown in Fig. 4, between two ;fin. square
pieces of thin glass or Perspex, preferably the
former. It is edge -bound with gumstrip
or Sellotape, and attached in place under the

LIST OF MATERIALS
Small tin box for body.
Shaving -stick tin for lamphouse.
Shutter body from old camera.
6 -volt 0.45 amp. cycle lamp bulb.
M.E.S. holder for bulb.

Bell wire.
2 Small pieces of thin glass.
Tinfoil, cigarette paper, adhesive plaster

and gum strip.

Fig. i.-The completed photometer.

lid by means of surgical plaster. When
viewed against a dark background, the com-
pleted comparator should appear as a square ;
one half dark, the other half (because of the
tinfoil beneath this part of the paper) appear-
ing light by comparison.

Calibration
To calibrate the iris diaphragm scale, it

is easiest to obtain a step -wedge of the type
supplied with the Focal Enlarging Chart, or
others can be obtained from Kodak or Ilford
agents. The steps are portions of a film of
differing density, the difference being about
5o per cent. each time. Each step is usually
numbered, but the figures should be ignored.

Place the step -wedge in the enlarger carrier,
switch on the light and adjust the lamphouse
so that the magnification is about as low as it is
likely to be used (say II diameters). Place
the photometer under the brightest step of
the projected wedge, and adjust the photo-
meter iris lever so that its diaphragm is wide
open.

Now adjust the iris lever of the enlarger
lens until the two halves of the comparator
merge as one. From now on, do not touch
the enlarger at all. All adjustments will
henceforth be made with the photometer
lever, until the scale is complete.

With the photometer lever wide open,
mark the scale with a figure (a). Next move
the comparator under the next brightest
sector of the projected wedge, and readjust
the photometer lever. Mark the scale
(assuming that it is a wedge of the usual
5o per cent. increase type, which is easily
ascertained), then repeat the process on each
step, marking the scale I, 2, 3, 4, 6 8,
12, 16, etc., as far as it will go.

Failing a step wedge, other methods of
calibration can be used, such as the well-known
method with a bare lamp (no reflector) in a
dark room, in which circumstances the power
of the light falls off as the square of distance.
For example, at 6ft. the light will be a quarter
as bright as at 3ft. distance. To halve the
light, therefore, it need only be 1.4 times as
far away (A/2 approximately) as it originally
was, and so on. This method is not as accurate
as it sounds owing to the reflections inevitable
from walls and ceiling, but it serves quite
well. Again, a rough step -wedge could be
made, using progressive thicknesses of
cigarette paper, fogged film, etc.

Classifying Bromide Paper
Whichever method is used, it is necessary

to ascertain next, the sensitivity and contrast
range of one's bromide paper. This is not
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necessarily laborious, despite the very learned
treatises which have been written on the
subject._ Merely choose one of your favourite
negatives, and a packet of paper (let us say,
Blank's Bromide, Normal) which is already
known to be suited to it. Focus the negative
in the enlarger, and measure the lightest
portion which requires to show shadow detail
in the print. Let us say that this produces a
figure of II. Now do the same with the
darkest part of the negative, in which it is
expected highlight detail to register, and this
may read as 6. Find the square root of the
product of these two figures, in other words,
6 x rl =9, and A/9=3, which is the final
reading. Next, make a few test -strips and
find the correct exposure in the usual way.
Assume that this is 15 seconds. Paper speed is

15therefore 5, since - = 5-and all that is
3
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necessary in future is to multiply the final
photometer figure by 5 to get the correct
exposure when using Blank's Bromide, Normal,
of this batch number. Other batches may
be faster or slower, so a test of each supply
is advisable. The test also showed that both
the negative and the bromide paper possessed

6
a contrast range of -if = 4 since both negative

and print matched perfectly ; therefore mark
the box of Blank's Bromide Normal as
follows : Speed 5, Grade 4 for future
reference. All the other papers handled should
be tested in the same way, of course, and care
should be taken always to use one type
of developer at the one temperature, and also
that the photometer readings are taken in
otherwise complete darkness.

The photographer who has read the very
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extensive literature on the subject may wane
to know why I have not mentioned the
laborious job of grey -scaling of printing paper,
with its attendant filing of samples, etc. The
answer is that, by making the simple mental
calculation described, we have virtually placed
the tone range of our negative in the middle
of the paper's zone of correct exposure. The
usual method is to measure either the highlight
or the shadow portion of the negative, de-
pending upon a knowledge of the paper's
grey -scale to accommodate the rest of the
tones. The method I describe has another
advantage. Whereas the usual, one -measure-
ment system will give satisfactory results only
with a perfectly matching paper, this present
system automatically makes best use of what-
ever paper is available. The photometer,
and the system of using it have been in use
for many years, and can be recommended.

Making a
THE sizes can be amended to suit larger

or smaller workshop, but the size
described is for an average all -day

burning stove for a fairly large workshop. It
may seem large compared to the slow -
combustion stoves burning coke, but the type
of fuel necessitates a fairly large construction.

Inner container welded
ell arounf to outer cptainer

I 6 ..,-741

2

4dna fuel

- -
t_J?

6

Inner container, welded or
lapped Hanged a riveted

/2.6 G.
sheet
iron 2'9.

4"

edia centre hole
Top /id fiti'Plate with 8"

dia. cover plate

Outer container' /0
or /2%0. lien.

Fig. I.-Forming the inner and outer container.,

Construction
The outer container is rolled up from to

or izg iron and seam -welded or lapped and
riveted. Air vent and flue outlets are cut out
as shown in Fig. I. The inner container is
made in the same way, but instead of having
an open bottom, a circular plate of lin. iron
with a 2in. hole in centre is welded on. This
must be placed truly central so that a uniform
space is maintained between the two con-
tainers when assembled. Next, slide the inner
container into the outer from the bottom until
the bottom plate is sin, inside the outer
container (Fig. i). Maintain the annular space
with four temporary wood packing pieces 2in.
thick, and weld all around the bottom disc.
Weld or rivet on the 4in. flue outlet elbow,
which should be provided with a soot door
(see Fig. 2).

The top is a lin. iron plate 'ft. 6in.
diameter with a 6in. diameter hole in the
centre. Around the outer edge weld a strip of
tin. by lin. iron, forming a lid. Two lifting
handles and another 8in. by lin, cover plate
with lifting handle completes the job. A flue
pipe at least soft. high should be fitted to the
flue elbow.

The rainmer and lighting hook are very
easily made to the dimensions in Fig. 2. The

weld

Sawdust Heating Stove
This Design was Revived, in
Answer to a Query Published
in " Information Sought,"

from N. G. CREWS
9.110109/19.M,Pe.Adoul

stove should stand on a steel plate, underneath
which should be asbestos if the workshop floor
is wood.

icdie /ton Lightnv hook

1 5(6 iron rod

1
"Dot 2'0.a/oar/mg 4:4-127--""

pipe 4'_ T r vent
Cover prate

Bend to radius
of outer container

-.E.-3'-'- GMv or
black iron

,f

Rennet
41.1"2"fron disc

L

Drection

Fig,

of airflow

J

Removable
top Handles

Air vent
Cover plate

Sawdust
Front showing airvent

2.-Two views of the stove and the
accessories used.

MMhod of Loading and Lighting
Loading : Remove top of container and

lower loading pipe (made as in Fig. 2) through
central hole until it touches the floor. One -
quarter fill inner container with sawdust then,
holding loading pipe centrally, ram the
sawdust firmly with rammer. Add more
sawdust and repeat ramming operation until
container is full. Withdraw loading pipe with
a twisting motion and verify that the wall of
the hole has not collapsed at any point and
blocked the airway. The loaded stove and
airway may be seen in Fig. 2.

Lighting : It is necessary thoroughly to
heat the flue pipe and create a draught to start
the fire, and this is done as follows. Dip a
fairly large piece of waste or rag in paraffin
and place on lighting hook. Light and lower
waste with hook until it reaches the flue pipe.
Flames should immediately be drawn up the
pipe. Withdraw hook, leaving the rag burning
in the container. Next, prepare another
paraffin -soaked lighter and place on floorplate
near air vent. As the flue heater begins to die,
light the second one and push it under air
vent until flames are seen arising from the
hole in the sawdust at top of container.
Replace top lid and leave air vent plate off
until fire is well alight. Draught adjustment is
provided by aperture size in air vent, this
being controlled by air vent cover plate.

The sawdust will burn with an intense
smokeless flame, the central hole getting larger
and larger as the fuel is consumed.

It is most important that the fire be left
undisturbed, as its success depends on the
central airflow being maintained. It is im-
possible to replenish the fuel, it being
necessary to start from scratch when the
container is exhausted. By careful adjustment
of airflow, the size of stove described will burn
for approximately eight to nine hours on one
filling.

HAT more appropriate Christmas present could you send those friends interested
in popular science, handicrafts, model -making and all mechanical developments

than a year's subscription for PRACTICAL MECHANICS ? All through the coming year your
gift will bring them repeated pleasure, and each new issue, as it arrives, will be a fresh
reminder of your good wishes.

So easy to arrange, too. Simply send your friends' names and addresses with your own
and remittance to cover (an annual subscription for PRACTICAL MECHANICS-I2 issues,
including postage-costs 549.) to Subscription Manager (G.i), George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. We will despatch first copies
to arrive in good time for Christmas, together with an attractive -Christmas Greetings Card,
made out in your name, to announce your gift.
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Where will it turn up next?

The Flamcmaster torch turns up in the most unlikely
places and among a surprising number of trades. Our books

show that glass blowers, laboratory technicians, jewellers,

dental mechanics and all kinds of metal workers were among the

first to welcome this new precision heating tool, and

that recently we've had orders from model engineers, electrical

engineers, lead -burners and garage mechanics.

Why do they all find the Flamemastcr so handy ?

Because : Installation is extremely simple.

Flame control is easy and reliable.

Waste is eliminated by our trigger grip economiser.

Leaks arc impossible.

FLAMEMASTER MARK II

If you'd like to deal with your heating problem in the up-to-date way, write
for full details to :-

STONE -CHANCE LIMITED, DEPT. F20, 28 ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, S.W. I . TEL: TRAFALGAR 1954.

YOU
MUST HAVE

THE

BOOK

"MAKING
MODELS

IN CARD"
Making Authentic Models of

Historic Buildings, Locomo-
tives, Ships, Aeroplanes, Trams,
Cars, Etc. is the Hobby for a life-
time; a tidy fireside hobby. New
Book with full -colour cover. 32
pages, 40 illustrations, and numer-
ous valuable Hints, Tips and
Stimulating Ideas and Projects,
tell how to make Museum Pieces
at small cost. A hobby that chal-
lenges and rewards.
The Publisher: Micromodels Ltd.
3 U) Racquet Ct. Fleet St. E.C.4.

THE ULTRA LENS AIDS PRODUCTION
This unequalled
electric magnifier
is of the most
modern design
and has proved
its extreme
and sustained
usefulness to
countless indus-
trial firms en-
gaged oft minute
oriMination of sur-
faces of every Con-
ceivable object.
The ULTRA LENS is used ex-
tensively in collieries, foundries,
electricity works, tool shops,
forges, motor works, and practically every
branch of the engineering .trade. TELE-
VISION engineers need it to examine
INTERLACING of picture.

Write today for full particulars and price list to

Whether you are manufacturing, buying o r selling,
there are occasions when you have to submit
some objects to a very close scrutiny. At
these times the ULTRA LENS becomes

Triple lenses ensure distortion -free
magnification and eliminate the

.1, necessity for adjustment of
focus. The focus is

always perfect.
3' The ULTRA

/S. LENS achieves
a six -fold

magni-
fication

4f in a

iarniay-
lit field

which is
shadowless.

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY

Tel. TRAfalgar 2055
I7c, Oxendon Street,

London, S.W.I.

HIGH CLASS TOOLS FOR HOME WORKSHOP

New " Surform " File. Will
trim, file smooth, Control-
led depth of cut.
Complete 12,6, Post Paid

Best quality Sheffield made
Pinking Shears for dress-
making, etc. A precision
shear that will serrate or
" pink " edges of silk, cotton.
cloth, etc. Bright polishedfinish. Black Japanned
handles.

6Iin. overall, 211
7iip. overall, 27,6

Post paid.
The ideal Christmas Gift.

The new" Surform " Plane, fast becomig the most
popular tool ever invented. A " must" for every
home and workshop. Planes, shaves and smooths
equally efficient on wood, plastics, formica.
Warerite. Price 176, Post Paid.

S. TYZACK & SON LTD. Telephon(l.:enirneedslch eaat.

341-345 OLD STREET, LONDON E.C.1.
Only address in London)

LEARN A LANGUAGE
THIS WINTER

By the Pelman Method
THE problem of learning a Foreign
I- Language in half the usual
time has been solved. The Pelman
method enables you to learn French,
German, Italian and Spanish without
translation.

By the Pelman system you learn
French in French, German in German,
Spanish in Spanish, and Italian in
Italian. English is not used at all.
Yet the method is so simple that even
a child can follow it.

Reduced fees for N.M. Forces

Grammatical complexities are elim-
inated. You pick up the grammar
almost unconsciously as you go
along. There are no classes to attend.
The sshole of the instruction is given
through the post.

Send for the Free Book.
The Pelman method of learning lan-

guages, which has now been used for over
25 years with such success, is explained in
four little books, one for each language :

FRENCH, SPANISH,
GERMAN, ITALIAN

(Also Courses in Afrikaans and Urdu)
You can have a copy of any one of

these books, together with a specimen
lesson, gratis and post free, by writing
for it to -day. IVELbeek Int 2

- POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY

Pelman Languages Institute,
130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore St.,

London, W.1.
Please send details of Pelman method
of learning :

French, German, Spanish, Italian
(Cross out three of these)

Name

Address
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Telephone: MUSEUM 9594

H. FRANKS
58-60 NEW OXFORD STREET

LONDON, W.C.I
PRESSURE PUMP UNITS. Operated

by 24 volt A.C. D.C. motor, develops 10
lbs. pressure or vaccum. Complete
with 10ft. length of pressure hose,
cables and connectors, etc. Compact
unit fitted in metal case. 6 x 4 x 4in.
Made in U.S.A. Ideal for laboratory
use, etc. New, in maker's cartons,
£4 each.Bi TRACTOR. VENT -A XIA E X -

FANS. 24v. D.C. or 36v.
A.C. Fitted suppressor units. Ideal
for caravans, yachts. etc. Unused.
complete in transit case. 24.7.6.
each.Ex -NAVAL RIGHT ANGLE TELE-
SCOPE, C.R.P. Mk. 1, made by Cooke,
Troughton & Sons, Ltd.. fitted filters,
10 x magnification, overall length
131', weight approx. 141b. £4.17.6
each.

SELF -PRIMING IMMERSIONPUMPS (Electric) Ex -Air Ministry.
Fitted 24v. D.C. motor, will work on
24v. A.C. Overall length 20/24% de-
livers approx. 150 g.p.h. Ideal for use
in caravans, boats, laboratories, etc.
37/6 each.

NEW " HEYWOOD " Ex-R.A.F.
COMPRESSORS, pressure 45 lbs.
Per sq. inch, internal spline 1" diem..
ideal for paint spraying, lab. use, etc.
47/6 each.CAPILLARY RADIATOR THER-MOMETERS, with 20ft. length of
capillary tube, ref. 6A/1313 scaled
40/140 deg. C. 27/6.

SLIDING RESISTANCES. " Zenith "
high-grade, totally enclosed, 384
ohms. 1.2 amps., new, in maker's
original packing. 80/,

VARIABLE RHEOSTATS, graduated
I amp. to 2 amps., 45 ohms, ideal for
chargers, voltage control. etc. Ref.
50/728. Fitted in bakelite case, 4in.
square, 111n. deep. 12/6.

VARIABLE RHEOSTAT, screw
thread control, 71 ohms, 4 amps. 20/-.

MINIATURE WESTERN ELECTRIC
BLOWER MOTORS, shunt-wound,
12/24v. D.C., series wound 115v. A.C.,Overall lethdiam. 3in., ideal
for use inprojectors, car heaters,
etc. 20/-._

HOOVER BLOWER A.C.
ref.

No. 10KB/115 for 12124 volts "A D.C.,
ideal for car heaters, cooling etc.,
2716 each.CLOCKWORK MOVEMENTS fitted

Venner " escapement, run 10 hours
one full wind, final speed 1 rev. 75 secs.
Price 9/- each. post paid.TUFNOL PULLEYS, fitted ball -races
external diam., Qin., internal bore
Lin. 5/- each, 55/- per doz.

DITTO, 311n. external, in. internal,
3/6 each, 37/6 per doz.CLOCKWORKDRIVEN T I MER S
variable, 5 to 30 mins. Fitted 15 amp.
A.C. contacts. Totally enclosed,
crackle finish, 17/6 each.

DOUBLE - WOUND STEP - DOWN
TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/250v.
A.C. 50 eyes. Output 1001110v. A.C.
750 watts. Fitted in metal cases, 81'
x 75- x 71'. With carrying (handles,
new in maker's cartons. £7.2.6.

SENSITIVE TYPE ALTIMETERS,
reads to 45,030ft. by means of 3
po innyr

h ecanb27u/s6e
each Barometer

" DALL MEYER " 16 mm. 21' pro-
jector lenses, fitted in chrome barrel.
zr long, 15' diem.. new, unused, as
fitted to G.B. L.518. 47/6.

" ROSS " 35 ram. 6' PROJECTION
LENSES, fitted in brass barrel, 71n.
long. max. diam.. 2 ", min, diem. Z.

7/6.
NEW EX-W.D. ANASTIG MAT

LENSES, 1i' focus, F/29 aperture,
fitted in flange mount. 11. diem..
oxydized finish, no iris diaphragm.
37/6 each." ALDIS " ANASTIGMAT LENSES,
F/2 aperture, 1.1' focus, 15' long, 11'

,diam., no Iris diaphragm. 52/8 each.
RANGE FINDERS, Type F.T.37, 80

centimetre. These are made under
Barr & Stroud licence tripodda, as
new in transit case, less ideal
for surveying. etc., £8.10.0.

STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS, In-
put 200/250 V.A. C., 50 cycles, output
24v. 1 amp. 151,STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS, in -
ant 1801230v. A.C., 50 cycles, output
2 windings 4.2, 4.2v. 10 amps., ideal
for soil heating, spot welding, etc.
22/6.

" STANCOR " U.S.A., 2.5 K.Y.A.,
auto -transformers, input 115/250v.
50/60 cycles, output 110v. Completely
shrouded size, 101" x 8' x 7r. £8.10.0.

CLOCKWORK DRIVEN FLASHER
UNITS, operate for 5 minutes on one
full wind, fitted governor, heavy-
duty contacts. 12/8 each.

" SUNVIC " ROOM THERMO-
STATS, Type TRI, range 35/75 deg.
F. contacts 250 V.A.C., 2 amps., or
250 V.D.C.. 100 mA., suitable for
room temperature control, cold
storage rooms, drying chambers, etc.
22/8 each.16 mm. G.G.S. Recorder MK. II
CAMERAS, fitted magazine Dall-
meyer 5",focus lens,motor mechanism,
etc., in fitted transit case. 55/- each.

FULL MAILING PRICE LIST ed.

otarsotokillwaysspecify
MULTICORE to be precise
ERSIN MULTICORE

Contains 5 cores of extra -active, non-
corrosive Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation
and cleans surface oxides.

SIZE ONE CARTON
4 specifications for cf.
radio enthusiasts. ,"
Handyman's carton.
Sufficient for 200 6d.
average joints.

Wherever precision soldering is essential,
manufacturers, engineers and handymen
rely on MULTICORE. There's a MULTICORE
SOLDER just made for the job you have
in hand. Here are some of them.

BIB WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER

The3 in I tool.For strip-
ping insulation without
nicking wire, cutting
without leaving rough
edges and split -QM
tiug extruded flex. w u

-NW HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S
2/6 PACK contains 20 ft. of
18 swg 60/40 high tin content
alloy Ersin Multicore Solder
wound on a reel.

ARAX MULTICORE

FOR METAL FABR CATION
(Not wire to tag joints)

Contains 2 cores of Arax Flux -a flux so
fast that even blued spring steel can be
soldered without pre -
cleaning. Flux residue is
easi I y removed with water.

SIZE 8 CARTON

5, -

MANUFACTURERS ARE INVITED

TO WRITE FOR DETAILS OF

BULK PACKS AT BULK PRICES

Bib RECORDING
TAPE SPLICER

These nickellated
brass Splicers enable record-

ing tape to be jointed easily and accurately so

that no breaks or
'clicks' occur in the recording.

A comprehensive
leaflet is supplied with every

splicer. 18/6 each.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, RENTS (BOXMOOR 3636)

DEVELOP YOUR GREATEST ASSET
Pelmanism Will Lift You Out of the Rut

DO you find life humdrum and
boring ? Do you think of

your job as " the same old mono-
tonous routine" ? Why remain in
a groove, only half alive, when you
have the latent ability which could
enable you to enjoy life to the full
and to " hold down " an interesting,
progressive job ?

Reduced fees for members of N.M. Forces.
(Apply for Services Form.)

Are you making the most of
your greatest asset -your mind ?
The Pelman Institute with its
unrivalled half a century of experi-
ence will show you how to develop.
this invaluable asset to the fullest
capacity. Pelmanism will lift you
out of the rut and eliminate your
feelings of Frustration and
Inferiority. It will teach you how
to dispel your Fears and to over-
come such failings as Aimlessness
and Depression.

HOW TO LEARN LANGUAGES
The Pelman Languages Insti-
tute teaches French, German,
Spanish and Italian, without
translation. Write for particulars
and specimen lesson of the
language that interests you, which
will be sent gratis and post free.

Reduced fees for H.M. Forces.
Pelman Languages Institute,

130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore St.,
London, W.I.

The Course will give increased
power and energy to your mind :
will strengthen your Will -Power,
and develop your Initiative. You
will find that your outlook on life
will change to one of cheerfulness
and optimism, and with your
increased Efficiency will come
Happiness, Success and financial
Betterment.

Remember -Everything you do is
preceded by your attitude of mind.
Pelmanists are not left to make

the applications themselves. An
experienced and sympathetic in-
structional staff shows them, in
exact detail, how to apply the
principles of Pelmanism to their
own circumstances and aspirations.

Send for Free Book
The Pelman Course is fully

described in "The Science of
Success" which will be sent you,
gratis and post free, on application
to :-

PELMAN INSTITUTE,
130, Norfolk Mansions,

Wigmore Street, London, W.I.
WELbeck 1411/2.

POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY"''
Pelman Institute,

130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore
Street, London, W.I.

" The Science of Success," please

Name

Address

November, 1955

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
rohlderinew

.strekg
lined iron isted witha Pencil Bit. 200/250 v. 50fi twatts. 11/6.post 6d. Standard Iron with adjustable

bit, 200/250 v. 60 watts, 13/6, post 6d. Heavy
Duty Iron,150 watts. 16/6, post 8d. All parts
replaceable and fully guaranteed. Small
Soldering Irons, for use on gas, 1/4 post4d. Resin -cored solder for easy soldering
6d. packets or large reels 5/-. post 9d.
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 -volt) Microphone
Amplifiers as used in plane intercom.,
in self-contained metal case ; can be used
to make up s deaf -aid outfit, intercommuni-
cation system, or with crystal set; complete
With valves and fitting instructions, 20/-,

ful wooden box with partitionsto hold amplifier, extra. Ditto, less

Sparking Plug Neon Testers, with vest-
pocket clip, 3/3, and with gauge, 3/6, post 3d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains showing " live " side of switches,
etc., 3/6, post dd. Neon Indicator, complete
with condenser (pencil type), with vest-
pocket clip, indispensable for electricians,
etc., 7/8, post 5d.

J

Bell Transformers.
These guaranteed
transformers work
from any A.C.
Mains. giving 3, 5,
or 8 volts output at
1 amp., operate bulb,
buzzer or bell. Will

supply light in bedroom or larder, etc.
PRICE 9/-, post 8d. Similar Transformer
but with output of 4, 8 or 12 volts, 12/6.
post 10d. Transformer with similar out-
put, but with fused secondary and earth
terminal, 18/-. post V-. BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries. 6/6. post 64.
" Big Ben " Chimes. Housed in Cream
Plastic Case. Easily connected to give
Two -Note Chime from Front Door, and
Single Note from Rear. Operated from 6-9
volt Batteries or Transformer (shown
above), 21/2, Post 1/-.
Crystal Sets. Our latest Model is a real
radio receiver, which is fitted with a per-
manent crystal detector, Why not have aset in your own room ? 12/6, post 84.Spare Permanent Detectors, 2/- each.
When ordered separately, 2/6. With clips
and screws, 2/10. post 3d. Headphones,
brand new, S. G. Brown. G.E.C., etc., 231-,
and super -sensitive, 30/- a pair, post V-.
Headphones in Good Order, 8/-. Better
quality, 7/8 and 10/-. Balanced armature
type (very sensitive), 13/6. All post 1/-.
New Single Earpieces, 3/6. Balanced arma-
ture type, 4/6 (two of these will make an
intercom. set). Ex R.A.F.earpiece, 2/6,
all post 44. Headphones with mov-ing coil mike, 15/-. Similar phones -with
throat mikes. 12/6. post 1/-. Headphone
Cords, 1/3 a pair, post 3d. Replacement
Bands, 1/3, Pest 44, Wire Bands 6d.
(All Headphones listed are suitable for
use with our Crystal Sets.)
Hand Microphones, with switch in handle
and lead, 5/6. Tannoy, 7/-. Similar instru-
ment, moving coil, 8/8. All post 1/-. Masktype with switch. 3/6, post 44. MikeButtons (carbon), 2/-. Moving Coil, 4/6 ;Transformers, 5/-. All post 4d. each.
Black & Decker
tin, Drill (as illus-
trated). Universal
A.C. or D.C. motorfully suppressedagainst interfer-
ence, 25.19.6, post 2/6. B. & D.
5ln. Sander Polisher, as above,
but the addition of side handles
makes it an ideal tool for waxing and
Polishing cars, farniture and floors, Sand-
ing to remove paint or rust, etc., 28.7,6,
post 2/6, or complete with sander and
polishing kit, which includes :In. chuck
for drilling, lambswool bonnet and pads,
polishing and sanding discs, 29.17.6, post
2/6. B. & D. Lathe for use with either of
the above, 25.5.0, Post 2/6. B. & D. Bench
Stand, for use with either drill or sander.
23.7.6, post 2/6.
Morse Keys. -Standard size keys wired to
work Buzzer or Lamp, 3/ -, post 64. Slightly
smaller keys, 2/6, Post 4d. BUZZERS,
3/9, or heavy duty, 4/6, post 5d.
Terminals, brass 2BA. mounted on strip,
6(1. pair. .0005 Airspaced Variable Con-
densers, 2/6. post 44..00003 twin gang with
trimmers, 2/6, post 4d. 24 volt, 15 mm.,
M.E.S. Bulbs for model railways, etc.,
1/- each, 10/- doz.. post 44. Wander Plugs,
Brass, 1/6 doz., post 4d. Euses.-1 amp..
1 lin.. packet of 10, 2/8. post 3d. Also 150 mA.
and 250 niA., same price. Ex-G.P.O. Tele-
phone Twin Bells, with box, 5/-, post Us
Single Telephone Bell, 3/6. post 6d.
Bargain Parcels. of really useful equip-
ment. containing Switches, Meters, Con-
densers, Resistances, Phones, etc., 101-.or double assortment, 17/8 ; treble 25/-.
All carriage 2/3. This country only.
Meters, 20 amp. 211n. m/i. 12/6. 15 v., zon.
m/c., 9/6 : 150 v.. 2in., We., 101- ; 3.5 amp.
2in.. T.C., 8/- ; 4 amp.. 211n. T.C., in case
with switch, 9/8 100 mA 2in., ra/c.. 7/6 :
Meter Units containing 2-500 microamp,
movements, 7/-. post 1/-.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58, New Wanstead, London, E.11

Letters only.
New Illustrated List sent on request with

lid. stamp and S.A.P.

ti
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offiel) Sioeh
Details for Making the Coaches and Wagons for the "0" Gauge Layout
Described in our May, June, August and September Issues By E. W. TWINING

LET us take passenger cars first. These
are of the well-known corridor pattern
with vestibule couplers at the ends.

Should any reader wish to make a saloon type
he can do so, but the seats, for one passenger
only, will have to be brought out to the side
of the coach, leaving a gangway down the
centre, the corridor partition being omitted.
He must remember, however, that the seat
ends, next to and on both sides of the gangway,
will be seen through the windows and must
be given a nice finish if not an ornamental

Lowke, Ltd., quite reasonable from the point
of view of the labour which would be saved
by buying. The bogie is as regards dimensions
and appearance exactly as drawn.

The frames, axleboxes, springs, etc., are
all die-cast in full and high relief ; the
axleboxes in anti -friction metal. The frames
are attached to the cross -stretchers in such a
way that all four wheels carry their due share
of the weight of the coach ; that is to say, the
side frames are so compensated that the bogie
will accommodate itself to inequalities in the

between the cast frames. The first item to
be constructed, therefore, is the base board,
which is equivalent to the solebars in a full-
sized coach. For this a 3/16in. piece of
plywood will be required, cut to the dimensions
which can be scaled up from the drawings.
To the bottom and to the top of this glue
on a piece of fairly thick Bristol board, in
order to reproduce the flanges on either side.
Down on to the upper surface of this every
part of the superstructure must be glued
and a perfect joint must be made between the

cardboard and the

C
1

2%2"- 4 %;1" 4
/ 3/4'

2

plywood. I advocate
" Seccotine " for this
gluing, which will
hold indefinitely to
everything, including
wood and Bristol
board.

The sides, ends, roof

corridor coach
Third class and intercompartment

"I I t
partitions, also the

corridor
94 5/e' sides, will all

be made of
41:- Bristol

board ; the
Iii 2/1. sides w i 11

/54 each be made

l'-- il' of threef,ag_ /8 thicknesses
-wpm and the roof

34 and ends of
two thick-
nesses each,

C CY' TIM Um

' Fig. 1.-Elevations of third-class corridor coaches.

one. Obviously, too, the seats will have to
be carved completely in one piece of
mahogany, since there is no cross -partition
between each pair of back-to-back seats,
as there is in compartment coaches. As an
-alternative to making seats from one piece
of wood for saloon cars, they can be built up
in, say, pine and mahogany plywood cut out
for the ends and glued to the pine.

Constructional Details of Coaches
Fig. t shows the exteriors of third-class

corridor
coaches:
an ordinary
coach t o
carry pas-
sengers
only and
a third-
class brake
r e spective-
I y , both
with lava-
tory com-
partments.
Obviously no fittings will need to be
put into these last, since they will not be seen
through the windows, which will be obscured.

Commencing from the rails and working
upwards it is suggested that the reader buys
his bogies completely finished and ready to
put on to the foundation, or bottom panel,
of each coach. The complete pair of bogies,
numbered 616/o, which are shown in Fig. t,
are, according to the catalogue of Bassett -

Third class
corridor brake

track, should there be any, at, say, points and
crossovers. The wheels are of iron on steel
axles and are cast to resemble the Mansell
pattern. A detachable steel bolster is included,
which is attached to the underside of the
coach by four screws. There is a much
simplified bogie, No. 611/o (which has a
shorter wheel -base), in Bassett-Lowke's
catalogue, but this, at only about half the
price, is not suitable for a coach of correct
appearance.

It might be worth the reader's while to

whilst the
partitions
and corridor
side are of one
thickness.
For all parts
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Fig. 3.-A longitudinal section through the third-class corridor brake.

make his own dies and cast the frames, springs,
axleboxes and other details if he were making
a couple of dozen or more coaches, but for
less than that number it would be too long
and complicated a job.

In Fig. 3 are shown bogie frames with
wooden cross -stretchers and a wooden bolster,
but if you do buy your bogies ready to apply
to the bodies this will not be needed, for
Bassett-Lowke's bogies are wholly of steel

roof pieces can either be thicker or can be
made of the same, but using three thicknesses,
for you may find difficulty in bending the
board to the comparatively sharp radius on
either side ; if you do I should adopt a
thinner board, using a greater number of
thicknesses, say three or four, to bring it up
to the same as the sides. It would be as
well to make a box -jig to hold the laminations
of the roof whilst gluing, as drawn in Fig. 2.
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Making the Roof
In this jig form the roof in an upside-down

position. Bend the first Bristol board with
the sharp curves around a roller, a ruler
or a piece of round dowel wood of a little
smaller radius than is needed ; then, with
the roller, put in the large radius bend, from
one small radius to the other. Insert the
Bristol board into the jig, bend the next
piece in the same way ; then glue the inside
of the piece in the jig and the outer surface
of piece No. 2, spreading the glue over the
whole of each surface, and insert No. 2 into
No. r, pressing down well into position and
making sure that contact is made over the

/" Y2 0
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Fig. 4.-An open wagon.

whole joint. If there is a third piece do that
the same, and likewise if there should be a
fourth. In building up this roof, whatever
thickness the Bristol board is, the thing to
remember is that the total must be made to
equal that of the sides because, when the
jointing strap is in, the curve of the roof must
come flush with the outsides of the two sides
of the body. These sides are composed of
three pieces of Bristol board. Bristol board
is advocated because of its hardness. It is
far stiffer and more rigid than any ordinary
cardboard.

The Windows
Now we will take the sides in hand. Each

of these will be made up of three pieces of
Bristol board and all of them will have open-
ings for windows. For these windows the
innermost and the outermost, on each side
of the coach, will have openings of the sizes
and shapes shown in the drawings, but the
middle piece will have exactly similar positions
for the windows, but the openings will be
one -eighth of an inch larger, all round, and
can be cut square at the corners as shown in
Fig. 2B. Then for glazing use either sheet
Perspex or celluloid of any convenient
thickness so long as it is the same, or a little
thinner than, the Bristol board. Celluloid
will be the easier material to cut, because it
can be done with a sharp, pointed knife on a
board, cutting it, like the Bristol board, into
strips and afterwards cross -cutting with the
aid of a square.

Perspex, however, will have to be sawn or
cut with a pair of tinman's snips : it is too
hard to cut with a knife. If your sawing
or shearing is not accurate you may pack all
the pieces together and file them to size.
However you do them make them of such a
size that they will pass freely into the openings
intended to receive them in the middle card
and not show their edges in the inner or outer
openings.

In the third-class corridor brake there are
several more windows, but in both coaches
there are windows to lavatories. These will
have to be painted over very thinly with a
film of grey paint. Matt celluloid can be
obtained, which will be better for this if you
can obtain the small quantity which will be
needed.

The coach ends will be of obvious con-
struction and these must be assembled on
the base of the coach body at the same time
as the sides. Each end will be of such
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differing sized cards as will enable the two,
the sides and the ends, to meet with a zig-zag
joint ; in other words to rebate into each
other. This will also apply to the ends and
the roof, so cut the cardboard accordingly.
In making all the corner joints it will be well
to increase the strength with an additional
angle of Bristol board added on the inside.
This will apply particularly to the sides and
to the ends where they join the floor and
where the sides are joined to the ends.

Partitions and Seats
Next put in all the compartment partitions

and against these glue all the parts of the seats.
These seats and the uphol-
stered backs of them can be
formed from what e v er
material is preferred. In
Fig. 3 they are shown wholly
of wood and the advantage of
wood is that it can be planed
in long strips, then cross -cut
with a fine-toothed saw to
lengths.

5"

It would be possible to
make them of thin cardboard
or paper, but in this case the
shapes and the undulations
of the backs may not be
all alike.

Before the seats are fixed in position they
may be finished, either with dead flat oil
colour or poster water colour or, best of all,
by flocking. This flock is powdered cloth
and it can be bought in many colours. The
surface of the seat and " upholstery " is
shellac varnished, then given a coat of enamel
paint of the appropriate colour and, whilst
the last is still tacky, the flock is powdered
or sprinkled on. Leave it for about four to
six hours to dry and then shake off or dust off
with a soft brush the superfluous flock which
has not adhered to the enamel. If the job is
properly done the effect will be that of a very
fine cloth material and will appear to be to
scale. The seats and all parts can then be
glued in their places.

The Corridor Partition
You can now cut from

thick Bristol board the
corridor partition. In the
corridor -brake this will
have an angle turned
vertically in it next to
the brake van and the
angular piece will contain
a door leading to a
lavatory. On the opposite
side of this lavatory to the
corridor there will be a
window of obscured or
muffled celluloid. Now
how much work is put
into the corridor partition
is a matter for the reader
to decide. All that I
would do would be to
cut the window and door
openings. I would not fill
them with celluloid, for if you do you will
have to provide at least two thicknesses of
card and " glaze " with cellophane tissue, and
the glazing, or the absence of it, will not be
visible through the outer windows. Finish
the interior, including the partition, by
painting with oil colour. The correct colours
to buy, in tubes, for this will depend upon
what you are imitating. If it is a dark wood
give it first a coat of raw umber with a little
white added to it ; if it is oak, paint with
yellow ochre. Actually these will do for
foundation colours. For finishing use, for
teak or walnut, a thin glazing colour of raw
or burnt umber. For mahogany, a mixture
of burnt sienna with a little alizarin crimson,
and for oak a little raw umber in Roman ochre.

a single piece of
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These glazing coats must be thin enough to
just cover the ground colour ; they are to
be thinned by mixing them with Japan gold -
size and applied with a hoghair brush (an
artist's brush).

The inside of the roof may be painted with
flat white oil colour, and when this is dry it
should be put on by gluing all around the
rebate strips and making the butt joints
between the sides and ends with the roof
with Seccotine.

The vestibule couplers are the only things
to add to the body to finish it. These couplers
may be hollow, be made of Bristol board and
have a door painted or modelled on the coach -
end ; or they can be solid, made of wood and
have a simple plain Bristol board outer face.
I think wood is sufficiently elaborate because
when they are coupled up only the outsides
are visible and when they are uncoupled all
that is seen will be represented by the piece
of cardboard.

There will be buffers and couplings to add
to the solebars (baseboard) at each end, and
then the exterior may be painted. The British
Railways colours are well known and may be
copied by mixing tubes of oil paints. The
colour below the waistline is crimson and there
is a band of this above the windows. This
may be got by mixing Indian red and alizarin
crimson with a mere trace of white in it.
Above the waist and up to the upper crimson
band is deep cream colour made by a mixture
of yellow ochre with white. Below the body-
work, i.e., the solebars, buffers, bogies, etc.,
everything is black. This includes the vesti-
bule couplers.

First-class coaches are, as regards these
small models, exactly the same as thirds, but
they have more room in each compartment
and in the lavatories. There will be six
windows in each side instead of seven. The
windows and their widths are the same but
there are greater spaces between the glasses.
That, with the class number on the door, is
the only difference that it is worth while
making between first class and third class.

Restaurant and dining cars should have no
corridor, but be made as saloons with double
seats down one side and single on the other
side of a gangway. At each window there
should be a table and the top of this may be
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Fig. 5.-A covered wagon.

painted dead or flat white. Then, on this white
representation of table cloths may be stuck
such miniatures as the modeller inclines to
make.

Open Wagons
With regard to other rolling stock, every-

thing may be made of wood, except the roofs
which, because they have to be bent to
curvatures, should be of Bristol board, just
like the roofs of the passenger cars. But we
will deal with open wagons of eight tons,
to tons and 12 tons first. Fig. 4 shows a
standard to -ton wagon of British standard
pattern. This is made entirely of wood with
the exception of the running gear, the buffers,
coupling chains and the straps and hinges,
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Write now to Dept. MR/I2 for
this 100 page fully illustrated
Catalogue. Price 2/-. The most
comprehensive ever issued by

BASSETT-LOWKE. Its exciting
suggestions include details of
Gauge '0 ' and '00 ' Railways.

THE guide
 97

to endless pleasure!
Here's the fullest guide yet to greater pleasure and interest
for the Model Railway enthusiast. . . . In the systems offered
in this New Gauge ' 0 ' and 00 ' Catalogue, prepared
train sets are now available in a variety of types : electric,
steam or clockwork, passenger or goods. All the most popular
classes of models may now be obtained in a wider range of

types and prices than ever before.
Do you know what exciting prospects there are for owners
of the Gauge 0 ' and other Model Railways ? If you possibly
can, pay a visit to Bassett-Lowke's London Display Show-
rooms where all the latest models and layouts are freely

demonstrated for you.

Illustration shows the popu-
lar " B.R. (L.M.R.) Com-
pound "- one of the range
of moderately priced Gauge
0 ' Locomotives f ully

described in our New Cata-
logue.

BASSETT- LOWKE LTD.
Head Office and Works : NORTHAMPTON.

London Showrooms : 112, High Holborn, W.C.2. Manchester Showrooms : 28, Corporation St., 4

WATSON'S SPECIAL OFFERS

BRIGGS &
STRATTON

These are fine generating sets, slightly
used, tested and with three months'
" Same -as -Makers " Guarantee.
SMALL TRANSFORMERS. 200/250 v. I
ph. 50 cy. to 12 v. 100 w. Extremely useful
for domestic power purposes, model rail-
ways and small low voltage handlamps.
Price 35/-. Post 2/-.
VACUUM PUMPS. Beautifully made to

SI A.M. specification. Size approx. 61in. x
4in. Outlet gin. 30/-. Post 2/-.
AIR COMPRESSORS. Piston type 0.368
C.F.M. at 1,200 R.P.M. Extremely well
made. Price 35/-. Post 2/-.
DYNAMOS. 12 v. 750 w. Fine heavy
duty machines unused. 751-. Carr. 4/6.
FLEXIBLE DRIVES. As used on A.M.
Tachometers. Heavy duty flexible metal
sheath with brass connecting nuts. Rect-
angular hardened steel ends. Three lengths

2/
apost prox. Ift., 3/6 2ft., 6/6 ; 3ft., 15/-.
P 1/3, 16 and -.

COIL SPRING BELTS.-1/8in. x 12in.
long, extends to 15in. Any number can be
joined together. 20 for 4/6. Post 9d.
" NIFE " BATTERIES. 1.2 volt 45 amp.
hour capacity. UNUSED .and uncharged.
28/6 ea. Post 2/-. Hundreds of other
bargains available. Send Stamp for list.
EASTERN MOTORS, ALDEBURGH,

SUFFOLK, Phone 51

Make extra

prints of

your summer

snapshots
(It's so
amazingly easy !)

Even if you've never before
printed snapshots, you can do
so now with the Print -A -Snap
Pack. A printing frame for
exposing the paper and nega-
tive by ordinary electric light,
powders to make up the
developing and fixing solu-
tions are all provided. Wash
and dry your prints and there
you are. You would never have
thought that making prints
could be so easy. No dark-

room, no equipment is needed.

PRICE 3/- COMPLETE
For films taking 8 exposures,
16 sheets of Contact Paper
(21 x 31) are supplied, and
for films taking 12 exposures
there are packs containing 24
sheets of Contact Paper (2i x
21). Further supplies of
chemicals and Contact Paper
are available from your local
photographic dealer.

Ask your chemist or photographic dealer for

THE JOHNSON PRINT -A -SNAP PACK
Made by Johnsons of Hendon, World Famous Manufacturers of

Photographic Chemicals, Apparatus and Accessories

NEW CABLES & FITTINGS
TOUGH RUBBER CABLES

per yd. 25 yd. 50 yd. 100 Yd.
1/044 Twin 71d. 14/9 28/6 55/9
11044 3 -core lOid. 21/- 40/- 78/9
3/029 Twin 10d. 19/3 37/- 72/-
3/029 T. &E. llid. 23/3 45/- 87/8
7/029 Twin 1/31d. 31/6 61/- 120/-
7/029 T. & E. 1/71d. 39/3 76/6 150/6
71044 Twin 2/5 59/6 117/- 232/ -
Twin Lead 50 yds. 3/029 66/3. 7/029 106/8
VIR 50 yds. 3/029 16/3, 7/029 27/6. Earth Wire
100 ft. 7/029 11/8. 7/020 7/-. Twin PVC Transp.
Flex 50 yds. 10/-. Twin Maroon 25 yds. 12/6.
50 yds. 2216. TES, VIR Lead Cables of all
sizes. Holders, C.G. 8/-, Batten doz. 12/,
Roses, Brown 8/-, White doz. 10/-. Joe.
Boxes Sm. 11/-. Lge. doz. 13/-. Switches
1 -way 18/-. 2 -way doz. 241-. Mutac Silent
Switches, 1 -way 18/-. 2 -way doz. 24/-. Flush
Switches 1 -way 18/-. 2 -way doz. 24/-. Ceiling
Cord, do. 1 -way 5/-, 2-waY 6/-. 2 amp. 2 -pinSwplugs & Tops. ea. 3/, 5 amp. 3 -pinSwplugs & Tops, ea. 5/6. 15 amp. 3 -pin
Swplugs & Tops. ea. 9/-. 15 amp. 3 -pin ditto
A.C. only, ea. 6/-. Wood Blocks 3 x i 4/6.
31 x 1 6/-, 3 x 3 x 6/-, 5} x 38x}doz. '7/6.
White, 3 x 6/-. 31 x i 71-, 4 x 1 9/-. Cable
Clips Sml. 2/9, Med. grs. 3/3. 10 amp. D.P.
Insulated Swfuse 6/6. 21 amp. Ironclad 2 -
way 15 A. Spltr. 13/6. 30 amp. Ironclad D.P.
Switchfuse 19/6. 60A. Metal 8 -way Con-
sumer Unit 45/-. Sw. gear, Fusebds. Spites.,
all types. Lamp Bulbs 15.25, 40, 60 watt, 121-,
75 watt 15/-. 100 watt 17/-. 150 watt 24/, 200
watt doz. 30/-. Carbon Bulbs 230 v. 16 CP
doz. 20/-. Immersion Heaters, 1 kW 37/8.
A.C. Motors, I h.p. 200/220 v. 110/-. 1 h.p. do.
135/-. Coppered Aerial Rods. doz.
Single Car Cable 10 yd. 3/.. 100 yds. 25/-.
Conduit & Fittings, lin. & lin. Industrial
Reflectors, Tubular Heaters, Fluorescent
Fittings, Time Switches. Meters. Electric
Motors and all electrical equipment. Full
lists on request. Single items supplied.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Terms : Cashwith order : carriage paid if over £4 ;
orders of £20 or over less 5 per cent. discount.

LONDON
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE

165 (PM), QUEENS ROAD,
PECKHAM, 8.E.15

Tel.: New Cross 7143 or 0890.
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/Wake it ot /fiend it- ow-you cant go won!!

MAKE MODELS
Rawlplug Plastic Wood is of
enormous help in modelling.
Intricate shapes and curves
become easy. You apply it like
putty; when dry it's WOOD-can
be sawn, planed, or polished.

RAWLPLUG

PLASTIC WOOD
Tubes 11- Tins from 213

8511

THE RAWLPLUG
F R

MEND MODELS
Durofix is a strong, colourless
adhesive that sticks almost
anything to anything with a
practically invisible join. Being
heat - proof and waterproof,
Durofix is ideal for repairing
crockery, china and glass.

RAWLPLUG DUROFIX
Tubes from 9d Tins from 2/9

M YOUR IRONMONGER OR
COMPANY LIMITED

DRILL BRICK
You'll drill brick, tile, cement,
etc., with astonishing ease and
speed by using a Rawlplug
Durium-tipped Drill. Can be
used in hand or suitable elec-
tric drills.

RAWLPLUG DURIUM-
tipped DRILLS

HARDWARE STORE
 LONDON  S.W.7

20
CIRCUITS

76
PAGES

FOR 2/6 ONLY
OUR 1955 SUPA-HANDBOOK
" THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR "*

incorporating these star
attractions

*20 cutcurrs. -Superhets.
T.R.F. Sets. Amplifiers. FeederUnits. Test Equipment, etc.*SUPERRETS.-Full construc-tional details, supa-simplified
layout and point-to-point wiring
diagrams for building superhets.*COIL PACK.-Full construc-tional details for building asuperhet coil pack.

*CAR RADIO-Full construc-tional details.
*BATTERY CHARGER, com-

plete details for building aCHEAP CHARGER.
*RADIO GEN-Pages of informa-tion. Resistance Colour Code,

Formulae, and know-how.'
*RADIO CONTROL-General in-

formation and list.
*RADIOGRA3I - Constructors'list.
*CATALOGUE-Profusely illus-

trated catalogue and price list.
of components, receivers, books.
Wolf Cub. Black and Decker.
Xacto, Tools, etc.

YOU CAN'T GET BETTER
VALUE I IT'S TOPS !

*" The most helpful book in the
SEND 2/6 FORade YOUR COPY

TO DAY !
And, of course. our variable iron -dust cored COILS offer outstanding
value at 3/- ea, 10-30, 16-50, 30-75,75-300, 190-550. 800-2,000 metres.Aerial, H.F. or Osc.

SUPACOILS (Dept. M.11)
21, Markhouse Road, London, E.17

'Phone KEYstone 6396.

INFINITELY VARIABLE SPEED
HYDRAULIC GEARS

at less than 15%
of original cost
WRITE for illus-

trated brochurefuIdetaialsn 'd long
list of famous users sent I:*
return. These gears were originally

made by Vickers -Detroit at over
£230. Each unit transmits up to 2 B.H.P.
Zero to 1,240 r.p.m. in either direction.
Six months' guarantee.

Units can also be supplied complete
with electric motors, starters, remote
controls, reduction gears, etc., if required.

N. J. TATHAM & CO., LTD., Dept. 18,

Unit illustrated : H.P.
Brook Gryphon Motor,
no worm reduction gear,
fitted with handscrert
control. (Output speed
0 to 870 r.p.m., max.
torque 104 lb. inch).

Haywards Heath, Sussex

Are you a capable
PLANNING ENGINEER
Looking for a well paid

progressive position ?
If so

JOSEPH LUCAS LIMITED
Burnley,

Manufacturers of Aircraft and
Motor Equipment,

would like to offer for your
consideration a few important
vacant posts on Gas Turbine
development work. Appli-
cants should be fully skilled
engineers possessing the
Ordinary National Certificate
or equivalent. A generous
pension scheme is in operation.
Pleasant working conditions.

Full restaurant service.
Apply to

The Personnel Manager
Hargher Clough Works

THE P HACKSAW MACHINE
ATTACHMENT

WHY MAKE HARD WORK OF IT?
The machine is ideal for Myford or
other lathes.
Not necessary to bolt down.
Uses whole of blade 10in. hand type.
All cast iron construction, gun-metal
con -rod, provision for drip feed, adjust-
able weight.
Patent vice and tensioning device.
Adjustable work stop.
Weight 27 lbs. Drive fin.
Use thin oil, easily motorised.

PRICE 0.5.0 (C./P. U.K.)
JAMES CHAMBERS & SONS

78-80, Junction Road. London, N.7
Tel. : ARCh.way 5634.

Also stocked by the Leading Tool Merchants

Just the drill
A Genuine New Black & Decker
in. Electric Drill FOR YOUR

WORKSHOP

YOURS
FOR

Bal. over 6
Post/Pkg. 2/6-

110-250V. A.C.'D.C.

HOURS OF WORK CASH PRICE

IN A JIFFY £5.19.6
EXPORT SURPLUS

OPPORTUNITY

BATTERY CHARGERS
I Amp. 1Vith Warning
Light. Ness. Fully guar.
200/250 v. A.C. Charges
6, 12 v. batteries : 1 AMP.
both voltages 52/6
Usually 951-.
Post & Packing 1111.
I AMP. Spec. as above, but K7/6
WITH AMMETER (as illus.).

Post & Packing lin.
3 AMP. DE LUXE MODEL, 85/-
with AMMETER.

Post & Packing 216.
NEW ET -GOVT. PARAFFIN

PRESSURE STOVES
Flame adjuster. 10in. ring,
boils kettle of water in 5
min. In container 91in. x
Sin. Complete with 1 916
spares.

Post & Packing 2!-.

NEW ALTIMETERS
Ex -Govt. Single Arm
0-20,000 ft. Contains many
useful gears, links, etc.,
slightly damaged.
Special reduction. wils
Post & Packing. 112.
SEND FOR FREE ILLUS. CATALOGUE

1 5 f_ OF st&VIVARECILE 3
Larger Amounts Pro Rata. a,

Balance payable os er 8 month,

PRIDE & CLARKE Ltd.
(DEPT. P.M.) 158, STOCKWELL
ROAD, LONDON. S.W.S. BRI, 6251
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on the body. The running gear is easily dealt
with. It consists of, in the main, parts which
can be bought in die-cast form from Bassett-
Lowke, Ltd. Axle guards, No. A8 in their
catalogue, are die-cast and are perfect repre-
sentations of the full-sized parts. Four will be
required for each wagon and these should be
drilled to receive the shouldered ends of
steel axles having cast iron wheels, which
may be turned either 13/16in. or tin. in
diameter. The hand -brake gear which I
have drawn is usually omitted on models, but
it ought to be added if wagons are desired
which will be complete in appearance. The
brake blocks can be either die-cast or filed
up from bits of brass. All the rest of the brake
gear can be cut from wire and strip and sol-
dered together for there is no need for any
of it to actually work. The axle guards can
be either pinned or screwed to the insides of
the solebars. These solebars are glued up
to the buffer beams to form simple rectangular
frames and then a thin floorboard is added
which will stiffen the frame. The top of
the floor of the wagon will be wider than the
solebar frame and will extend to the full
width of the body. It may be recognised in
the drawing by its having the hinges of the
doors pivoted upon it. Then the four sides
of the wagon are fitted and glued down upon
the floor. The sides should overlap the ends
and be both glued and pinned together. The
ends are strengthened by having *in. thick
strips, glued and pinned and extending from
the tops to the lower, edge of the buffer
beams. These should taper, in side elevation,
from in. wide at the bottoms to f/t6in.
at the tops.

The strapwork will all be drawn and inked

/" //2 0 2 3

Fig. 6.-A cattle van.

in on Bristol board of much thinner gauge than
was used for the coach bodies. Actually it is a
very thick, hard paper that is wanted and a
good cartridge paper will do. Having drawn
every detail, take a darning needle, a good
stout pin or a compass centre and, using the
point of the implement, go over all the paper
and prick through where the bolts or the bolt -
heads come. This pricking had better be done
upon a soft -wood drawing board, or a piece
of good, hard strawboard, or some similar
surface. When all the boltheads have been
indicated turn the paper over and carefully
cut every part out, doing the cutting with a
sharply -pointed knife and preferably cutting
downward upon glass.

I should have pointed out that it would be a
good plan to score all the wood which is to be
used for making open and closed wagon
sides and ends with a joiner's scratch gauge.
This will have to be very carefully done with a
point which is set on an oilstone, so that it will
actually cut, or score, a groove as would a
pointed chisel or a graver. But it must be a
tiny point and have very little projection
beyond the wooden part of the gauge. In
using the gauge be very careful to prevent its
following the vagaries of the direction of the
grain of the wood.

Having cut out all the strapwork glue it on
to the body of the truck, spreading the glue
evenly along each strip and not putting so
much on that it will squeeze the surplus out
at the sides. It would really be as well to
apply the glue with a brush. When all is
dry the model may be painted with two coats
of flat lead colour, with everything below
and including the solebars a glossy black.
All the strapwork on
the body will also be
picked out in black. Letter-
ing on the bodywork of
wagons and vans must be
done in white, with the
exception of some private -
owner wagons, and the
reader should copy from
the originat both as re-
gards the colour of the
ground and of the lettering
in these cases.

A Covered Van
Fig. 5 represents one

form of covered van hav-
ing double -hinged doors.
A common variation of
this is found in which the
central portion slides to
the right on rails and
rollers. But this occupies a greater width in the
vehicle since the sliding doors have, of
necessity, to stand clear of the sides in order to
be able to slide. In making this model I
recommend that each side of the body be
made up of three pieces so as to get the grain
of the wood and the planks in the doors in a
vertical direction. The joins between can be

strengthened by lapped
pieces glued to the inside.
The top edges will have
to be chamfered to re-
ceive the roof. This roof
will be made of two or
more pieces of Bristol
board. If more than two
are used, and it would be
wise to add a good thick
one, it will be of such a
size as will come down in-
side of the van both at the
sides and ends, so as to
form a good rebate for
gluing. The strapwork

4 58 will be added as in the
open wagon.
A Cattle Van

Fig. 6 is a model
which will require a little more work in the
making. It is a cattle van. For the relief work
most of it is in wood and veneer would be good
to use for this. Choose a thick veneer which

/" //2 o
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will be uniform in thickness. The whole of
each side is actually framed up and panelled
with boards and there are two slits along the
front and back of each side. The upper third
portion of each side is open and there are two
rails which are there to prevent cattle from
putting their heads outside. Fortunately
there are no openings in the ends so we have a
solid structure to take the roof, which can be

I 2 3
I I I

Fig. 7.-A goods brake van.

4 5,,

stiffened by an extra piece as was the covered
van. Before the roof is fixed the interior
must be painted flat white. For the roof give
it flat white, both inside and outside. The
rest of the body exterior will be lead colour.

A Goods Brake Van
The last drawing, Fig. 7, is that of an

ordinary goods brake van. The construction
of the body of this will not be so difficult
as the cattle truck, but the roof had better
be stiffened with two pieces of deal running
across under the ends and extending from
the inner body to the two end pieces of Bristol
board. The van contains a stove for heating
in cold weather and obviously there is a flue
from this. The vent is either a bit of copper
tubing inserted through rings of Bristol
board into the roof or the whole turned from
a bit of boxwood and stuck on to the roof.
The guard's look -out windows are made by
little bits of celluloid, or strips of cello-
phane tissue, stuck on the insides of boxes of
Bristol board shaped to have tapering sides
and these boxes are glued to the sides of the
van. There are vertical handrails at each side
of the four entrances which can be made
from tinned iron or tinned copper wire. These
have their ends turned over and can be
inserted into holes in the wood with a touch
of glue. The horizontal, round guard rails
should be fixed like the vertical ones.
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AUSEFUL lantern or projector
can be made up without great
difficulty, and results may com-

pare favourably with those of expensive,
ready-made units. The equipment may
be made in a range of sizes, according
to the purpose in view, from the small
" toy " projectors, which may be oper-
ated from a dry battery, to the large,
powerful, mains -type projector.

When such a unit is in view, some doubts
may exist about the best or most suitable form
of lighting and the lens arrangement. Once
the requirements in this direction are under-
stood the building is straightforward, as the

.actual kind or size of lantern body is of no
great importance. It may be of wood or sheet
metal, the latter being best with powerful
lamps in view of the heat generated.

The projector may be made up to suit the
type of film or plate in view. If a 35 mm.
camera is available, this offers one of the
cheapest ways of obtaining colour trans -

Bulb. Opel glass. Slide.\ I

i A YIK a

Lens.

Fig. i.-Lighting and lens for simple projector.

Adjustable
reflector

Projector /amp Condensers.

11

Slide

Some Pointers for Those
Proposing to Build One of

These Devices
By F. G. RAYER

the image of the sun upon a sheet of paper
and measuring distance between lens and
paper. If the focal length is much less than
4in., the lens will not cover the corners
of the slide, which will be very blurred,
or absent altogether, on the screen. With
a longer focal length, it will be necessary
to have the projector farther from the
screen to obtain a given size of picture,
and this may be inconvenient in small
rooms.

The distance " B " in Fig. I will
require to be slightly over the focal length

of the lens, and should
be adjustable. This can
be arranged by fitting the
lens in a tube, which is
a sliding fit in a second
tube secured to the pro-
jector body. With a given
lens, distance
" B ", has to be
increased as the
screen is brought
nearer the pro-
jector. The cor-
rect distance is
that giving the
sharpest image

on the screen and is found by
Long bolts.

Lens
assembly

I

Fig. 2.-Arrangement for more
pouierful projector.

parencies of any desired subjects, which are
very effective when projected. Black and white
transparencies are also feasible, of course, and
lantern plates are readily available. These are
printed by contact from the negatives, exactly
as with paper contact prints, or may be made
with an enlarger, so that the plate area can be
filled with any chosen section of the original
negative. Here 2in. 2in. is a popular size.
It is also possible to buy film strips and plates
of various subjects, and these help to make up
the collection.

Simplest Projector
The simplest type of " toy " projector

consists of a body housing bulb, slide, and lens
only, situated as shown in Fig. 1. The lens
may be a simple magnifying type, such as can
be purchased very cheaply. For 35 nun. and
2in. ;: 2in. slides, a lens with a focal length
of about 4in. is usual. If the focal length of a
tens is not known, it may be found by focusing

trial.

Guide.

Distance " A," between bulb and slide, is
also best found by experiment. When the bulb
is very near the slide, illumination is at its
best, but will be greater in the centre of the
picture than at the edges. As the distance is
increased, the picture brightness falls, but
becomes more even. The final position is thus
a compromise.

The bulb may be of any type, preferably
opal to give even illumination. A piece of opal
glass may be fitted behind the slide, and will
even out the illumination over the picture area.
For a simple but more ambitious projector, a
large -wattage mains bulb can be used, and
this will give a much brighter picture.

Lens Aperture
Before considering larger projectors, the

effect of the lens aperture (or diameter) should
be borne in mind. Lenses of large diameter

pass more light and thus give a brighter picture
with a given lamp. Lens apertures are
expressed as an f-number. This is the focal
length of the lens divided by its diameter.
For example, a lens of 4in. focal length and
in. diameter would be an f8 lens. Similarly,

a 4in., ;in. diameter lens would be fr6.
Every time the f-number of a lens is

doubled, the light passed through is divided by
four. The fi6 lens would thus only pass
one -quarter the light of the f8 lens, giving a
picture of only one -quarter the brilliance. It
will thus be seen that lenses of very small
diameter are of very little use.

Proper projector lenses are seldom of
smaller aperture than f4 (e.g., tin. in diameter
for 4in. focal length). This would pass four
times as much light as the f8 lens, or i6
times that of the fi6 lens. In high-class
projectors f2.8 lenses are usual, and pass
about eight times the light of the f8 lens.
Lenses of this kind are helpful in obtaining
brilliant pictures, but are by no means
essential. The influence of lens -diameter
should not be overlooked, hOwever.

Picture Size
Secondly, the size of the picture on the

screen bears a direct relationship to its
brightness. If the projector is moved farther
from the screen, for example, to obtain a

(Concluded on page 103.)

Aperture to suit slides.

Fig. 3.-Simple form of body construction.

Spool

s`
...., ,

Fig. 4.-Holder for uncut film.
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FOR SALE

BRAND NEW Brooks 1 h.p. Motors
(ball -bearing), 230 v. A.C., 50 c.,

2,803 r.p.m. Ideal for driving wood-
working machines, grinders, etc.
Latest type fully guaranteed split
phase, £9/14/- Capacitor, £10/161-;
carriage paid mainland. Approval
against cash. P. Blood & Co., Arch
Street, Rugeley, Staffs.
CHROMIUM PLATING. Complete

Outfits, 10/- and 25/- ; Electro-
plating Outfits, 13/6 each. Details
and sample 4d. stamps. A. Dutch,
51, Monkhams Lane, Woodford
Green. Essex.
COMPRESSORS for sale, 21 CFM,

1801bs. sq. in., on metal base,
with driving wheel and receiver,
price £3 ; 1 h.p. Heavy Duty Motors,
price £3 ; carriage forward. Wheel-
house, 1, The Grove, Isleworth.
(Phone: Hounslow 7558.)
NUTS, BOLTS, SCREWS, Rivets,

Washers, and hundreds of other
items for model engineers and handy-
men ; s.a.e. for list. Whiston (Dept.
PMS), New Mills, Stockport.
HOUSE SERVICE METER'S, credit

and prepayment ; available
from stock. Universal Electrical, 221,
City Road, London, E.C.1.
" 'PERSPEX " for all purposes,

clear or coloured dials, discs,
engraving. Denny, 15, Netherwood
Road, W.14. (SHE 1426, 5152.)
RUBBER MOULDS for Plaster Or-

naments from 2/- each. Moulding
compound for mould making 8/6 per
lb. Granulated ready for use. Metal
toy casting moulds from 3/- each,
s.a.e. for list. F. W. Nuthall, 69, St.
Mark's Road. fiancee11. London, W.7.
(+HEAP GOVERNMENT WIRE ! ! !

I,/ Ideal for training fruit trees,
peas, beans, roses, arches, green-
houses, tomatoes, raspberries, tying,
etc.; strong, flexible, steel -stranded
and waterproof covered ; several
thicknesses. Postcard to -day for free
samples. Greens Government Stores,
242, Albert St. Lytham.
50X ASTRO. TELESCOPE KITS.

For simple assembly, effic-
ient 2in. dia. instrument at 40in.
focus, easily prepared in few minutes,
ready adaptable parts comprising:
(1) Selected 50mm. dia. objective
Mounted in special long duralumin
cell, exterior stoved, instrument
black crystalline finish; (2) turned
eyepiece focusing mount; (3) adjust-
able brass knurled eyepiece, polished
copper body, lacquer protected, length
41in. engraved, magnification 50 dia-
meters linear (equivalent 2,500X
area) shows intricate lunar detail,
Saturn's Rings etc; (4) Test Certifi-
cate with large self explanatory
drawings, details of simple altazimuth
mountings, observational hints and
tips. All parts machine turned, pre-
cision lenses, numerous testimonials;
price 57/6, registered post packing
2/6; extra eyepieces (interchangeable)
high power 80X (6,400X area) 25/6;
Solar 80X for viewing sunspots etc.,
32/6; Polarized 80X for Astro. day-
light and Lunar observation, 35/-,
postage 1/6. Complete Telescopes
made to order with superior staved
aluminium principal tube, price 115/-,
post, packing 3/6. Delivery 7 to 14
days. Stamp for full particulars.
Photographs available 1/- set return-
able. Below:-
LARGE MAP OF MOON. Ideal for

above. Shows all principal phy-
sical features with alphabetical name
lists describing position, mountain
heights, notable features, etc., 4/9
post paid. Revolving planispheres
from 5/6, star charts 46 x 36in., 6/-,
books, etc. Below:-
POLARIZING SCREENS. Laboratory

grade, from 3/6 pair, with illus-
trated instructions detailing applica-
tion to instruments, experiments, etc.
Below:-
ZAMBONI

ELECTRO - STATIC
PILES. 1,500 volts, inexhaustible

potential for static electric experi-
menting, charging Electroscopes,
determining radio activity, etc. Size
1 x 91in. ebonite cylindrical case,
fitted, with lin. dia. brass electrodes,
no chemical action; with instructions.
Price 12/6, post 1/-; 21/- pair, post
1/6. Below:-
ABOVE INSTRUMENTS unobtain-

able elsewhere, schools and
colleges supplied. Terms C .W .0.,
c.o.d. 1/6 extra. Stamp for lists.
Overseas by Airmail 5/-. J. K. M.
Holmes, " Scientific Instrument
Makers " (Dept. PM 111. 65. Stephen-
son Street. North Shields. Northum-
bf riand.

"QTERNETTE " Domestic Refrigera-
torL. units complete with 1/6

h.p. motors, reconditioned, charged
with refrigerant and ready for ins-
tallation; suitable for 4/6 cu. ft.
Cabinets, less cooling coil, £6/10/ -
each. Send S.A.E. for photograph and
instructions for making cooling coil.
Liverpool Refrigeration Service Ltd.,
191, Rice Lane, Liverpool, 9.
GRAINING BY TRANSFER, oak

walnut, etc. Samples 1/-;
complete range 3/- ; roll 16/10.
P.M., Decano Co., 20, Clarendon
Road. Jersey. C.I.
'POOL BARGAINS. Surface plates,

12in. x 8in. 45/-, also 14in.
circular 45/-, P. and P. 4/-; Slitting
saws, HSS, 211n. to 3in. dia., assorted
thickness, 3 for 10/-; Emery twill
cloth, 50 yds. x fin. 4/-, P. and P.
1/-; Thread chasers, hand or power,
11 to 40 thread. 2/- each; Tap Wren-
ches, adjustable, fin. to lin. 12/6,
P. and P. 1/6; Woodruff cutters, HSS,
to fin. 6/6 each; Wood Chisels lin.
to lin. 16/- set, P. and P. 1/3. En-
quire for our hire purchase terms
for all tools, send 8d. for catalogue
and bargain list. Dept. PM., Mibro
Equipments Ltd., 81, Derby Road,
Nottingham.
TIMBER CUT TO SIZE. General

Woodwork Supplies. D.P. P.M.,
78, Stoke Newington High Street,
N.16.
ENLARGER CASTINGS and Bellows

for complete assembly, 35/-;
35mm. 21in. x 21in., 21in. x 3lin.,
excellent value ; s.a.e. details. V. J.
Cottle, 84a, Chaplin Road, Easton,
Bristol, 5.
AUTOMATIC (TIME) SWITCHES.

New and reconditioned 15 -day
Clockwork and Electric switches
from 35/-. Send s.a.e. for illus-
trated details to : P. M. Donohoe,
George St., North Shields, Northum-
berland.
ALUMINIUM LADDERS, super

quality, direct from factory ;
save ££Es. Baldwins, Rises, Mon.
QET OF BRITISH MANUFACTURE
LI High-speed Twist Drills, 1/161n.
to 3/16in., 7/6 set ; satisfaction
guaranteed. Atkins, 170, Brookscroft
Rd., London, EAR.
ENVELOPES BARGAIN ! ! ! Huge

purchase. White (obscured
inside). Size 51 x 41ins. Thousand
only 17/6, post free 110/- for 500).
Returnable unless delighted ! David
Green Ltd., 280, Albert St., Lytham.
ELECTRIC MOTORS, all types, A.C.

and D.C., new or reconditioned ;
s.a.e. for price list. J. S. Ramsbottom
& Co. Ltd., Dept. P., Keighley.
ELECTRIC POWER TOOLS, B & D,

brand new ; 9in. Ripsnorter
Saw, lin. Hammer, Screwdrivers (3
off), 6in. Portable Grinder ; reason-
able offers considered. J. S. Rams -
bottom & Co., Ltd., Keighley.
BEAUTIFULYacht-shaped TV/

Reading Lamp ready to assemble
from complete kit ; wonderful Xmas
value at 12/6 ; no tools or previous
experience needed ; money back
guarantee. Further details s.a.e.
Homax Industries, 102, Page Moss
Lane. Liverpool, 14.
BARGAINS ! ! Tools, Vices, Drills,

Envelopes, Pumps, Wire, Tables,
Drawers ; many others. Catalogue
free. Greens, 281, Albert St., Lytham.
SCHOOLS, Laboratories and Trade

only : Self Tapping Screws,
Engineers' Screws, Nuts, Washers,
Studding, Ball -bearings, Resistors,
Capacitors, Meters, Potentiometers,
Valves, Accessories, Small Tools, etc.
Lists free. N. R. Bardwell & Co.,
Sellers Street, Sheffield, 8.

RE -SILVERING OLD MIRRORS.
Instruction book 2/9, refunded

if material purchased ; cost 6d. per
square foot. Beula Co., Stonesdown,
Brightling, Robertsbridge, Sussex.
MICROSCOPE

CASTINGS, 30/-
pair. photo 1/3 returnable.

Canale. 83. High Street, Arbroath.
Angus.
AIR PUMPS, hand -operated, for

charging Aqualung bottles. 35/ -
each. L. Unwin, Bousley Rise, Otter -
show.

MODEL DEALERS
HOBBIES LTD. have over 50 years'

experience of catering for the
needs of modellers, handymen and
home craftsmen. Branches at 78a,
New Oxford Street. London, and in
Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester,
Leeds, Sheffield. Hull, Southampton,
arid Bristol. Head Office, Dereham,
Norfolk.

HANDICRAFTS
MUSICAL MECHANISMS. Swiss

made for fitting in cigarette
boxes. etc., 16/6 each. Send s.a.e.
for complete list of handicraft
materials. Metwood Accessories, 65,
Church Street, Wolverton, Bucks. -
MAKE YOUR OWN MUSICAL BOX,

Swiss -made movements, 22/6.
S.A.E. list of tunes. Best make only.
Albert's Music Shop, 45, Heath
Road, Twickenham.
" MAKE YOUR OWN Musical

Boxes." Swiss Movements
and Novelty Mechanism, and Kits of
Box Parts; s.a.e. for price and tune
list. Mulco Ltd., 87, Cambridge Road,
London, N.W.6.

WATCHMAKERS
WE REALISE THAT YOUR WATCH

' is an essential part of your
life to -day. We have therefore
organised our repair service for
reliability and speed. You will also
find that our charges are more
reasonable than most. Hereford
Watch Company, 13, Castle Street,
Hereford.
WATCH REPAIRERS, Hobbyists,

etc. : send s.a.e. for list of
Watches, Movements, Lathes, Watch
and Clock Spares. etc. Loader Bros..
36 Milestone Road, Carterton,
Oxford.

HOBBIES
TOY & GAME MANUFACTURE.

The world's first journal
specifically devoted to the manufac-
ture of toys, games, sports equip-
ment and amusement novelties.
Annual subscription £1/10/-. Speci-
men copy 2/6. Techniview Pub-
lications Ltd., 125, Oxford Street,
London, W.1.
MAKING YOUR OWN ? Telescopes,

Enlargers, Binoculars, Micro-
scopes, projectors, or, in fact, any-
thing that needs lenses. Then get
our booklets " How to Use ex -Gov.
Lenses and Prisms," Nos. 1 and 2,
price 2/6 ea. Also our Stereo Book

3D Without Viewers," price 7/6.
Comprehensive lists of Lenses,
Optical, Radio and Scientific Gear,
free for s.a.e. H. W. English, Ray-
leigh Road, Hutton, Brentwood,
Essex.
MINIATURE BALL RACES for

model makers, etc. Hoffman lin.
O.D. x 3/16in. bore x 5/32in., 1/6 ea.,
15/- doz; s.a.e. for list of other sizes.
J. Liddle. 24. East Green Drive,
Stratf ord-on-Avon .
QHIPS IN BOTTLES.-The con-
k, structional kit that tells you how
to make them ; build for pleasure or
for profit ; kits 6/- each from Hobbies
Ltd.. and model shops. Cooper
Craft. Ltd., The Bridewell, Norwich.

BOOKS
FORMULAS, Processes,

Recipes, Trade Secrets.
This is the 1,000 -page money making
and money saving book of the cen-
tury. Limited number again avail-
able. Full approval against payment,
27/6, p.pd. Below:-
BUILD YOUR OWN PHOTO Equip-

ment,-L. 12 designs in two books,
Enlargers, printers, dryers, timers,
etc., 6/-, p.pd. Below:-
AMERICAN

BOAT BUILDERS
Annual ; 28 boat plans, 8-22ft.,

and other helpful articles, 7/6,
pd. Below:-
ELESCOPES-DESIGN AND CON-

STRUCTION, only 3/-, p.pd.
Really outstanding American designs
at lowest cost to make. Below:-
HOW TO REWIND and Service

Electric Motors. Generators.
Complete Practical Book only 3/-,
p.nd. Below:-
LATHE HANDBOOK, 3 books in one.

5/-, p.pd.; wood -turning, metal
turning, metal spinning, jigs attach-.
ments, special operations ; 200 illus-
trations; outstanding, practical

how -to -do -it " material- throughout.
Below:-
ARC AND SPOT WELDERS For The

small Shop. Easily, cheaply
made. Full plans, 3/-, p.pd.

SOLDERING AND BRAZING
Simplified. Outstanding Ameri-

can book. 3/-. Below:-
MIDGET CAR AND. SCOOTER

Construction, 3/-. p.pd. Below:-
CAR BODY REPAIRING. Complete

A B C course ; illustrated ;
7/6. p.pd. ; lists free. American.
Publishers Service (P.), Sedgeford,
Norfolk.

10,000

ELECTRICAL
C J. EMMS.-Build your own

Battery Charger. 5 American
Box Transformers in Series suitable
200/240v. Wired for 9 and 16v. for
6 and 12v. D.C., 3/4 amps, together
,with full -wave bridged rectifier, 30/-;
3/6 carriage. 26, Coleherne Mews,
London, S.W.10. (Phone: FREmantle
8941.)
BRAND NEW CABLES : TRS twin,

1/044 50/-, 3/029 66/6 , twin and
earth, 3/029 80/-, 7/029 136/6 ; PVC
twin, 1/044 50/-, 3/029 67/- ; all per100 yards, Lampholders 7/3, Switches
1.6/3 doz. All electrical goods, in-
cluding fluorescent fittings at bargain
prices. Lists. Jaylow Supplies Ltd.,
93, Fairholt Road, London, N.16.

EDUCATIONAL
y P.R.E. TECHNICAL PUBLICA-
2- TIONS. 5,500 Alignment Peaks
for superheterodynes, 5/9. Data forconstructing TV aerial Strength
Meter, 7/6 ; sample copy " The Prac-
tical Radio Engineer," quarterly
publication of the Institute, 2/ -membership and examination data,
1/-. Syllabus of 7 postal coursesfree and post free. Sec., I.P.R.E.,
20, Fairfield Road, London, N.8.

,MERCHANT NAVY Radio Officer
Cadet Training School. World

travel and adventure overseas.
Brook's Bar, Manchester.
LEARN IT AS YOU DO IT. We

provide practical equipment
combined with instruction in Radio,
Television, Electricity, Mechanics,
Chemistry, Photography, etc. Write
for full details to E.M.I. Institutes,
Dept. PM 47, London, W.4.
BUILD YOUR OWN T/V and learn

about its operation maintenance
and servicing. Qualified engineer -
tutor available whilst you are learn-
ing and building. Free brochure
from E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. PM.58,
London, W.9. (Associated with
H.M.V.)

SPRAY PLANTS
SPRAY PLANTS, £10 complete; allparts to build sold separately.
Rectifiers, 12 volt, 4 amp., 12/-;
s.a.e. list. L. Unwin, Bousley Rise,
Ottersh a w.

WOODWORKING
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A

RELIABLE FIRM for Timber
Plywood, Wallboards, Veneered Ply-
wood ; call at our warehouse or send
s.a.e. for price lists. N. Gerver, 2/10,
Mare Street, London, E.8 (near
Cambridge Heath (E.R.) station).
(AMHerst 5887.)
WOODWORKING MACHINES, all

cast-iron constructed. Complete
Saw Benches, 7in., 54/15/-; 8in.,
£5/10/- ; 10in., complete, motorised,
£30. Planers, Sin., £12 ; Bowl Turn-
ing Heads. £4 ; with 8in. Saw Tables,
57/10/, Lathes, 57/10/- ; Combina-
tion Lathes, 510/10/ -. Motors,
Pulleys, Belts, etc. 12 months'
written and money refund guarantee.
4d. stamp for illustrated booklet.
James Inns (Engineers), Marshall
St j, Nottingham.
SAWBENCHES, all sizes from 210 ;

motorised, £20 ; petrol portable,
£32. Spindle Assemblies, from 27/6
for saws up to 36in. Motors, Engines,
Bearings, Pulleys, Belts. Deferred
terms. Send 1/4 for handbook -cata-
logue. Price list free. Beverley Pro-
ducts, Sturton-le-Steeple, 17, Notts.
PLYWOOD, 36 x 12 x 3/16, 13/-

doz. ; 24 x 12 x 3/16, 9/6 doz.:
clEetOt

Ps.111. Bit)nleylig.OadPlairtueig
stall..
WOOD LATHES, Attachments,

Motors and Control Gear, Cir-
cular Saw Blades, Spindles or
Benches, Turning Tools. etc. , . inter-
ested-? ' Then send 6d. for illustrated
literature, price list and H.P. terms.
D. Arundel & Co. Mills Drive, Fern -
don Road, Newark, Notts.

MISCELLANEOUS
MAKE YOUR OWN RADIO -JACK,

10/- onwards. Send 2/- to
P. C. Dalai, 53, Wimblebury Road,
Heath Hayes, Staffordshire.
" 11-11ADISC " 111.N. DIAMOND LAP

15 for carbide tools, 25/9. Sendstamp for leaflet. W. J. Millett,
St. Ives, Huntingdon.

(Continued on next page)
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" VORTUNES IN FORMULAS." 900-
A- page American book of formulte.

American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Herga Ltd. ( Dept. P2),
Hastings.

ARAVAN SPRING MATTRESSES.
Make or remake your own ;

Units. 6ft. x 2ft., 22/-; 4ft. x lit. 6in.,
18/- ; also all other sizes. Send 6d.
for full instructions and upholstery
list. Benfield's, 3. Villiers Rd.,
London, N.W.2.

COMPRESSOR EQUIPMENT.
cellaneous Items ; catalogue lid.

Pryce, 157, Malden Road, Cheam.
'VERY CONCEIVABLE ITEM of
A-4 workshop equipment readily
available under our Personal Hire
Purchase Plan. Write for details
to -day to: Garners, 6-8, Primrose
Hill, Barnsley.
BUILD YOUR OWN REFRIGERA-

TOR, all components available
at reasonable prices. Frigidaire
flowing cold units, £5 : small units,
Keivinator. etc., £4 ; h.p. heavy
duty Motors, £3 ; Chrome Cabinet
fittings, new, £1 ; money back guar-
antee ; s.a.e. for list and schematic
diagram. Wheelhouse. 1, The Grove,
Isleworth, Middx. (Phone: Hounslow
7558.)

RUBBER MOULDS for Plaster
Ornaments, Wallplaques. etc.

Sample and list. 4/11 ; trade en-
quiries invited. Castmoulds (Dept.
MI, Hilton, Hull.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. Illus-
trated Catalogue No. 12, con-

taining over 400 items of Electrical,
Mechanical and Radio Equipment for
experiments, etc., price 1/6. post free.
Arthur Sallis. 93, North Road,
Brighton. Sussex.
I NJECTION MOULDING MACHINES.

Whether for industrial purposes,
handicrafts or hobbies, we supply
hand - operated plastic injection
moulding machines. Three models
available -moulds to your own
design. Write phone to : Dohm
Ltd., .167. Victoria Street, London,
S.W.I. (VICtOria 1414.)

STEAM CARS, detailed plans of
power unit for light cars. Steam

launches and small stationary units.
Magazine. Books. S.A.E. for com-
prehensive free lists. " Light Steam
Power." P.M.. Kirk Michael, Isle of
Man, U.K.

PHOTOGRAPHY
ENLARGER and Camera Bellows

supplied : also fitted. Beers, St.
Cuthbert's Road. Derby.

SITUATIONS VACANT
The engagement of persons answering these

advertisiements must be made through a Local
Office of the Ministry of Labour or a scheduled
Employment Agencu if the applicant is a man
aged 18-64 inclusive or a woman aged.18-59
inclusive unless he or she, or the employment,
is excepted from the premisions of the Notifica-
tion of Vacancies Order 1952.
A M.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City

4-A and Guilds, etc., on " No Pass
-No Fee " terms. Over 95% suc-
cesses. For details of Exams, and
courses in all branches of Engineer-
ing, Building, etc., write for 144 -page
Handbook -Free. B.I.E.T. (Dept.
967B), 29, Wright's Lane, London,
W.8.

HAVE YOU

PRACTICAL PRECISION

ENGINEERING OR TOOL

ROOM EXPERIENCE

Together with some Technical
knowledge

If so

Petters Ltd., of Staines,
Middlesex,

will train you to become a
Draughtsman and pay you during

the training period.

Apply :
Chief Personnel Officer.

Black & Decker DRILL LATHE & SAW
!Of-
48 mot 4.

of 1.0/-.
221.5.6
('ash

Post Coupon
with .101- Today

ELECTRIC GRINATI:, POLISHER

Ex-R.A.F. Brand New

Start a home workshop with this famous Black & Decker DRILL.
LATHE & SAW outfit. Enjoy the thrill of using this fine equip-
ment. Outfit consists of fin. Drill complete with drills and polish-
ing equipment in fitted tool -box, B. & D. wood turning Lathe and
Sawbench attachment with 5in. circular saw. How To Get This
Outfit. All you have to do to get immediate delivery is to send
coupon with first instalment of 10/, 48
further weekly payments of 10/- com-
plete purchase. Post Coupon NOW !

sqq

TV
SUPPRESSED

A.G. Mains, 200/250v. 5,000 r.p.m.
Approx. k h.p. (100 watts), ball
bearing, with standard size Grinding
Wheel, Chuck and Polisher.

Money Back Guarantee.
C.O.D. extra. 46'6

Delivery 3/6

LUXELECTRIC LTD.
(Dept. 7), Leigh -on -Sea, Essex.

VI BRO-ARC
Electric Metal
Engraving Tool
Engraves, etches,
marks, writes .. on
Brass, Copper,
Silver, Nickel,
Aluminium,
Chromium,
Hardened
Steel.

Only

101 -
Post free

complete
with instruc-

tions for use.
Additional 12

engraving points
2/6, post free.

Operates from 4 or
6 -volt Accumulator or

Mains Transformer.
Suitable for Name Plates, Dog Collars,

Cutlery, Tools. etc.
TEEBEE MANUFACTURING CO. Ltd.

Dept. V45,
205, Hook Road, Chessington, Surrey

MAKE A RADIO
NO SOLDERING -only a screwdriver
and pliers needed. FULL-SIZE .plans and
easy -to -follow building instructions for
sets, 2/6 post free.
CRYSTAL RADIO KITS at 10/6, 17/6
and two at 2I/- post free.
EXPERIMENTAL KIT NO. I, builds
4 different crystal sets, 27/6 post free,
" BASIC," a very simple I -valve set, 35/ -
post free with valve and batteries,
" NEW ECONOMY I," S2/6 post free.
" NEW ECONOMY 2," 82/6 post free.
"PREFECT ONE," £3 post free,
Send S.M. for list --or send 2/6 P.O. for

building instructions for all 8 sets.

BLANCHARD'S, DEPT. RM
I3, Gainford Gardena, Manchester, 10

POTTERY
Potter's wheels from 16 gns. 3 k.w.
electric kilns from £22 to £50. Also
a wide range of pottery materials.

Write for illustrated analogue.
MILLS & HUBBALL, Ltd.

(Dept. P.M.),
244, Borough High St., London, S.E.1.

To : NEW TRAD-1ING HOUSE,
I Dept. N25, Prim-. rose NW Mill,

Preston, Lanes.
Send -one B. & D.
DRILL, LATHE &
SAW Outfit. I
enclose 10/- and

I will send 48 further
weekly payments

I under your H.P.
I scheme.
! Signed
I Please PRINT name

and address, in
margin.

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
ASTRO COMPASSES. -Mk. II. As
described for Theodolite " P.M." Sept.
54 and Camera Pan & Tilt head Mar. '55.

Each 17/6, post 2/-. (A few less sight
(not required for pan & tilt head) at
12/6, post 2/-).
I.ANDING LAMP MOTORS. -12/24v.
D.C. 24/30v. A.C. 2 amps fin. shaft.
Each 12/6, post 1/6. Similar type motor
with gear and quadrant as described
for SELF -OPENING GARAGE DOORS

Prac. Motorist " Aug. '54 (copy of
article with motor if desired). 25/-,
post 1/6.
TRANSFORMERS. -Input 2130'250v.
A.C. Output tapped for 3, 4, 5. 6, 8, 9, 10.
12, 15, 18, 20, 24, 30y. A.C. Max. 2 amps.
Excellent for above motors, ali-. post li-
RECTIFIERS.-Full wave. Max. D.C.,
output 30v. 2 amps.. 21/- post 1/-.
MOTORS. -290/250v. FHP
approx 80 watts. High speed. fin.
shaft (converted R.A.F. motor/genera-
tor, power about equal to sewing
machine motor). Useful addition to
workshop. Each 30/ -,.post 1/6.
GEARBOXES. -Give reduction of
approx. 180/1. Drive recessed to take
fin. shaft, low speed shaft 3/l6in. dia.
Dimensions 4in. x bite. x 2 iin. Each
10/-, post 9d.
Send 3d. stamp for list of Motors. Tele-
phones, Transformers. Pumps, Lamps,
etc., etc. Hundreds of Bargains.

MILLIGANS
24, Harford Street, Liverpool, 3.

Money Back Guarantee.

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

and Complete Kit
Ent Welding, Soldering,
Brazing and metal construc-
tion A repairs in the home, on
the ear or cycle. Instant heat
6,050° P. \Corks from 6v. or 12v.
car battery or transformer from
A.C. mains. Complete kit of Weld-
ing Tools, 9 ft. cable, clip carbons.
cleansing fluid, fluxes, filler rods, gog-
gles, instructions, hints. Thousands
In daily son. As supplied to Depts.
of H.M. Government, Standar'
Telephones, He. Welds all Metals.
Ifs to on. e-eighth inch. 7/6c.o.REQUIRED.
Obtainable nosy from, Poet TUC
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO. (Dept. P.M.L)

2(9 Kingslaed Read, London. E.2

UNUSED
NIFE BATTERIES
In crates of 9 or 10 Cells 45AH.
10 Cells equal 12 volts. Size
I2V. crate 274in. x 9in. x 5iin.
Offered at the ridiculous price
of I0/- per cell plus If- carr.

HUNT & CO.
STEPCOTE HILL, EXETER

'Phone 56687.

BATTERY CHARGERS
Reliable, easily. installed, economical
Selector switch for 2, 6 and 12 volts
1 amp. In Black Crackle Steel Case with
Ammeter, Mains -switch, fuses, etc.
200-250 volt A.C. Guaranteed. 55/-.
2 amp. model, 70/-. Post 2/6, from
manufacturers.
THAMES VALLEY PRODUCTS (P)
" Orarl," Eleanor Rd., Chalfont

St. Peter, Burks.
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SPARKS' DATA SHEETS
Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed and

Tested Radio Designs
Flattery Operated
"MIDDY" 2-Valver, M/L waves.
"BOSUN" 3-V. Ditto. Good power and tone.
"SKIPPER" 9-V. T.R.F. Fine range.
"CRUISER" 3-V. T.R.F. M/L waves.
"CORVETTE" 4-V. Superhet Ali -wave.

Portables
"POCKET PAK" 1-V. M/waves. 'Phone.
"CHUMMY" 2-V. M/L waves. Good range.
ECLIPSE" 4-V. S'het. M/L waves. V/Good.

Short -waves
DX.1 1-V. Plug-in Coils. ES'S Tuning.
DX.2 2-V. Ditto. Greater range.

Mains Operated
"ENSIGN" A.C. 2-V.. M/L waves.
"CUB" A.C./D.C. 2-V. Ditto.
"ENTERPRISE" A.C. 3-V. T.R.F. M/L wva-

Data Sheets for the above. 2/6 each. Except-
ing "Eclipse," which is 3/3. All plus ghl.

MULLARD 10 W. AMPLIFIER
The Sparks version of a Tested practical
layout of this noted circuit, with separate
Control Unit. 3/9. Post Free.
SEND 2id. STAMP FOR LIST OF 34

DESIGNS.
Chassis and Components Supplied.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (N),
8. COURT ROAD, SWANAGE, DORSET.

32 -page Booklet on

STEAM
FOR

PROCESS
The Bulletin " Steam for Process " explains,
in clear words and pictures, most of the
things an engineer ought to know about
the use of steam for heating and process

purposes. Copies free on request:

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.)
Cheltenham, Glos.

THERE'S

NEVER A

DRIP

An itlifze CLIP

L. ROBINSON & CO. (GILLINGHAM) LIMITED
London Chambers, GILLINGHAM KENT Phone SU'

TELEPHONE SETS, comprising 2
G.P.O. hand -phones, 2 bells, 2 pushes
and 50 yds. wire, 72/- post free. Makes
an excellent inter -office, works or
domestic installation. Realty profes-
sional instruments. Brand new not
rubbish. Single instruments, 22/6.
ELECTRON LIGHT SENSITIVE
CELLS. Generate .5-.65 microamps on
exposure to light. For photo exposure
meters, alarms, etc. Prices, 25 mm.,
9/8. 45 mm., 1718.
MIDGET PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS,
3 -pin base, 2 7/161n. x 111161n. Price.
52/6.
MEDICAL INDUCTION COILS, for
nervous complaints. Price, 18/8.
POWERFUL RAND ENGRAVER
for all Metals. Plastics. etc. Operates
from 6v. battery ix, through trans-
former from A.C. mains. Engraver,
35/-. Transformer, 21/6. Post 1/-.
6 v. OPEN TYPE TATTOOER. 301,
Colours, 6;- oz.
ECONOMIC ELECTRIC Co.
64 London Rd., Twickenham

,ACCURATE
AtARDHlTTINC
7 ?,,

'Weilleg
AIR PISTOLS

,.Atlit RIFLES / ACCESSORIES
tP Wrote NY ..../.... WESLEY a SCOTT ltd.
,106, WEAMAN ST. BIRMINGHAM 4, ENGLAND
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picture twice as wide, it will also be twice as
high and thus have four times its original area.
As a result, the picture will fall to one -quarter
of its original brilliance.

This means that small lanterns may give
perfectly satisfactory pictures of moderate size,
but are useless for large screens. It also
explains why such powerful lighting is required
when a large screen is used.

So long as this is not overlooked, the size
of the screen depends on personal choice. If a
proper screen is not used, the surface
employed should be white and of a reflective
nature. A linen or similar sheet, sometimes
used, is very poor. Glossy white paper is
better if a proper screen is not to be purchased.

Increasing Illumination
In addition to lens aperture, and the type

of screen and its distance, the picture bright-
ness depends on the strength of the illumina-
tion. This can be increased by using a more
powerful lamp, or by employing an improved
optical system.

Fig. 2 shows the system of a typical high-
class projector. The reflector is usually of
chromium plated copper, and reflects light
back towards the slide. For illumination, a
250 -watt lamp is usually large enough, for
domestic purposes, but lamps of soo and
t,000 watts are employed, the latter usually
with blower cooling to maintain air circula-
tion. These larger lamps are more suitable for
halls, or circumstances requiring a very large
picture, and need not be considered for home
use.

The light from the lamp, and that thrown
by the reflector, is concentrated by the con-
denser lenses. These, with reflectors and
suitable lamps, may be purchased from photo-
graphic dealers and postal suppliers. Distance
between condensers, lamp, and reflector is
adjusted to give maximum brightness on the
screen. A single condenser lens may be
suitable ; this depends on its curvature. If
it is to be purchased especially for this
purpose, it may be of similar, or slightly

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

shorter, focal length to that of the projector
lens. Its diameter should be such that it will
cover the corners of the slides. Its flat side is
positioned against the slide. In very large
projectors, a piece of heat -resistant glass may
be interposed between condenser and slide, to
avoid undue heating of the latter.

The condenser and reflector will consider-
ably increase illumination. There is no
reason why a simple reflector should not be
used in Fig. I for this purpose. A car or
cycle -lamp reflector could be used. When

Transformer.

Resistance.

rTo /amp..

To A.0 mains. AC or D.C. main:

Fig. 5.-Circuit for low voltage projection lamps.

reflector and condenser are correctly positioned
an intensely brilliant spot of light will be
thrown just in the position the projector lens
would occupy.

Construction
A straighforward projector body is shown

in Fig. 3. Air can enter the lantern at the back,
pass up through holes in bottom and top, and
emerge from the back of the light trap. Free
air circulation is very necessary, especially
when using lamps of large wattage. Back or
top may be hinged, to permit of attention to
the lamp.

The guide, with aperture, may be of wood.
An open space may be left between guide and
lens, as shown, as no light will escape here if
it is correctly concentrated by the condenser.
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A ready-made projector lens can be used, or
one can be constructed. The simple single
glass does not give such critical definition,
and two lenses, preferably achromats of rather
longer focal length, mounted at each end of a
tube, will be better. This tube can be bolted
to a wooden piece sliding upon long bolts,
as shown. A good projector lens usually has
three or more glasses or lenses, and will give
a clear picture over the whole area. Simple
lenses, though quite good, may give reduced
definition towards the edges of the pictures,
or the subjects towards the edges may tend
to have their outlines broken up into rainbow
hues.

Some provision for adjusting the position
of the lamp should be made, so that it can be
set to suit the focal length of the condenser.
Wooden construction is not recommended for
very large lamps in view of the heating.

Accessories
It is not unusual to keep 35mm. positive

films uncut, and these or tin. X 2in. or 21in. x
21in. films may be wound across the lantern
aperture by fitting two axles to a support as
in Fig. 4. The spools should slip upon the
axles, projections engaging with the spool
slots. Many projectors are fitted with a
removable film -strip winder of this kind, which
is more convenient than having many small,
separate plates.

Low voltage bulbs are often used and require
to be operated from a transformer or resistance,
as in Fig. 5. Care must be taken to preserve
sound insulation to avoid any possibility of
shocks. The transformer secondary may be
earthed for this reason. A good projector, for
home use, may employ a 6- or I2 -V. car -type
bulb, operated from a transformer. Large
lamps of the kind shown in Fig. 2 are usually
for Ito v., and the transformer or resistance
is thus essential with ordinary mains. For a
250 -watt lamp the resistance will require to
pass over 2 amps., so that a fairly large, wire -
wound element is necessary.

Scikita
World's Biggest Submarine Tunnel

WITH a length of 2i miles this record
tunnel is to be built beneath the bay

of Havana, Cuba, by a French firm. The
tunnel will connect the capital with a proposed
new town on the other side of the bay.

Aluminium Bearing for Railways
WHEN journal bearings on the wheels of

railway rolling stock become hot,
they result in hotboxes, which increase the
operating costs of railways. Now an alu-
minium bearing has been developed which
possesses several advantages over the previous
bronze type. It is about one-third the weight
and does not produce what engineers call
copper penetration, which reduces the strength
of the steel axles to breaking point.

An Earth Dam in Europe
THE first European " earth dam " will be

opened in 196o at a spot ti miles above
the confluence of the Ubaye:and the Durance,
at Serre Poncon, in the South of France. It
will provide electric power and also allow
for a great irrigation scheme. Built on a
concrete base it will be 394ft. high and will
cause a lake I I miles long.

Gold Film Glass
ANEW advance in de-icing technique for

aircraft is the introduction of gold film
glass. The windscreens of high -flying aircraft
are coated with a transparent gold film on the
surface and this is electrically heated.

Synthetic X-ray
Subject
MADE to re-

semble the
human body this
dummy is used as a
test object in studies
of subject contrast in
X-ray pictures. Fash-
ioned from a human
chest skeleton the
model has sponges
for lungs and a
wooden heart. Other
spaces inside are
packed with cotton.
To put flesh on its
bones the model's
rib cage was wrapped
in yards of plastic
tape. The advantages
are that the model
will stand motionless
for an indefinite
number of chest
photographs and will
provide an unchang-
ing standard.
Astronomy and the

Electronic Brain
SCIENTISTS at

the University
of California have,
with the aid of

Univac, the amazing electronic computor,
been able to examine the evolution of Sirius.
Without the aid of this computor, the task
could not have been undertaken because none
of the scientists would have lived long enough
to complete the calculations required.

The most advanced research aircraft yet built in Britain, the Fairey
Delta 2 is capable of exceeding the speed of sound in level flight. Its
6o degree sweptback delta wings represent the most advanced
configuration yet flown on a British plane.

A feature of its demonstration at Farnborough was the use of the
F.D.2's " Droop Snoot," in which the whole of the needle nose, including
the cockpit, can be lowered by the pilot to improve forward view during

take -off and landing. .0011111.
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The Editor Does not Necessarily ,Agtee with
Views of his Correspondents

Si gnwritingSwas
very in-

terested i n
your article
dealing with
"Signwrit-
ing, Sept-,

ember, 1955, by Cecil Jasper and would like to
draw your attention to some technical details
which would appear, in the opinion of many
of our successful authorities on paint tech-
nology, to be incorrect. I refer to the para-
graph " Choice of Colour " in which the
author states : " Dark colours are less likely
to develop defects than light colours, and the
latter show up the dust. Light shades also
absorb and retain more heat from the sun's
rays than dark colours."

It should, in fact, read :-
Light colours are less likely to develop

defects than dark colours, and the latter.
shows up the dust (dust is normally light
grey -brown in colour) and will be a contrast
to a darker background. Dark shades also
absorb and retain more heat from the sun's
rays than light colours.

Heat retention is governed by the amount
of heat -light reflected from a surface, hence
the lighter the colour of the surface the
greater will be its reflective quality and
therefore less will be retained,

41111111m Tests taken by the U.S. National Bureau of
Standards to determine the varying extents
to which the sun's rays raise the temperature
of painted surfaces showed these results :
of twi panels with an inclination of 90 deg. to
the horizontal, one Black (lampblack) showed
a temperature of too deg. F. and the other
White (flat paint) showed 44 deg. F.-GEORGE
K. GUMMERSON (Edinburgh).

Copying Diagrams
SIR,-Re your article " Copying Diagrams "

in the September, 1955, issue, I would
like to make one or two comments.

The author says " Many post-war films
have lost the useful ability to give absolutely
opaque blacks . . . which leads to background."
This is quite untrue since it is possible to
obtain negatives of Log 3, or more, density
range quite easily. Possibly the " process
film he used was the Ordinary or Fine Grain
type which is intended for tone work. If
Process Line Film is used, of any colour
sensitivity, the negative can be made to print
aasily without loss of fine detail and no
necessity whatever to clean up the print.

With regard to the " Surface Printing
Method," known actually as " Reflex "
printing, the document paper should be
bought as " Reflex document ' paper. This
will give far better results than any other
type of paper. With all these a standard M.Q.
or Gaslight type developer will give excellent
results.-W. R. RODGERS (London, S.W.i 7).

Gas -filled Balloons
SIR,-After reading of the various ways of

filling balloons with coal -gas or hydrogen,
some readers may be glad to know of the
following simple method.

Take out the valve from an old motor -car
inner tube and connect it by means of a
suitable rubber tube to the gas main, having
first pressed out as much air as possible from
the inner tube.

The inner tube will quickly fill with gas ;

pinch the end of the supply tube between the
thumb and forefinger, remove from main and
insert in the balloon. Release the thumb and
forefinger and the balloon will become slightly
inflated. To inflate fully, stand on the inner
tube or, better still, place a couple of short
boards on the inner tube and stand on them.
Tie up the balloon. The job is best done in
the open air, but do not let go of the balloon
or you will not get it back.-H. D. JENKINS
(Somerset).
Electric Alarm System

SIR,-I have seen many types of electric
alarm systems published in PRACTICAL

MECHANICS, but I have one in -use, assembled
many years ago, which is about as foolproof
as it is possible for any system to be, the
reason being that there are no moving parts

insulated term -
in et to one side

of battery

lamp

cCalo.ce

_ Alarm

-1/ Terminal direct to c/oc
case bell and lamp

(Above)-The circuit
and (Left) the ply-

wood box.

to operate the
circuit. All that is
needed in the con-
version are two
small holes drilled

in the clock case to take two 4 B.A. terminals.
One is insulated from the case and is fixed

immediately over the alarm spring after
winding it up. The other is to make direct
contact with the case, removing any paint,
etc., round the hole. I used a bit of Systoflex
over the shank of the insulated terminal, with
a fibre washer on either side of the case and
then tightened it up. This terminal should be
long enough to make contact with the alarm
spring as soon as it begins to unwind, thus
acting as a switch as the spring expands. (See
sketch.)

I also fixed a flashlamp bulb over the cloak
face, with a length of stiff insulated twin
wire, which lights when the alarm operates
the bell or buzzer. The bell can be switched
off by simply winding up the alarm again.

In my model I fixed all the parts in a plywood
box with a shelf on which to stand the clock.
This was secured by means of an angle bracket
soldered to the back and screwed down on to
the shelf. Above is a sketch of the circuit,
which is perfectly straightforward, and the
plywood box. The bell -buzzer (combined) in
my system was bought from a multiple stores
for 5s.-H. BARNETT (Chesterfield).

Glass to Metal Adhesives
Q IR,-I notice in the September issue there

is an answer to a query dealing with metal
to glass adhesives. I would like to mention

the

that from
practical ex-
perience one
of the most
effective
cements for
such a pur-
pose can be
made by mix-
ing sodiumsilicate
(Crosfield " Pyramid " No. t. is an ideal grade)
with powdered metals such as zinc, aluminium,
antimony, etc. Such a cement hardens
within twenty-four hours and it can then be
polished if necessary. A further little known
application for this type of cement is for
closing casting defects and repairing cracks
in engine cylinders, the resulting job being
both gas -tight and water-tight.-T. TRAVERS
( Johannesburg).

The Mechanical Potato Peeler
SIR,-We have observed in the August issue

of PRACTICAL MECHANICS an article
entitled " A Mechanical Potato Peeler."

In this the use of our Pyruma putty fire
cement is recommended as a liner for the
cylinder and the rotor.

We must, however, point out that Pyruma
putty fire cement is not waterproof, and is
not indeed recommended for use where it
comes into contact with moisture at all. Any
of your readers who employ Pyruma in the
manner recommended in the article may well,
therefore, be disappointed in the results they
obtain.-J. H. SANKEY & SON, LTD. (Ilford).
Astronomical Telescope

IR,-A letter in " Your Queries Answered "
for September and headed " Astronomi-

cal Telescope Design," prompts me to
comment.

Mr. G. W. Tyrrell (of Lanes) in " bending
or breaking his tube, destroys in effect
the advantages of a refracting telescope and
introduces the disadvantages of a reflecting
telescope.

A 6in. achromatic O.G. costs £6o to £80
new, therefore to pay anything approaching
this sum and then introduce the possibility
of marring the perfection of the O.G. is
pointless ; terrestial use, yes ; astronomical
use, no. An O.G. of this size if first quality
will stand 300 magnification ; imperfections
or errors introduced or otherwise will also
be magnified 300 < .

I, personally, do not think the prisms or
mirrors would be too expensive. There are
plenty available among the ex W.D. surplus
stores at reasonable prices.

The problem of resilvering does not
exist now, as aluminising-which can be
washed in soap and water-is the vogue
these days ; this type of coat will last about
five years with reasonable care.

The equatorial mounting of the " bent ",
tube would be less prone to vibration (this
being the snag with most long -tube scopes)
and, in fact, I think much easier to design
and build.

I would suggest a good 8in, reflector
telescope for half the cost and twice or nearly
twice as powerful.

I have built several 6in. and 8in. telescopes
of this type and consider them ideal for the
back -garden astronomer, and much more
convenient to mount and use.-GEo. A.
SLATER (Stanmore).
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`MARLCO'
H.S.S. KEYWAY BROACHES
* Range : No. I Set tin. -tin.

No. 2 Set 4'6 in.- fd in.

* PARALLEL or TAPER
KEYWAYS to B.S.S. 46,
or non-standard.

* Sold in sets or individually.
* Press as shown available.

Your enquiries ore invited

W. H. MARLEY & CO., LIMITED
ENG. T. DEPT.

New Southgate Works,
105, High Road, London, N.I I.

Telephone: ENTerprise 5234/5573

MAKE MONEY - making casts

with VINAMOLD
A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience you can mass-
produce any object, from a chessman to a candlestick,
statuette -or model ship; in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.

. with " VINAMOLD " the flexible mould that gives
the BEST results. Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare-tinle occupation with
minimum outlay.

Write for full details and instructions. Also avail-
able : Illustrated booklet describing " VINAMOLD,"
methods of heating and melting, preparation of models
and moulds, etc. Price 1/6 post free, from :-

VINATEX LTD. (Dept. P.M.3), CARSBALTON, SURREY

WESTPOLE MOTORS Ltd.
WESTPOLE AVENUE,
COCKFOSTERS,
BARNET, HERTS.
Barnet 3615

FIBRE*
* GLASS
KIT No. I I5/-

No. II 25/-
No. III 30/ -

Postage 1,6

FABRICS, MATS,
RESINS, ETC.

Make your own GLASS FIBRE Models. These
KITS carry a comprehensive range of materials,
with full instructions to suit all forms of

Model making.

Only 10/-!
.001 to lin,

MICROMETER
Precision Instrument at

fraction of normal Price enabled by special
Purchase. Suitable for Schools. Garages,
Students. Handymen and Model -makers.;
Simple to operate. Constant accuracy,
ensured. Complete with instructions.

VIBRO ELECTRIC
Metal Engraving
Pen. Operates
from 4 or 6 volt
accumulator
or A.C.
Trans-
former.

10/ -
Engraves'

Brass. CopperSilver,
Nickel, ,6Aluminium, etc.12

"2,000  AUTOMATIC
BLOWLAMP

Burns methylated spirit. Com-
pletely A Abso-
lutely safe. Suitable for all
kinds of tirnan'sardsilver;$cerigsbenaLg.etc

2,000 deg. Fahrenheit flame.

sat 12/6
ZhrtegeI 110,000 RADIO VALVES

Handle Modell
;Electric PAM ;A new valve sines old set

STR IPPEIt is new lease of life.
1516 down end.All types In stock, mod-

) 8 mil, of ern and obsolete. nor-
5)8,Mally unobtainable.

Many at Pre -War prices.
'New Surplus from 2,-.
'State Type No. required.
"'DEMOBBED VALNES"
(Equivalents guide 2/6.

DEMOBBED " Dead-
iphones for undisturbed
;listening on crystal, bat-
tery and mains sets,
Radio Meters AC:DC 29/6.

4101111 (PM11), 246, HIGH ST., HARLESDEN, N.W.10

BRITISH
AMERICAN
BATTERY
A.C. D.C.

f...
2/-

i

ewN
, Do it yourself! Save pounds!

 AMAZING
sFeulrfn-Bituuirlde FURNI-KIT

attic/
wad di . .

so easy a Child
could make ill

No skill needed! *
No special tools! *
Parts fit like magic
SOLID OAK
SOLID AFRICAN
WALNUT on MAHOGANY
SOLID MELAWIS

At about half usual prices
Think of ill Real, Solid Oak furniture
-solid Walnut, solid Mahogany, etc.
-so cleverly designed you easily put
it together yourself and save pounds.
Positively no skill needed .. . anyone
candoit. Everything tongued, grooved.
and satin -finished, ready for instant
assembly. It's easy, it's fascinating,
and you get superb quality furniture
at really astonishing prices.

SUPERB VALUE
. . . . JUST ONE

EXAMPLE!
Look at this sturdy
and beautifully des-
igned Bookcase in
Solid Oak, Walnut,
Majogany or Melawis I
Heavy jin. plate sliding
glass doors at the
top, sliding wooden
doors at the bottom,
adjustable shelves,
height crin., width
3oin., and depth tolin.
It would cost you at
least 26 guineas in any
store . . . but with
wonderful Furni-Kit
you can make it for as
little as L7 x9s. We
supply everything, in-
cluding plate glass
doors, and no skill is
needed to put it to-
gether. This is just
one example of Furni-
Kit value. There are
many other Kits from
as little as 28;9.

Exciting Free Book
in full colour !

THE MOST REWARDING DO -IT. -YOURSELF
SCHEME YET DEVISED
Why be satisfied with cheap wood merely got
up to look like oak, walnut, etc., when you
can own SOLID OAK, etc.. at about half the
cost of ordinary furniture? Find out about this
exciting new idea by sending for full -colour
illustrated book I Made It Myself! Details of
many Kits including ideal gifts as shown in
panel. Also Cots, Bathroom Furniture, Needle-
work Cabinet on Wheels (a present every
woman wants!), T1V Table. Bedside Cabinet,
etc. Book gives dimensions, real photos. and
100% Guarantee. All Kits on Easy"No Deposit"
Terms. Send for Book now - FREE.

YES . I want to know more, Please send me
Free Book and details of Easy Terms.

NAME
ADDRESS

(PM/10)

Traditional or
Contemporary

Oak, Walnut or
Mahogany
Needlework
Cabinets

Table Tea Trolley
Nests of Tables

. .
Bookcases (with

sliding glas".
doors and other
styles).

Bedside Cabinets
. . .

Kitchen Cabinets
Many other
Kits-all at
amazing prices

and on easy
terms.

FURNI-KIT SELF -BUILD FURNITURE
Dept. pM/1c. 29/31, WRIGHT'S LANE . KENSINGTON . LONDON . W.S
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coupling, this has been replaced by a claw
type coupling, which it is impossible to break
or wear out.

The lubrication system is operated by air
pressure, and a few cases have occurred where
plants have been connected up in such a way
that they have operated at a lower pressure
than the minimum for safe lubrication. A
minimum pressure valve has been designed
and is now fitted as standard to all machines.
The effect of this is to make it impossible for
even the most careless operator to damage the
machine because, even with the discharge wide
open, this valve ensures a safe minimum
working pressure.

The machine incorporates a hydrovane
compressor which is absolutely silent in
operation and all moving parts are submerged
in an oil bath so that wear is virtually
eliminated. The compressor with its r/3rd
h.p. motor weighs 421b. and is easily carried
in one hand. The L.800 internal atomisation
gun and hose complete the plant.

The price is £48 plus 5 per cent. and the
plant is available from stock at most decorating

The B. & D. Heavy Sander.

and building merchants. The maker's address
is Alfred Bullows,and Sons, Ltd., Long Street,
Walsall, Staffs.

New Black and Decker Tool
THE Black and Decker Tin. heavy duty

sander has now been replaced by a
cOnpletely new machine which delivers 90
per cent. more power and yet is lighter in
weight. Known as the Tin. Heavy Duty
Optional Speed Sander -Grinder, this unit is
mainly for use in industry. It is available in
three models with spindle speeds of 4,20o,
5,200 and 6,000 r.p.m., each unit being
designed for a specific range of work. Thus
the low speed and standard models are suitable
for use with planer heads for wood, saucer
grinding wheels, wire cup brushes, and
sanding discs, while the high-speed machine
has been designed primarily for use with
nylon bonded, depressed centre cutting -off
wheels. These wheels require high speeds
and constant power for satisfactory operation
and are extremely versatile. It is possible to
rough -grind, finish grind and notch a wide
range of materials ranging from cast iron to
marble with the same wheel.

A Handy Reference Book.

Workshop Calculations
Tables and Formulae

Eleventh Edition

By F. 1. CAMM

7/6 By Post 7/10
From George Newnes Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, VV.C.2
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A Flat -lead Propelling Pencil
FOR chisel -pointing of pencils no pencil -

sharpener can replace sandpapering or
filing, a manipulation which the draughtsman
must repeat at short intervals to keep the
chisel -point even.

The Fedra " flat lead forms a precision
chisel -point of the ideal dimensions o.or7in.
x 0.047in. throughout its total length. It
draws lines of the uniform width of o.ol7in.

The lead is
securely held
within the
sleeve and can
be used to
within a small
fraction of its
total length.
The flat sleeve
(5/ r6in. long)
slides smoothly along the
edge of the ruler without
contact between lead and
ruler.

The " Fedra " Con-
structor Pencil has a vul-
canite body with perfect
and lasting threads on all
its components. Two sides
of the hexagon body are
grooved to give easy and
secure hold at the correct
drawing angle.

Refill leads are available in tubes of one
dozen leads (o.ol7in. x o.o47in. x r.2in.) in all
grades from 4B to 9H (4B, 3B, 2B, B, HB,
F, H, 2H, 3H, 4H, 5H, 6H, 7H, 8H, 9H).

The price of the " Fedra " Constructor
Pencil is 8s. 6d., and refill leads are available
at Is. 6d. per tube.

The pencil, which is manufactured in
Germany, is retailed in this country by W. G
Pinner and Co., r, York Road, Birmingham, r6.

" Yankee " Handyman Push Drill
ANEW tool, just released by Stanley

Works (G.B.), Ltd., Rutland Road,
Sheffield, 3, is the " Yankee " Handyman

The Fedra
Construc-
tor Pencil.

"Yank ee"
Handyman Push

Drill.

Push Drill. This handy tool, for craftsmen
and amateurs alike, makes quick work of
drilling holes for nails, screws and brads in
wood, plaster, plastics, etc.

The drill is operated by pushing, and a
concealed spiral mechanism rotates the chuck
and drill point. As the spring returns the
handle for the next push, the drill point
rotates backwards to clear the chips.

A special feature of the push drill is the
tough plastic magazine handle-grey with an
attractive red screw cap-containing four drill
points, 5/64in., 7/64in., 9/64in., II/64in.,
in individual compartments.
The exposed metal parts
are in polished aluminium
and chromium plate, and
the overall length with a drill
point fitted in the chuck is

The price of the push drill
Is 19s. 3d.

Wolf Tools Price Reduction
FROM Wolf Electric Tools, Ltd., comes

an announcement of a reduction by ros.
in the price of the " Cub " drill to £5 9s. 6d.
The erection of new factory extensions
equipped with the latest machinery has
resulted in greater capacity and output.

This means lower comparative production
costs, enabling Wolf to give their customers
the benefit of ros. cut in the price of the
" Cub."

" Nubo " Catalogue
FROM Messrs. Gerald Stains, Ltd., Ross -

on -Wye, Herefordshire, we have re-
ceived a catalogue of hand tools and workshop
accessories known under the trade name of
Nubo. These range from complete elaborate
tool kits for the farmer, the carpenter, the
electrician, the builder, etc., down to nuts and
bolts, and include a vast range of items in
between. The catalogue is available from the
above address, and readers requiring a copy
or further information should write direct.

P.I.B. Free Literature
ALIST of the free literature and visual

aids available from the Petroleum
Information Bureau has been sent to us and
mentions the various pamphlets, film strips,
episcope photographs, sets of samples, mole-
cular models, etc., which they supply. These
latter items are on free loan for periods up to
14 days.

They cover all the aspects of the oil industry,
including prospecting, drilling and refuting,
transport, production, and many others. Also
available are pictorial wall sheets and charts,
and a map of the world's oil -producing areas
and refining centres, which costs 2s. Enquiries
should be addressed to The Petroleum
InfOrmation Bureau, 29, New Bond Street,
London, W.I.

for three years, and at the
are some 5,00o giving very
in the domestic market.
alterations and im-
provements have
been made to the
plant in its original
torm.

There have been
some failures of the
bonded rubber

Bullows PR.
303E Spray
Painting Plant

TH E Bullows
PR. 3 o3 E

spray painting
plant has now
been available
present time there
satisfactory service
However, certain

Bullows spray -
painting plant.
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SPECIAL OFFER
G.E.C. & B.T.H.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL

DIODES
1/- each. Postage lid.

Diagrams and three Crystal Set Circuits
Free.

A large purchase of these fully
GUARANTEED diodes from the
manufacturers enables us to make this

attractive offer.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

BA. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, 15/-, post If-.
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens,London,E.4.

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for
Lecfiet No. 18/7

Speeds up to
6,000 r.p.m.

B.& F. CARTER
& Co., Ltd., Bolton 5

FOR PLASTER -CASTING USE

* TECRAGEL *
The Green Flexible Mould Making
Rubber Ready -Shredded for Easy

Melting
I lb. to 6 lb. : 6/6 per lb.
7 lb. to 13 lb. : 6/3 per lb.

14 lb. to 27 lb. : 6/- per lb.
Post and Packing : Add I/- for 1st lb.,

then 2d. for each additional lb.

* TECRACAST *
The Superfine White Casting

Plaster
6 lb., 5/- ; 12 lb., 76 ; Post Free !

TECHNICRAFT PRODUCTS
(Dept. Ml. II, ST. GILES CLOSE,

DAGENHAM, ESSEX,

PORTASS LATHES
DIRECT PERSONAL SERVICE.
LARGE DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

NO INTEREST CHARGED
for easy terms.

CAN ANYONE DO BETTER ?
6d. for Lists, please. Dept. P.M.

BUTTERMERE WKS., Sheffield, 8

ELECTRIC WELDING PLANT
Arc Welding Sets by leading Makers. Un-
used, Surplus and Second Hand. Examples :
Gen .Elec. and Others 200 amps.max. output,
842. 160 amps. max. output, £36. 100 amps.
max. output. £28 10s. 85 amp. max. output,
£24. All with infinitely variable current
control.
Catalogue of Arc, Spot and Butt Welders

for stamp.
HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY &

Brook Road, Manchester, 14.

THE SOCIETY OF
MODEL & EXPERIMENTAL

ENGINEERS
Founded 1878

Headquarters, Workshops and Library at -

28, Wanless Road, S.E.24
Meetings held in Westminster

Particulars obtainable from the Secretary.
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23)
81.

ELECTRIC

TOOLS ON
Build up your own
useful " B. & D."
Home Workshop
Outfit stage by
stage -t o drill,
sand, polish, de-
rust, buff, grind,
saw or turn wood.
All based on either
more powerful high-speed
Drill. Every item
and fully guaranteed.
catalogue arid easy terms

Cash
Price

lin. Drill ... ... £5.19.6
i In. Drill Stand ... £3.14.3
lin. Drill Kit .r. £12.
5in. Sander -Polisheran)

Drill ... ... £8.10-0
Craftsman's Lathe £5.15.6
Lathe Saw Table... £3.1.6
Sin. Port. Saw Att. £3.11.6
lin. Drill ... £13.12.6
in. Drill Stand ... £8.

tin. H.D. Saw ... £19.
No. 44 Orb Sander £13.15.0
When ordering please
and state Mains Voltage.

-

EASY TERMS
.....,\Zit.. , fr

, '"ts fo,,,, ---- \ ..

" I & G"
UNIVERSAL

Fits

any

electric hand
drill.
cut, Rip saw,pjwl iegt

saw,Hack Crosssaw

with attach- ,...
ments and twoextra saw ip.
blades. Send /"".
for leaflet.

Cash Price
I I I49/6 lir/

Post Free -

depositOR EASY 61.1. monthlyTERMS ments

SAW

1- )

(
i No
..P Vibration

-Robust-Light
& 8
pay -

of 81-.

7.4.,

--, -- -

tin. Utility drill, or the
Sander -Polisher

interference suppressed
Write for free full

schedule,
8 Mthly.

Deposit of
12.0 14.10
8.0 9.3

9.6 £1. 5.0 £1.11.2

15.0 £1. 1.6
12.0 14.4
6.6 7.6
7.0 9.0

£1. 7.6 £1.14.0
1.0 13.0 15.0
0.0 £2. 0.0 £2. 7.3

£1. 7.6 £1.14.4
send Cash Price or Deposit

All items post free. .

LATERAL SANDER -
POLISHER -
Vibratory l_.......principleat approx. -.ow
1 2 . 0 0 0 ----,--C... #,,_,,
strokes per '' '-- -
min. 203/240v.
A.C. only.
Ideal for , ''
sanding - '

wood :
polishing cars, etc. Send for leaflet.
751- OR st. deposit & 9

mthly. pay -
Post Free ments of 10/-.

LEWIN UNIVERSAL PLANE
YOURS FOR 15f_ DEPOSIT

& 8 MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF 17/-
P. & P. 1'6 Multi -purpose tool for
Send for craftsmen in wood,
Leaflet .., ' tongueing & groov-

ing, beading,
li, rabbeting.1: :: .

cutting
' dados.

...ZIP" et.C.

',.
,

---1,
Beauti- CASHfully finished PRICEin wooden
storage box with 19 £6.15.0cutter blades.

UNIVERSAL CLAMPING
JIGi Oil

496,
,-, -,,

"-- 25f ...---.....,*.,...,...'-'''.40 -

14115
I (P.&P. 2/-)rile/ .iXti,... LIMI TED. QUANTITY

ORIGINAL PRICE 63/-
Indispensable to the Garage, Repair
Shop, Plumber, Model Maker, Home
Handyman, etc., as good as a second pair
of hands.
Clamps work pieces at any angle relative
to each other so that your awkward job
can be firmly held in exact position for
Welding. Brazing, Soldering, Gluing, etc.
Unlimited uses. Send for leaflet.For ill /., -..--,---r9*Oc.lv g  I - .5 -.

(Postage & BLADE\
Packing 1/6) . saw

Kir ;Compact unit .------t7=3 ,
of saws, for
every job. Comfy grip handle. 5 inter-
changeable bladesof spring steel. Compris-
ing: Wood, Pruning, Tenon. Keyhole and
Metal Saws. OUTSTANDING VALUE.

I" MICROMETER
This precision instrument is offered
at a fraction of the normal price
and is British made. Simple

operate and essential
school, garage, students,
g,'Iilerrasl. handyman and model

P king and
10/. Pacostage free.

to
to

the

11

I

, 1/4u144 'feet
1 F ,

10 "DEPOSIT

& S MONTHLY ,,,

PAYMENTS 1

0 f 10'6

ELECTRO
SAW

Cash Price POST56/. FREE

000_005
6' s' un.ix

sr

II a
. Send for4' Broehure

Will cut lin.
wood, ply -
wood, metal,
plastic, etc.
0 n / 0 f f
switch in

handle.

AUTOMATIC
Self
Methylated
weighs
Attains
deg.
Solder,
etc.
without
Send

BLOWLAMP
pressurising. Burns

A lightweight fret
saw with a built-
in vibrator unit.
Complete with 4
blades and plan for
building frame for
use as jig saw free
For A.C. Mains
only. 200-250 volts.

..._...,_.--_-_,_

S p i r i t s,
only 7 ozs. 51in. high.

temperature of 2,000
F. Will Soft Solder, Silver an

Strip Paint, Bend Glass, si
Made of solid brass

soldered joints.
for leaflet. Post 9.I. ..

RINGSWOOD SUPPLIES (Dept. P.M.15) U.& 4' Telephonelaee.P_VOIN9

"ZYTO SIX" MOTOR ISED SAWBENCH
COMPLETE IN ONE UNIT

READY TO SWITCH ON

CASH PRICE
8191101 -

Machined table top measures 1811%. x NHL
* Rise and fall spindle.
* Extra long fence and mitre slice.
* Adjustable vee belt drive.
* l h.p. Motor.

IDEAL FOR WOOD OR
PLASTICS

*
WILL RIP, CROSSCUT, MITRE,

REBATE, GROOVE ETC.

*
SUPPLIED on FIRST PAYMENT

OF

70, -
BALANCE OVER 12 OR 18

MONTHS

'S. TYZACK & SON LTD. Telephoneci,eratslitela 8301
341-345 OLD STREET, LONDON E.C.1.

(Only address in London)

New All -Electric
Self - Contained Variable

PAINT
SPRAYER
Complete with Ceiling Adaptor

PAINTS :: ENAMELS :: OIL

DISTEMPERS :: INSECTICIDES
Top container for thick paint,
bottom container for thin liquids.
Strainer, extra nozzles and
washers all free.

7,51- Post Paid
Ovington Court Garage Ltd.,
37, PAVILION ROAD, SLOANE

STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

100 yds. Fine Braided Copper Wire
wound on fishing rod type reel. 3lin. x
I din. 6/6.

New Frequency Crystals 4,250 kc/s, 6/6
Type FT 243, 5675-8650 kc/s. in 2.5 kc/s
Intervals, 10/6.

Powerful small Blower Motors, 12/24 v,
A.C./D.C., 14/6. As used for the Hedge
Trimmer. Or can be used Car Heater,
Meter Kit, 21in. 11/c calibrated meter.
Volts 0-3-30-150-300-600 D.C. 0-60
m/a. and 0-5,000 ohms with ebonite
case -4in. x bin, x I din., 27/6.

Transformers, Input 200/240 v. Sec.
tapped 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-30
volts at 2 amps., 21/6. 17-11-5 volts, at
5 amps., 22/6. 17-11-5 volts at Id amps.,
16/6.6.3 volts, 21 amps., 8/6. 12 months'
guarantee.

Selenium Rectifiers F.W. 12-6 volt, I A.,
8/6. 3 A., 14/6, 4 A., 23/6. 6 A., 30/-,
16 A., 50/, .250 V. 100 mA H. W., 9/..
250 mA., 17/6. 60 mA., 6/6.
Miniature 12 or 6 v. Relays, 10 amp.
Silver Contacts. SM, DM or SM and
B, SCO, 7/6.
Veeder Counters. P.O. Type, 24/50 v,
D.C. 0.9999, 15/6.
M/c Microphones with matched trans-
former, 15/6.
Small Motors. 12 v. A.C. D.C., 2in. x
!fin., 10/-.
Carbon Twist Drills, Sets of 9-fin. to
Ain. or 7 -{tin. to din., 3/6.
12 v. D.C. Relays. S.P. D.C. 25 amp.,11/6.
Rheostats, 12 v. I A 2/6.12 v. 5 A., 10/6.
New Rotary Transformers. Inputs
6 or 12 v. Output 250 v. 80 mA., 17/6.
Dural tubing j" 7ft. lengths 4/6, plus 1/6
Rail Charge.

New 6 v. Oak Vibrators. 4 Pin, 8/6.
Uniselector Switches. 50 point 3 level.
24-50 v. D.C., 17/6.
Fishing Rod Aerials. Sets of 3, 8/6,
plus 1/6 Rail Charge.

All Carriage Paid in U.K.
THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
253, Portobello Rd., London, W.II.

Park 6026.
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TELEPHONE SETS
MODERN DESK TYPE

£811716 per pair complete.
WALL TYPE also available. 2 complete
units £5. Batteries 5/8. TwiniWire 5d. per yd.
RELAYS, HIGH SPEED SIEMENS 1,700
+1.700 ohms, Just the Job for radio -controlled
models. 22/8 each. Post 1/-.

ENTAXIA EXTRACTION FANS, brand
new. complete with cowl, 12 v. D.C., ,61n.
diam. blades, silent running. Ideal for
caravans, etc. 24/101- each. Post 2/6.
GENALEX EXTRACTION FANS. -230/
250 volt 50 cy Induction motor, 1.350 r.p.m.,
85 watts, 9 in. blades, silent tanning, 213/151-.
Cge. 7/6.
A.C. MOTORS, f h.p. 1,425 r.p.m., 4 shaft.
Ball Bearings, Standard foot mounting
220/230 volts Single Phase made by Cromp-
ton Parkinson, Continuous rating, Brand
New. £7/15/0.
A.C. MOTORS, Capacitor start and run,
230 volts 1/10 h.p., 1,425 r.p.m., foot mount-
ing, 71n. x 6in. x 5in. overall, 23/ 1718. Cge. 5/-.
12/24 VOLT D.C. MOTORS with double
ended shaft 21n. x 3in., 8/8, postage 1/-.
KLAXON GEARED MOTORS. -230 volt
A.C, Induction type, No. 1K5SB3-W7. Torque
15 lbs./In. 175 r.p.m. £10.
HEADPHONES, HIGH RESISTANCE.
-4,000 ohms. New, 12/6 pr., post 1/6.
VERNIER DRIVES. Muirhead, scaled
0-180 deg. 38 to 1, diam. 3 inch.10/8. Post 1/-.
ACFIL PUMPS. -These pumps enable
you to fill all accumulators on the bench
with the carboy at floor level. Brand new.
Only 30/-, post 2/-.
LOW VOLTAGE CIRCUIT TESTER. -
A self-contained unit for making a complete
and rapid check of the generator -battery
circuit of a vehicle. Battery voltage, regu-
lator and cut-out settings and generator
performance can all be easily determined.
American made. Complete with instruction
book. 15/10/-. Gee. 5/,
BALL RACES. -No. EE2, fin. x }in.. 3/-.
00/- doz., post free.
THRUST RACES.-13/16in. x fin., also fin.
x tin., 1/6. 15/. doz. Post free.
SWITCHES. -A row of 5 in a flush mount-
ing bakelite moulding 5iin. x 1110. x Sin.
Ideal for model railways. etc.. 516, post 9d.

ELECTRO MAGNETIC COUNTERS -
Post Office type 11A, counting to 9,999,
2 to 6 volts D.C., 3 ohm coil. 12/6 each,post
1/-. Many other types In stock. Lists sent
with order or send S.A.E.
MECHANICAL COUNTERS to 99,999
Only 7/8 each. Post 6d.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. -From 2?volt
D.C. to 230 volt A.C. 100 watts, 92/6 ea.
Cge. 716.AUTO CABLE for car wiring and all
electrical purposes, waterproof. Single,

34/- doz. 0 y
ydsds... 20/-100 yds., 3 core, 51- doz. yds..

7/6 10VACUUM PUMPS or Rotary Blowers. -
Ex R.A.F. Brand New, 7 cu. ft. per MM.
10 lbs. per sq. inch at 1,200 r.p.m. Ideal for a
brazing torch. etc. Size 61n. x 4in. x 4in.,
2 x lin. shaft, 22/6 each. post 2!-.
MASTER CONTACTOR. -A precision
made clock movement, contact making and
breaking twice per second. with regulator.
Brand new in soundproof oak case. Many
uses, blinking lights, etc. Only 12/6, post
2!-.PORTABLE ELECTRIC BLOWER. -
This unit is a powerful 220 watts electric
motor, operating on 220-230 volts. Enclosed
type with handle. 8ft. of metallic flexible
hose and nozzle is included, also 7 yds. C.T.S.
flex for connection to the mains, 130!
complete. Carriage 7)6.
INSPECTION LAMP. -Complete with
Battery' case. Fits -on forehead. Leaves
both hands free, 7/8. post 1/-. Takes a
standard Ever Ready Battery, No. 1215
2/9. post 6d.
VOLTMETERS. -0-20 M.C. 2in. Flush,
10/6 each. post 1!-.
INSTRUMENT RECTIFIERS.-Fuliwave
Bridge 1 mA.. 8/6: 5 mA. 7/6: 50mA, 5/- ea.
CELL TESTING VOLTMETERS. -3-0-3.
In leather case with prods. 25/-, post 2/-.
MICROAMMETERS, 250 F.S.D. 3iln.
FLUSH. MODEL S37.
Specially scaled for test meters. Knife
edgepointers. Guaranteed. 55/,
VOLTMETERS for A.C. Mains 50 cy.
reading 0 to 300 volt with clear 5in. dial only
60/- 0/15 volts A.C./D.C. 2iin. Flush, 15/6.
VOLTMETERS. -0/300 D.C. tin. Flush
Square with external resistance, 10/8 ;
post 1/-. Easily converted to read A.C. by
using a 5 Milliamp meter rectifier at 7/6.
Post 6d.AMMETERS.-ffin. Flush 0120, 1016 ea.
20-0-20, 12/6 ea. Moving Coil D.C.
LOUD SPEAKERS. -P.M. lffin. Plessey,
3 ohms, special price 32/6, post 1/6. Also loin.
in Portable Wood Case 17in. x 171n. x 611n.,
complete with flex and plug in special com-
partment. only 50I-, carriage 5/-.
LISTS AVAILABLE. -Motors, Meters,
Telephone, Rectifiers, Relays, Potentio-
meters, Resistances. Send large S.A.E.

WILCO ELECTRONICS
Dept. P.M.

CROP204, LOWER ADDISCON OXBE ROADD.

SILK SCREEN PRINTER
with ALL SUPPLIES

& FREE COURSE!

PRINTS IN SIX COLOURS This is the
great new

printing and colouring process for amateurs or
professionals alike and all hobbyists. Its versatility
is enormous. It will print a few copies, or hundreds,
to a professional standard, in solid colours, or intricate
designs, on cloth. paper, wood, glass, metal, etc. Print
greeting cards, LOS'S, models, drawings, paintings in full
colour, photographs, type -script. Fluorescent colours,
suede flock and novelty finishes, transfer papers for print-
ing your own transfers also available. Can also be used as
first-rate duplicator with any typewriter. Nowhere
else is such a large and comprehensive outfit offered
for so little money. As supplied to H.M. Government,
Educational Authorities, Printers and private users
throughout the world. Thousands testify to the
quality and amazing value. Do not miss Vits oppor-
tunity.
-ON PAPER. WOOD. CLOTH, PLASTICS, etc.
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS SERVICE

(Graphic Arts Dir.),
DOCKING ROAD, SEDGEFORD, NORFOLK

This IS the

BARGAIN OF THE YEAR
COMPARE THE VALUE

SEE WHAT YOU GET
Large 16in. x 12in. PRINT-
ING FRAME. Stout Lamin-

ated WOODEN BASE.
Patented ADJUSTABLE
HINGES (for printing on
material up to fin. thick).
Fine Quality SQUEEGEE

SIX CONTAINERS COL-
OURS - Red. Blue. Yellow,

Green. Black, White.
STENCIL FILM (design
traced and applied with hot

iron).
STENCIL CUTTERS and
HOLDER. Register Guides,

Masking Tape, etc., etc.
And FREE 10/- COURSE
giving step by step procedure
for every application of pro-
cess, including PHOTO
STENCILS. DAYGLO,

FLOCK finishes, etc.
for 47/6 via

REFUND GUARANTEED
IF NOT APPROVED

WITHIN 7 DAYS.

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE TIPPED TOOLS
PLUGGING DRILLS
For clean round holes in brick, concrete, tiles, marble, etc.,
for all fixing jobs with Maso Plugs

GLAZEMASTER
For drilling windows, mirrors, glasses, bottles, plate glass,
shelves, etc.
Write for Booklet P.M. Obtainable from your Tool Stockist
and Ironmonger.

MASON
MASTER

Zgatsmane Lire
Manufactured by :
JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH LTD., BRAUNSTON, NR. RUGBY

RECTIFIERS 66 MOON CELL"
The new metal rectifier (Selenium)

Highest quality. Does not age. All ratings from 4 to 200 Amp.
Small or large quantities. Quick delivery.

A few examples;

Full wave bridge, Input 20 V, Output 16 V. 4 A 6/6, I A 9/-,
2 A 16/6, 3 A 21/6, 5 A 27/-. Input 40 V, Output 32 V.

A 11/6, I A 17/-, 2 A 31/6, 3 A 4I/-. 5 A 51/-, etc. Post free.

Special rectifiers at short notice.
Manufacturers and trade inquiries invited.

ELECTROCHEMICAL LABORATORIES (Rect. Div.),
5, HIGHFIELD, WARDLE ROAD, SALE, MANCHESTER.

Telephone: Sole Sill

EXTRACTS FROM OUR NEW CATALOGUE
IDENTIFICATION TELESCOPES. Can be uied 'simultaneously by two
observers. Tremendous clarity with powers of I2X and 30X and Object Glass dia
of 60mm. Cost £185. Perfect condition EIS, carriage paid.
EX-R.A.F. BINOCULAR HOLDERS. Eliminates Binocular shake. Invaluable
to users of high-powered Binoculars. 211-, post free.
TERRY ANGLEPOISE TYPE LAMPS. s.b.c. holder and pygmy reflector
31/6, post extra 1/6. Larger reflector with b.c. holder S/9.
9 x 50 U.S.A. ELBOW TELESCOPES. 57/6 each plus 2/6 postage.
RIFLE SIGHTS. For .22 and .303. Four types available. Prices E2/15/. ; 13/10/- ;
24/5/-

.

 i5/15/..-
GRID LIQUID COMPASSES. 4in. and 6in. Dials. 30/- each.
PRISM BINOCULARS :
Brand new 8X with case at 66/1916 and 18/17/6. Bausch & Lomb Pattern Canadian
Naval Type at Ei WV.. Ross 7 x 50 ex -Govt. Perfect at CIO. New 10 x 50 Coated
Centre Focusing. Leather case. At 625.
SEXTANTS:
Hezzanith Endless Tangent Screw at (12/10/.. (Huge selection from 50/. to 619/10/..)
New Light Weight 20X TELESCOPES. £4/17/6 each.
Ex -ADMIRALTY BAROGRAPHS. Perfect condition, at EIS each.
All these items and many others are fully described in our new catalogue which is
free on request. All purchases covered by our guarantee of " satisfaction or refund
of payment."

CHARLES FRANK
67-73, SALTMARKET, GLASGOW, C.I.

Established 1907. Phone : Bell 2106/7.

This is a H.S. Milling Cutter Bar-
gain. A111" bore,3-3r dia.. V -I" thick.
including side and face cutters, plain
and angle Cutters. A most useful lot for
any tool room, 6 ass. for 50/-. The
present maker's price of the cheapest
cutter in this selection is 40'-. You must
get this lot, remember you get same on
approval against cash.

2,000 Small H.S. Twist Drills,
ainarox. 1/32"-3/32'. 4,- doz. approx. :
1/16'-}". 7/6 per doz. approx. ; 9/32'-
15132', six for 10/-.

All items brand new. £1 orders post
paid. Prompt delivery. Inspection by
aPPOintnient only. All items sent on
approval against cheque or P.O. Refund
without question if any item returned,

3,000 Circular Split Dies dia.
cutting 5', 5116'. 7116', 5' Whit.,
B.S.F.. also brass thread, 26 thread all
sizes and American N.F.. 12/- per set of
5 sizes. 2 sets 22/6, 4 sets 4218. Taps to
suit 9/3 per set, either taper or second
or plug. 1' die -stocks, 51- each ; 3/16'
to i' tap wrenches, 126 each.

1,000 Hand Reamers, 5116', 3/8 each.

1,000 High Speed Inserted Blades
Expanding Reamers, 9/16" to I".
16/- 11/16' to l" 17/6. I" to 31/32' 18/8,
31/32" to 22/6 each.

7.000 Pratt & Whitney, circular
split dies, superior quality precision
ground cutting edges, 13/16' dia., suit-
able for machine or hand use. Sizes ;
2, 4, 5, 6 B.A., 8/6 per set.

5.000 Ball Races, 8' bore. I" o.d.,
thick, 4/- pair , 1" bore, I' o.d.. 7/32"
thick. 4/- pair; 6 mm. bore, 19 mm. o.d.,
6 mm. thick. 4!- pair ; 9 mm. bore, 26
mm. 0.4., 8 mm. thick, 4/- pair : I'
bore, I" o.d., 7132" thick, 5/- pair.

4/9 Any LOT. Five lots, 22/8. 2
H.S. Tap or Reamer Fluting

Cutters l r dia., hole, I' and 1(16'
thick, worth 7,6 each. 8 assorted
Centre Nail Pin and Belt Punches,
total value 12/6 ; one H.S. Tap or
Reamer Fluting Cutter, 2I" dia., I'
thick, I hole ; one r HS, Hand
Reamer, worth 1W-. Every item
a good bargain.

500 Sets Metal Figure Punches,
nine punches 0 to 8. the six is used
reverse for nine ; size 5/64", 6/6 set.
worth 15/- ; ditto size, 8/6.

2,000 Files, 4' to 6' flats, half -rounds,
rounds, squares, warding assorted, cuts,
good general lot, 10/6 doz. ; three doz.,
28/6.

600 Circular Split Dies, B.T.D. make
21' dia.. I". f", 5'. 1" Whit. Gas;
worth 11/- each. Clear 7/6 each. new
2t" die -stock to suit, worth 30/- each,
clear 101- each.

200 Boxes A to :1, Steel Letter
Stamps for marking metal, 5/64' size,
17,6 set ; ditto f" size, 2216 set, worth
treble this price.

2,000 Straight Shank End Mills,
size r. 5/32", 3118". 7/32', a", 5/16", 11st
Price 30/. set, ndy bargains, 15/- set.
also f". 5/16', 5' ditto, 12/6 set, all in
makers' wrappings.

500 H.S. 90' Countersinks, body
f" dia., teeth cut to point. An essential
tool for any workshop using cis screws.
Gift 51- each.

1,000 Bevelled Wood Chisels,
handled, 1'. 5/16'. f". f'. 1', 1".
Actual value 32/6. Gift 25/- set.

3,000 High Speed Routing Cutters,
straight shank, two lip, as used for
cutting slots in wood, sizes dia.,
clear 41- each.

1,000 Toolmakers' Needle Files,
gOod assortment of shapes and cuts,
worth 1/9 to 2/6 each, 12/6 doz. .

10.000 High Speed End Mills
Straight Shank, 3/32" to 3/16" dia., some
with teeth cutting both end- but not
standard sizes, clear 5 assorted, 10/-.

100 doz. 6' Three square Saw Files,
10/6 per dozen.

1,000 Semi High Speed Centre
Drills, Slocombe brand, 5116" body dia..
3/32' point, 1/6 each, 1016 her doz.

1,500 II.% Morse Taper Shank
Twist Drills. Brand new, Firth Speedi-
cut, Balfour Capital, etc. All best
quality drills, No. 1 and 2 Morse Taper
shanks, sizes from approx. l" dia. to
approx. I' dia. Five assorted 21, actual
value £4. One dozen assorted, 42/6.

20,000 Small High Speed Milling
Cutters, various shapes and styles.
We want to clear these quickly. 12
assorted, 15/-.

J. BURKE,
xg2BaslowRoad,Totley,

Sheffield
Inspection Only at Rear

36, Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield
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tiowt Queries &wised

RULES
A stamped, addressed envelope, a sixpenny,
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue, which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Casting Concrete Spheres
CAN you give me details for making

ornamental globes or balls in con-
crete-6in. to x2in. in diameter -for use
as ornaments on gate -way columns ?
-H. R. Rishworth

THE concrete spheres -of the type you
mention are very difficult for an amateur

to make without adequate equipment. You
would best make such articles by casting the
two opposite halves or hemispheres of the
globe in steel moulds and then pegging the
two hemispheres together with a thin layer
of fresh cement between, the whole finally
being finished off by surface grinding.

The alternative method is to cast a solid
block or cube of concrete and then to treat
this in the old-time manner of the traditional
stone mason -that is, by chipping the material
as closely as possible into globular shape and
finally by grinding down the roughed -out
article on a moving band coated with alexite
powder.

For your own use we advise the method of
hemispherical casting, and joining the two
halves together.

Making Water-colour Paint Tablets
T WISH to make a quantity of children's
1 solid water paints (the usual tablet
type). Could you tell me the best method
of manufacture ?-.J. R. Butler (Reading).

WATER-COLOUR paints of the " cake "
type are fairly easily made. Carefully

grind together 70 parts (by measure) of the
dry, powdered colour and 3o parts of white
dextrine. Then mix the product into a thick
paste with cold water containing about 2 per
cent. of its volume of glycerine (i.e., 98 parts
water, 2 parts glycerine). The resulting
" dough " is then well tamped down into
little trays having sliding bottoms. The
material is then set aside for two or three days
to dry in the air. For another day or two it is
dried in a warm oven. After this the now
solid cakes of colour are pressed out of the
frames by finger pressure.

You can obtain white dextrine fairly
cheaply from Messrs. Henry Smith & Co.,
Ltd., Diggle, Yorks.

In very cheap paints the colour is often
adulterated with common whiting or china

clay or with a mixture of these and zinc
oxide, but this usually results in a decrease in
the body and shade depth of the colour.
Sometimes, too, such adulteration results in
the colour taking on itself a smudgy appear-
ance.

Paint Peeling from Wood Surfaces
HAVE two oak gates that I wish to
paint, but I have been told that paint

will peel off oak ; is this true ? If so, is
there any method of prevention ?-A.
Forte (Co. Durham).

THERE is no property inherent in oak
which causes paint to peel off the wood.

If you have personally experienced this
peeling off of the paint from an oak surface,
you may be sure that the same paint would
peel equally off another wood. Peeling of
paint is usually caused by inferior paints, by
inadequate cleaning of the wood surface or
by bad treatment of the latter, such as ex-
posure to the extremes of heat, cold, damp,
etc.

In the case of a door the woodwork should
be rendered grease -free by dint of scrubbing
with soap and water. It should then be
brushed over with glue -size and, after drying,
given a thin layer of a grey priming paint.
Over this one or two layers of a good surface
paint should be placed. Remember always
that if a paint layer is too thick it will tend to
blister, peel, craze, flake and to fall away, for
211 of which deficiencies the wood cannot be
blamed.

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE
I1FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I,

3s. 64."
10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 3s. 6d."
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AFRO ENGINE.

New Series. No. 3, Ss."
AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR

AFRO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is.
" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4, 5s.'
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New

Series. No. 5, Ss."

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6, Ss."

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 3s. 64."
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.

Refractor. Object glass Sin. diam.
Magnification x 80.

No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s.
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 3s. 44.*

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 3s. 6d."
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. II, 3s. 6d."

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, Is. 64".
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING
PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 7s. 64.

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK."
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
Ms. 6d. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-size blue -print, 3s. diel.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.
Complete set, 10s. 6d."

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, ls.
" PRACTICAL TELEVISION " RECEIVER

(3 sheets), 10s. 6d.
P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE.

Is.'
P.M. TAPE RECORDER"

(2 sheets), Ss.

The above blue -prints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
An denotes constructional details are available free

with the blue -prints.

Copper -plating Fault
WHEN trying to copper -plate a strip

of iron I found that the cathode
became coated with a substance not
unlike soot, but copper in colour. It was
easily rubbed off.

What was this substance ? Can it be
avoided and what prevented the cathode
from being plated ? The anode I used
was copper earth rod and the electrolyte,
copper sulphate solution with just a
little sulphuric acid. Power was from
two cycle lamp batteries. -M. Kneller
(Ramsgate).

THE sludgy, brown material which ac-
cumulates on your cathode is a mixture

of cuprous oxide, Cu2O, metallic copper
and other substances of very complex composi-
tion. It should not be present and is caused
by having the electrolyte too strong or too
warm, or by having it too acid. Another
prolific cause of this effect is the use of too
heavy a current. For instance, a current
derived from two cycle lamp batteries is far
too much for the work which you are doing.

Use the following solution : copper sul-
phate, /lb. ; sulphuric acid, 2 oz. ; water,
+ gallon. This solution should be used cold
and with a voltage not exceeding 3 or 4.

Moss Elimination in the Greenhouse
CAN you please tell me if there is any

way in which I can get rid of, or
stop forming, a type of moss or crypto-
gamic plant that keeps appearing on
the soil in my greenhouse, and also in
the garden ?-L. Cooke (Leicester).

YOU can rid your greenhouse soil of moss
by dusting powdered lime on the soil

from time to time and then by digging the
lime in. This is a much better method than
by treating the soil with substances such as
copper sulphate solutions which, although
they will eliminate the moss, at the same
time act as poisons to plants and consequently
contaminate the soil. If the moss appears
on walls or other surfaces which are not
directly in contact with the soil, dissolve
sib. of copper sulphate in a gallon of water
and brush the solution hot on to the affected
surfaces. Do not, however, allow the copper
sulphate solution to drip or drain into the
soil. For treatment of the soil alone the lime
dressing method is the safest and the cheapest.

Lining Copper Containers with Rubber
T WISH to coat the interior of several
1 small copper laboratory containers
with rubber. Will you please state how
this is done? Is it possible to paint the
interiors with liquid latex and vulcanise
by either hot or cold process ?-C. Hyland
(Buxton).
TF the copper containers are not too big,
1 the simplest way of effecting your aim
would be to purchase a tube of rubber cement,
and to thin this down to paint consistency
with solvent naphtha. The resulting paint
could be applied in two separate coats with a
soft brush.

Rubber latex would hardly be successful
when used as a painting medium. It would
not spread evenly over the metal, and it
would tend to give rise to a film which would
strip off very readily.

Neither the rubber solution film, nor the
latex film would react well to any vulcanisa-
tion, since any hardening of the rubber
film would cause it to strip away. If, however
you wish to carry out your own experiment, .11
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in this direction, a cold vulcanisation process .
Would be preferable as it is gentler in action
and its hardening effect on the rubber film
is less.

Painting Garden Ornaments
HAT is the best paint to use for

painting plaster garden ornaments
that will retain a gloss and keep water-
proof ?-G. F. Halfyard (Surrey).

THE use of gloss paint on garden ornaments
of plaster is not very successful because,

ultimately, the paint deteriorates and flakes
away in patches, thus exposing the under-
lying plaster to a very rapid deterioration.
The best way to tackle this job is to give the
ornaments a liberal brushing over with a
solution of 2 parts of glue in 98 parts of water.
After this, they should be brushed over with a
50-5o mixture of formalin and water and
allowed to dry out thoroughly. This treat-
ment will insolubalise the glue. The articles
so treated are then given a priming paint
coating of any desired colour, after which they
are given two coats of the gloss finishing
paint required, this being applied preferably
by spraying.

Regilding an Antique Mirror
T RECENTLY acquired a carved antique
.1. mirror, on which the gilding had al-
most disappeared, and an effort had been
made to make this good with an ordinary
silver paint that had in itself deteriorated
very badly. I have cleaned this down to
the alabaster and now wish to regild
the frame. Can you please let me know
how this should be done and what
materials to use ? I notice that a red
paint is used as a base over the alabaster
-can you please also tell me what this
is ?-R. E. Peckham (Southampton).

TIE gilding of your antique mirror was
not based on alabaster (which is a

mineral), but on gesso, which is a mixture
of whiting and glue. In stripping the existing
gilding down to the actual gesso, you have,
to some extent, lowered the value of the
article as an antique piece, since you have
removed the original gold work and, also,
some of the red -lead linseed oil groundwork
of the gilding which testifies to its age. It is
the practice nowadays not to remove original
gilding from antique articles, no matter
how poor the condition of the gilding may be.

In the circumstances, you have two alterna-
tives. The first is to brush over the bare
and exposed gesso foundation a mixture of
equal parts of egg white and cold water
and allow this to dry out thoroughly. Then
breathe on the area to moisten it very slightly,
and apply gold leaf to it, burnishing it to the
required degree of brightness by means of
a gilder's burnishing tool or with the aid
of a small agate or a flat piece of polished
steel. The alternative will be to paint the area
over with one of the " antique gold " lacquers
which are to be had from dealers in artists'
materials. The result will be a rather raw -
looking one, but it will mellow with age,
since these imitation gold paints are not as
permanent as the real thing.

An Electrical Vibrator
IHAVE recently been experimenting

1 with a self-made vibratory feeder
for pins operated by an electromagnet
at mains frequency. The results are very
promising, but the present machine lacks
control and feeds the pins either too
violently or too feebly. Could you give
me any information on the construction
and the names of any books on this
subject ?-H. A. Beck (Stroud).

ELECTRICAL vibrators for use on A.G.
may be either rotary or electromagnetic.

The rotary type may consist of a small motor
which is mounted on the platform which is to
be vibrated. The motor merely drives an
unbalanced weight, such as an eccentric disc,
which is mounted on the motor shaft. On
a supply of given frequency the frequency of
vibration will depend on the speed for which
the motor has been wound ; whilst the
amplitude and vibratory force will depend on
the amount by which the driving weight is out
of balance. Such vibrators are supplied by
Messrs. E. P. Allam and Co., Ltd., of South-
end-on-Sea.

Two or three forms of electromagnetic
vibrators are very briefly indicated in the
book " Magnets," by C. R. Underhill,

Half wave
rectifiers

AC.
Supply

Using half -wave rectifiers.

published by the McGraw-Hill Book Co.
This book, however, contains a good deal of
technical information regarding electromagnets
in general. Another useful book on electro-
magnets is " Electromagnets and Windings,"
by G. Windred (George Newnes, Ltd.). The
frequency of operation or vibration on a given
A.G. supply can be halved by supplying the
electromagnet through a rectifier which is
fed from the A.C. mains, with a similar
rectifier connected across the coil to act as a
discharge resistance, both rectifiers being of
the half -wave type. The vibration can be
controlled by supplying the rectifier through a
tapped transformer or supplying the electro-
magnet through a variable resistor, or by
adjustment of the air gap of the electromagnet.

Assuming that only a small amount of
vibration is required the table could probably
be mounted on rubber supports or silentbloc
mountings.

Sharpening a Cross -cut SawI HAVE been unable to find details for
sharpening the saw shown below ;

can you help ?-Herbert Linford
(Oxford).

THE teeth of the saw should have a cutting
edge for their full depth. Alternate

teeth should be set in the same direction,
i.e., adjacent teeth should be set in opposite

Mr. Linford's saw.

directions as in other types of saw. Both
edges of the centre tooth on alternate sets of
teeth should be filed at an angle on the same
side of the saw ; whilst the inner edges of

How the saw is sharpened.

the two outer teeth on the other sets should be
cut at an angle on the same side of the saw.
Then the saw should be turned over and the
operation repeated on the other side of the saw,
this time cutting the centre teeth on the
sets on which the centre teeth have not been

sharpened and so on. The sketch should
clarify the position.

Information
Sought

Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries :

Installing an Austin Engine in a Boat
AFTER carrying out some repairs and

alterations to my 16ft. 6in. boat, I hope
to install an engine. Could you assist me in
obtaining the necessary information to convert
my 1940 Austin 8 h.p. engine for this pur-
pose and the best method of installation ?
-W. H. DAVEY (Exeter).

Aquarium Heater
IWISH to make a 6o -watt electrical

heater of the type used in small tropical
fish aquariums and would much appreciate
any information concerning the various
materials needed.-J. BUTCHER (Wembley).

Gelatine Finish to Lithograph and
Letterpress Prints

IWISH to apply a gelatine finish to some
lithographic and also some letterpress

prints.
I should be obliged if you would kindly

let me know how this can be done.
I believe glass is used as the surface to

which the print is fixed while the gelatine
matter is drying. I also understand, however,
that chromium covered rollers can somehow
be used to speed up the process when dealing
with quantities.-H. P. (London).

Moulding Garden Ornaments

PLEASE
tell me where I may obtain

information on making garden ornament
moulds. I can make the originals but have
not sufficient knowledge to make moulds such
as animals, birds, figures which have " under-
cutting." Also, is a mixture oft part cement
to 2 parts sand correct, please ? What
paint can be used on these cement figures ?-
D. R. MARSH (Bristol).

Self -inflating Water Cushion
T AM seeking information upon the construe-
'. tion and self -inflation of a water cushion.
The principle required is similar to that used
in the R.A.F. rubber dingies.

The project I have in mind only has the
capacity of a large settee cushion. Since I expect
a valve will have to be incorporated to permit
a safe level of expansion from the chemical/gas
inflating medium I would prefer a harmless
variety as a precaution against inhaling-if
this should be possible.

The chemical/gas container must be as light
and as small as possible. Would a plastic
envelope give longer service than rubber?-
H. WILLcox (Nottingham).

Aquarium Thermostats
IDESIRE to make thermostats as used by

aquarists in their fish tanks either adjust-
able or set to about 70 deg. F., and would be
glad if you could help.-E. WEBB (Surrey).

Bottle and Jar Seals
T HAVE seen some orange juice bottles that
1 have a plastic seal over the cork, and
would like to employ a similar method to seal
a suction metal lid to a fib. jam jar. Is this
practicable and how can I do it ?

Can you suggest any other method of mak-
ing these tops airtight, attractive and safe if
in contact with food ?-V. SMITH (Sussex).
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CAkNIALG IE S
1/10th h.p. CAPACITOR START

INDUCTION MOTORS
SAVING 15'6

With Double Spindles. Durable Black finish. Capacitor
is separate. For driving small machines and models and
for use as grinder and polisher, etc. Overall length TIM.
Spindle lengths !'in. 200(2.50 volts A.C.

Usually 55/.. BARGAIN 3916
single phase 2,800 r.p.m.

Carr. and pkg. 2,9. PRICE

'JUNIOR' WIRE BRUSHES
Comprising six useful
wire brushes with
round shanks to fit
every Handyman's
Electric Drill. Suit-
able for amateur or
Professional

9d. 1116
use. Set
Post & Pkg.

Motor Car
Accessory & Tool
List Free on Request

'GRIPITAL'
CHAIN SPANNER

TURNS ANY SHAPE

rmund, square. hexagon,aa. Irdrieagelteril.

Grips anything
up to Adjustable

by simPlY Penule
gut ---no

that other
spannevs_ cacti

tumbling With
slow thread adiustroe*se.

When pressure
is released

on harci,

ratchet action is Permitted.
* w a

bright' °r deliPateCrotrInVIZ
IV=

6arthem Gri4 to can be used

withoutpsXtrTgiu.

I INCH MICROMETER
For accurate measurements from

0.001 in. to 1.0 in.

101-
Ideal for General Handymen, Model
Makers. Students. Schools. etc. Corn-

lete with full instructions.
Post & Pico. 6d.

WHANDA' Electrician's

CABLE & WIRE STRIPPER
HALF PRICE !

A precision tool which is extremely easy
to use. Takes cable up to 3 loin. thick,
fully. adjustable. Will not damage the
conductor wires. Also suitable
for cutting wire.
Usually 151, GAMAGES f6Post & Pkg. 6d. PRICE

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.0.1. HOL. 8484

THE REVOLUTIONARY FLOORING ! !

0

h `76 obiliNDAT
the modern true

POLYVINYL PLASTIC FLOORING
Builders all over the country are using

" REDIMIX " for their new bungalows and
houses because it is the most modern flooring
material-it does not require specialists to
lay it-and it is cheap in cost.

AMAZING
OFFER

FREE
To introduce " REDIMIX ", the new
wonderful Polyvinyl Plastic Flooring,
The Laymatt Flooring Company will
present FREE OF CHARGE ONE
EXTRA TIN FOR EVERYTIN ORDERED

" REDIMIX " POLYVINYL FLOORING is a plastic
which comes to you in a tin-ready for laying. It is ideal for covering
any kind of existing surface-concrete, quarry tiles, flagstones, compositions
of all kinds, timber-in fact, any unsightly and uncomfortable dusty floors.

It is supplied in a very wide range of beautiful colourings,
from plain to a multitude of marbled and veined colours.

Apply at once for your free offer
order form and beautiful colour
chart to :-

DESK P.M.8,
The LAYMATT FLOORING COMPANY,
36-40 Seabourne Rd., Bournemouth.

'YOU LAY IT YOURSELF' ! !

NEW! LEARN
THE PRACTICAL WAY
With many courses we supply
actual equipment thus com-
bining theory and practice
in the correct educational
sequence. This equipment,
specially prepared and de-
signed remains your property.
Courses include: Radio, Tele-
vision, Mechanics, Electricity.
Draughtsmanship, Carpentry,
Photography, Commercial
Art, etc.

THE

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER

150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME

Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical

Engineering
Autemobile

Engineering
Banking

Book-keeping
Building
Business Management
Carpentry

Chemistry
Civil Service
Civil Engineering
Commercial Subjects

Also courses for University
A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S., A.M.Brit.1.8

Commercial Art &
Drawing

Customs & Excise Officer
Draughtsmanship

Economics
Electrical Engineering
Electronics
Fashion Drawing
Healing R. Ventilating Eng.
Indestrial Administration
Journalism

Languages

Marine Engineering
Mathematics

M.C.A. Licences
Mechanical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Photography

P.M.G. Licences
Police
Production Engineering
Public Speaking
Radar

Radio & Television
Servicing

Radio Engineering
Refrigeration
Retail Shop Martagemenl
Salesmanship

Sanitation
. Secretaryship

Sheet Metal Work
Shorthand & Typing
Sound Recording
Structural Eng.
Telecommunications
Television
Time & Motion Study
Tracing
Welding
Writing
Works Management
Workshop Practice

and many others.

Degrees, General Certificate of Education, B.SeEng., A.P4.1.Mech.E., 1.1.0.8..
.E., A.M.I.I.A., City i Guilds Examinations, R.S.A. Certificaies, etc.

ADVANTAGES OF E.M.I. TRAINING
* The teaching methods are planned to meet modern covering all aspects of training is given
industrial requirements. * We offer training in all before and after enrolment with us.
subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting
hobbies. * A tutor is personally allotted by name to
ensure private and individual tuition. * Free advice

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH ..,1

I VITITES
The only Postal College which is part
of a world-wide Industrial Organisation

to students

POST THIS COUPON T 0 DA Y
Please send without obligation your FREE book.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES (Dept. 144k)
43 Grove Park Road, London,W.4

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBJECT(S1 OF INTEREST
November HISS..
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NAleratAS l ISTf

or

CYCLE LAMPS
Standard " Ever -Ready "

I.

front Cycle Lamp,
complete ... 5/ -
Improved model with
Octagonal front lens 5/3

New regulations compel Cyclists to
carry a rear lamp with a minimum
red aperture of IV. All lines in
this advertisement conform with this
regulation.

" Ever -Ready " Unit Cell
Model 3/0?.- complete
Pifco 2/5i
Twin Cell Models,

from 5/6
Reflectors
Extensive range of approved reflectors
from ... 1/.. each
Dynamo Sets
Miller and Lucas Dynamo Sets from

32/6 complete
Special offer Dynamo Sets 24/11
Replacement Dynamo Rear Lamps, from

titi 1,

HANDLEBAR BENDS, ETC.

Light Tourist, Chrome Plated 6/6
All Rounder, Chrome Plated 6/6
" Gem " Plastic Handlebar Tape

1,3 per roll
Handlebar Grips from 10d. pair

SPEEDOMETERS
How far and how fast ?
Smiths combined Speed
and Mileage Recorder

38/6
De -Luxe Heavy Duty
model 49/6

CYCLOMETERS
Lucas Cyclometer for 24;
26 ; 27 and 28" Wheel
Fitting ... 7/6

REFLECTOR PEDALS
Make night cycling

safer.
4" Rubber Pedalswith built in
Amber Reflectors

7/11 pair

TOURING

BAGS

Halford Ren-
shaw Bags, from 4/8
Size I I" x 9" x 6" as illustrated, with
one end pocket ... 13/9
Larger model with two pockets 18/-
Brooks - Midland - Baycliff - Cykewear
Bags always in stock.

BAG SUPPORTS AND
CARRIERS

Examine our range of Bag Supports
and Carriers.

CHAINS
Union 1 x I" Blue Steel Cycle Chains

513
Perry, Coventry and Renolds Chains
at Makers' listed prices,

FOOT PUMPS
A Foot Pump specially
designed for the Cyclist,
measures only
4i" when
closed and
weighs 5 ozs.

6/6

BRAKES
Halford Caliper
Brakes. Gent's
front and rear 8/6
Lady's rear brakes

8/11
Monitor Sheerline.
Webb and Phillips
available from
stock, full range
of Brake Cable
Units.

LOCKS
Your Cycle is valu-
able, make it secure
with a Halford
Lock and chain.

DRESS GUARDS
Plastic Triangular
Dress Guards keep
your feet clean

1/6 each

November, 1955

HALFORDS 7°:°:

lirmin wj

BELLS &
HORNS

Special value Bell, 2l," Dome 1/10
" Emblem " Chrome Plated Bells

2/6 & 2/9
Lucas & Miller Bells from 3/3
Cycle Horns, Juvenile size 1/11
Cadet Electric Horn, complete
with Battery 17/0i

SADDLES

Halford Spring Top Saddle 9/11

WATERPROOF
CLOTHING
P.V.C.
Black or Gold
all Welded
Seams.
Cape 42"
Zipp open-

4in2g" B2uettiolini open-
ing 27/9
36" Button opening ... 26/6
Leggings, Button opening 28,
30 & 32"... 18/II pair
Small, Medium and Large
Sou'westers 6/6

HALFORD CYCLE CO LTD
HEAD OFFICE: 45, CARPENTER ROAD, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM

RUSTED
FITTINGS?

Free them quickly with

Shell Easing Oil

Shell Easing Oil
comes in a handy 8 oz.
tin with special pourer
spout to eliminate
waste.

Here's the way to free those rusted
fittings ! Free them quickly, too.
Shell Easing Oil is sure and swift,
penetrates deeply to loosen and
free.

From nuts and bolts to taps and
pipe joints, from bicycle frames to
window catches, Shell Easing Oil
is the answer to your rusted parts
problem.

SHELL EASING OIL is very handy in the
house. Buy some to-day-good ironmongers
stock Shell Easing Oil

Stremilked from Nead/oTail
-THE "KING" SPORTS SET

thtMe

1,44.4!"

Modelled on famous Lucas Car Ligh ng equip.
mend. Silver plated brass reflectors. Intense beam
with ample local light. Twin wiring eliminates
earthing troubles. Detachable cable connectors.
Powerful 6 v. 3.3 w. generator with combined
universal bracket and rear light. Ask your local
cycle dealer to show them to you.

Prices: 32/6 to 47/6
Sports Illus:

CAS 7410iftite Road"

CYCLE DYNAMO SETS

JOSEPH LUCAS (CYCLE ACCESSOfliflsi LTD CHESTER STREET AIRMINGHAPI
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Phone : Temple Bar 4363
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WHAT I By F. J. C.

Frank Urry Retires
IT is with great regret that we announce

that our esteemed contributor F. J. Urry,
M.B.E., is retiring from journalism, as

he can no longer be an active participant in
the pastime of cycling and, therefore, feels
that he is not entitled to write on it. It has
always been his point of view that when he
would not get around under his own power he
would retire. He is still able to do to to 12
miles without a rest in good weather, but long-
distance journeys, the real essential of happy
touring, are not now physically possible.

Frank Urry has done more than any other
writer to encourage and develop the pastime
of cycling. His pen has kept clear of cycling
politics and sport, and concentrated on the
real purpose of the bicycle-to provide
pleasurable exercise by means of touring both
in this country and on the Continent. He
and his father before him ploughed this
furrow and he has inspired many other
writers to imitate him. They never, however,
developed his style and phraseology and
travel -tempting pen pictures. His father, the
late Jack Urry, founded the oldest cycling
journal in the world-Bicycling News-on
which Alfred Harmsworth, later Lord
Northcliffe, served his apprenticeship as a
journalist and the last editor of which when
it existed as a separate journal was the present
writer. It was in the columns of Bicycling
News that the paragraph resulting in the
formation of the Cyclists' Touring Club
with which he was to be associated for so
many years appeared. His great work for
the C.T.C. was acknowledged time and
again, and hallmarked by the presentation of
the Bird Trophy. For many years he was
responsible for the printing of the C.T.C.
Gazette. Internecine conflicts and jealousies
within the club, however, caused Frank Urry
a few years ago to sever all connections with it,
and to return the trophy to them. Readers
will join with us in wishing Frank a long and
healthy retirement.

Causes of Accidents
TN a recent issue we dealt with the causes of
1. accidents, and our comments have
inspired a letter from A. F. Bagshaw, of
Ashbourne, and we quote his letter in full:

" I have just read your editorial on the
above subject in THE CYCLIST. As you say,
the answer is more and better roads.

" Surely another point of great importance
immediately arises as a result of your con-
clusion ? The design of new roads must
be undertaken by road users, not by a body
of people who have no experience of road
travel. I consider myself to represent the
average motorist, covering about 14,000 miles
a year, mostly in Staffordshire and Derbyshire,
but including occasional runs of a few hundred
miles. I doubt very much if I could design a
trunk road, but I would be able to avoid so
many of the idiotic features of even recently
made highways. For example : I know of
dozens of bus stops placed on blind corners ;
busy junctions heavily policed except when
traffic is at its heaviest ; Halt signs almost

obscured by foliage; misleading direction
and road signs ; DANGER-Men at Work
notices left up when all work is finished with
the result that one is inclined to disregard
them on future occasions ; Keep Left signs
which prevent a driver from seeing if the road
is clear ; dangerous junctions where both
roads look like the main road.

" The main trouble arises because of the
different relative speeds of vehicles. Thus, a
to -ton lorry often has a stream of 50-6o or

,OCP04, ,C4n/A*64.- -
_

Imesbury A66.ey
wots .

The great Nornnan. arcs/ That eutte
supported the tower of thil
budding_ .

more cars stuck behind and obliged to follow
it for miles.

" To overcome this, the ' planners' at their
desks, to which they have no doubt travelled
by tube, propose to tear all over England
putting down wide straight roads in imita-
tion of the Romans. At vast expense.

" Surely a simpler solution is to introduce
dual -carriageways of about five miles in
length every to or 20 miles. The faster traffic
would, on these stretches, become disentangled
from the slower and bottlenecks would be
avoided.

" In France, where a driver usually goes
flat out all the time, I have never had a
' nasty squeak,' but here I expect one at any
time. I suppose that I nearly have some sort
of accident every r,000 miles-luckily I
have actually had only one when an elderly

gentleman ran into my stationary car because
he was watching something out of his rear
window ! As you say, speed is not always
the cause.

" Posters and campaigns are useless and far
too mild. British people will not be regi-
mented. The most effective way to get
a door broken down is to put ' Private '
on it.

" I am an auctioneer, and during the summer
I have seen at least six farmers either limping
about or wearing peculiar surgical appliances
round their necks. Enquiry has produced
such answers as, Oh ! A lorry ran into his
car at a junction . . .' or ' He ran into a car
which stopped suddenly . .

" An essential driving technique is anticipa-
tion. This requires imagination-and so few
people have it.

" Finally, I consider the police-outside the
large towns-to be quite useless in traffic
direction. I have seen them turn purposely
away when they could have helped a driver to
emerge from an awkward entry into a main
road. They put up far too many notices which
demand the drivers' attention, and too many
coloured flashing lights which confuse and
annoy."

We have received many letters on this
subject but the above epitomises most of the
points of view. We have, of course, received a
few of the tirades from some of the firebrand
members of the N.C.U. and the C.T.C. who
want all motorists wiped off the roads,
disciples of the late Fitzwater Wray, who are
always " fighting for cyclists' rights " (no one
has ever wanted to take them away !).

Death of Sidney Vanheems
WE regret to announce the death of S. M.

Vanheems, who was for to years
secretary of the R.R.A. and at one time a
prominent member of the Bath Road Cycling
Club, Ltd. He was 8o years of age. He
became secretary of the R.R.A. in 1923, when
the affairs of that organisation were in a mess.
Vanheems set to work to put the machinery in
order and devised the system of filing and
recording which is still in use and has so
greatly benefited other secretaries. He was
president of the Bath Road Club Ltd. for a
long number of years and successfully piloted
this club through the 1914-18 war. He
continued to take an interest in its affairs
almost up to the time of his death.

The New Lighting Laws
AS from October 1st last, all pedal bicycles,

pedal tricycles, tandems and tandems
with sidecars must have a lamp showing a
white light to the front. The position is left to
the convenience of the user. On all cycles
purchased new after October 1st a rear lamp
with a lens diameter of at least Liin. All such
vehicles must also carry a red rear reflector.
The regulation says that all cycle rear lamps
must have an illuminated area of not less than
I fin. diameter or, if not circular, have an
illuminated area of not less than the area of a
circle of Ibin. in diameter and of such a shape
that a circle of tin. diameter may be inscribed
therein.
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How to
FORM

and RUN
a CLUB

(Concluded from the October issue)

SPECIAL attention is directed to the
latter part of Rule No. 5. When a
Special General Meeting of members

has been called for some specific object,
no other business, except that for which the
meeting has been called, may be transacted.
There is a reason for this. It is on record that
a small clique of malcontents sent in a
requisition for a Special General Meeting
for some trivial object, and reading the notice
many members thought it not worth while
coming to the meeting to discuss such a
trivial matter, but the malcontents turned up
in full force. At the meeting, under " other
business," their leader put a highly revolu-
tionary proposal to reduce the annual sub-
scription by half.

One more rule deserves to be emphasised,
that which prohibits second -claim members
from sitting on the committee and from
holding challenge trophies or club records.

Model Rules for a Cycling Club.
I. That the club be called the

Cycling Club (or Wheelers). That it be
affiliated to the N.C.U., B.L.R.C., C.T.C.,
etc., and that its objects be the promotion
of cycling in all its branches and general
sociability among the members.

2. That the annual subscription be
payable in February. Honorary members

New members to pay an entrance
fee of Members whose subscriptions
are not paid by May 1st shall forfeit the right
to take part in any club functions.

3. That the management of the club be
vested in a Committee consisting of the
officers, the auditor, and six other members,
all of whom shall be first claim (six to form a
quorum), to be elected annually at the Annual
General Meeting to be held in January. At
such meeting shall be presented a balance
sheet, prepared by the Hon. Treasurer and
audited by one of the members duly elected
for that purpose. Vice -Presidents may attend
Committee and General Meetings, and speak,
but they have no vote unless they pay an
active member's subscription.

4. That the Committee shall meet once in
each month, or upon receiving four days'
notice in writing from one of the Secretaries.
Any elected member of the Committee absent-
ing himself from three consecutive meetings
(without giving a satisfactory explanation)
shall be deemed to have resigned his seat,
and the Committee shall have power to fill
the vacancy.

5. That it be within the power of any twelve
members to call a Special General Meeting
by written request to the Hon. Secretary,
not less than seven days prior to the proposed
date, such request to embody the purpose for
which the meeting is to be called, and only
such business shall be transacted at that
meeting.

6. That in the event of the conduct of any
member being considered detrimental to the

Members out on

interests to the club, the Committee shall
have full power to deal with the matter and
its decision shall be final.

7. That club runs and tours be under the
supervision of the Captain, or in his absence
of the Vice -Captain.

8. That candidates for membership shall
be proposed by two
of the club, and shall be elected or not by
vote at any meeting of the Committee.

9. Candidates for Vice -Presidencies shall
be approved by the Committee before being
voted upon at a General Meeting.

to. That no member shall be allowed to
compete in any club event unless he is clear
on the books and, unless he is prevented by
illness or accident, must make at least x5
points between January 1st and December
31st before receiving any prize or medal.
Points to count as follows :

Riding to the rendezvous on Sunday, I
point. Competing in an open event in the
club's name, I point. Helping a member who
is competing in an open event, I point.

1. That the colours of the club be
12. That club runs start from at a m.

on Sunday. Winter runs at a m.
Members meet at Headquarters on
evenings (friends invited).

r3. Items for the Agenda of the Annual
General Meeting must be in the hands of the
Hon. Secretary at least 21 days before the
date of the meeting.

14. The Committee shall have power to
settle any points not provided for in these
rules.

15. New members elected after 3oth
September in any year shall, upon payment
of the subscription, be entitled to all the
privileges of membership up to the 31st
December in the following year.

Racing Regulations
1. All handicaps to be framed by a board

of four handicappers to be elected at the
A.G.M.

2. Three handicap prizes to be given in
each club race, in addition to fastest time
prizes. In the event of fewer than ten entries,
no third prize ; if less than six entries, no
second prize to be given. No rider may

an autumn club run.

take more than one prize in any event.
3. That a road Championship Gold Medal

or special trophy, if one exists, be awarded
to the member making the highest m.p.h.
at 25, 5o and too miles and 12 hours during
the season, by taking the m.p.h. at each
distance and averaging over the four distances.

Championship and Gold Medal
to go to the winner of a Scratch race to be
run for the title at a distance to be !decided
upon at the A.G.M. Second and third men
to receive silver and bronze medals.

4. Second claim members shall not be
eligible to hold any trophies, Club champion-
ships or Club Records, but may compete
in club races and for standard medals in
Time Trials.

5. An attempt for a standard medal may be
made in any time trial run under R.T.T.C.
rules during the season. Not less than seven
days' notice must be given to the Club Road
Racing Secretary.

6. Members already holding Club Standard
medals must beat their previous best times to
qualify for another medal. A new member
must beat his previous best time before taking
a Club Standard medal, except when beating
club record. Tandem riders to qualify for
standard medals, must both be members of
the club. (Author's note.-These regulations
are to prevent (a) a man collecting a set of
standard medals in one club, joining another
club and taking a set of medals in that club
without showing an improvement in his
riding ; and (b) a mediocre rider pairing up
with a " crack," from another club and
taking a medal for a ride in which he may have
done only a third of the work !)

7. Entrance fee, 2s. 6d. for club time trials.
8. Only one Club medal may be taken in

the same class in one season, and in no case
may two medals be taken for one ride.

9. The fee for club events must be in the
hands of the Racing Secretary at least five
days before the event. The Committee
have power to withdraw any race.

to. That no first claim member be allowed
to ride in an open event in the name of any
other club without the Committee's consent_

II. R.T.T.C. Rules and Regulations shall
be observed in all club time trials.

Published about the 10th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House. Southampuin Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England byMir" W. stuaight & Sons, Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon & Gotoh (A/sia). Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa-
Central News Agency, Ltd. - Subscription Rate (including postage)": For one year, Inland and Abroad 14s.



CHOOSE YOUR
DYNAMO
LIGHTING 0

-WITH THE SAME
CARE YOU CHOSE
YOUR CYCLE
No cycle is complete withou
)nficient Dynamo Lighting.
Make absolutely sure vou
get the best by choosing
Miller. For with Miller you
buy much more than a set-
you also get years of unfailing
.ervice-in terms oi thoroughly
reliable Cycle
Dynamo Lightin
at all speeds.

vilLLER CO., LTD., BIRMINGHAM,

"Baker's"
iAING

PRODUCT OF SIR Wm. BURNETT & CO.(Chemicals) LTD.
GREAT WEST ROAD ISLEWORTH MIDDLESEX ENGLAND

Send Now for New Brochure detailing all points and
interesting features ; answered questions you would ask, showing machines in
use and articles such as toys, patterns and turnery made on these machines. Ask
also for details of fitments to the " Coronet " range and other makes. Is long hole
drilling a problem to you ? Send now for details of BORING ATTACHMENT
and long drills, to suit any lathes.

VVVI,:ZE"' ,,otS15.4

001.7.115

FITMENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL. LATHES
CUP CENTRE No. I Morse Taper Shank.
4 Prong DRIVING CENTRE (Positive Drive for large or small work).
GRINDING WHEEL ARBOR No. I Morse Taper-suit any machine with

No. I Morse Taper.
REVOLVING CENTRE
5"WOBBLE SAW-Ploughs ik" to r. Index for quick setting and fine adjustment.
TURNING TOOLS, set of six 18" overall, beautifully handled.
WOODSCREW CHUCK to suit any machine No. 1 or 2 Morse.
3 Jaw CHUCK and Self Centering 4 jaw Independent Chuck.
COMPOUND SLIDEREST-for wood and metal turning.
ELECTRIC MOTORS, Brook ? and I h.p.

GRINDING WHEELS, SLIPSTONES, etc.
Write : Dept. P.M., enclosing stamp, for Catalogues showing photographs

and price, etc.

CORONET TOOL CO. 8, MANSFIELD.

Also at CITY ROAD MILLS, DERBY.

ROAD,

" Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until November 30th, 1955, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with a 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. November, 1955.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt. & Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches) Generators & Motors
Maintenance Engineering Generation Si Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural
R/F Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
L.A.B.S.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.,

Common. Prelim. Exam
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Sanitary Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132- PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :

Ii

Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.
How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

M4NY /11TERFSTINO COMES

To SELECT FROM!

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

Fre, e
la

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA : E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417. IOHANNESBURG

OUNDED 1885 FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon
To: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29). 148-15o, Holborn. London, E.C.x.

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

5END Off
TN/5 COUPON

NOW AND 13E
4L1.5tr FOR

SaCCESS
start

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a specia' preference.
(ild. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)
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